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Plants evolved innovative solutions to survive and disseminate during land 
colonization. The key to success was the development of several systems driven by 
the new needs in the terrestrial environment. The root architecture system functions 
to mechanically support the plant and anchor it in the soil, as well as to acquire water 
and minerals. 
Concomitantly, plants evolved a long distance transport system composed of xylem, 
which distributes water and minerals, and phloem (proto- and meta-phloem), which 
transports so-called sap. Phloem sap, charged in carbohydrates and signalling 
molecules, is transported from the above-ground source organs to sink organs, such 
as the root. The protophloem functions as the final conduit into the root apical 
meristem (RAM), unloading the sap into the developing root apex. 
The RAM exhibits specific domains in which each cell undergoes specific sequence 
of division and differentiation. Intersected gene networks, phytohormones and 
epigenetic markers allow the maintenance of this pattern and maintain the 
division/differentiation rate to ensure the optimal root growth. 
 
In Arabidopsis thaliana, BREVIS RADIX (BRX) counteracts the CLAVATA3/EMBRYO 
SURRONDING REGION 45 – BARELY ANY MERISTEM 3 (BAM3) module that 
inhibits protophloem development. The local hyperactivity of this module in brx loss-
of-function mutants generates undifferentiated cells (so-called gaps) which interrupt 
protophloem differentiation and thereby transport, and lead to a pleiotropic root 
phenotype (i.e. a shorter primary root and a more branched root system). 
 
Here I show the effects of a weakened variant of the CLE45 ligand, in which the crucial 
glycine at position six is replaced by a threonine. CLE45G6T roots are morphologically 
similar to brx and display a stochastic occurrence of gaps. 
 
In order to dissect the protophloem development genetically, I screened for brx 
suppressors uncovering several unknown bam3 alleles. Likewise, among brx 
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suppressors, deleterious mutations either in BIG BROTHER (BB) or in JUMONJI 14 
(JMJ14) can partially rescue the impaired root growth. Both genes are expressed in 
the primary root, but their biological function in root development is largely unknown. 
Here I show that BB limits cell proliferation but not elongation. bb loss-of-function 
mutants exhibit enhanced meristematic cell number, but bb surprisingly has no longer 
root compared to wild type. Dissection of the root meristem revealed as well a 
considerable enhancement of cell density within the root stele. I deduce that bb radial 
cell proliferation might slow down the overall root growth. However, in sensitized 
genetic backgrounds, such as brx, the supernumerary cells counterbalance the 
reduced root length. My findings therefore reveal a general role for BB in limiting cell 
proliferation in Arabidopsis roots. Contrary to bb, jmj14 mutants display neither 
differences in cell number, nor in cell elongation. JMJ14, an H3K4 demethylase, might 
modulate gene expression and thus indirectly influence root growth in brx. 
 
In summary, I identified several second site suppressors of the brx, which enhance 






Les plantes ont sélectionné des solutions innovantes pour survivre et se disséminer 
en milieu aérien. L’un des éléments-clés de ce succès est l’acquisition d’un système 
racinaire servant à la fois de support mécanique, pour ancrer la plante dans le sol, et 
aussi d’atout physiologique, permettant à la plante de puiser l’eau et les minéraux 
présents dans le sol. De manière concomitante, la plante a développé un système de 
transport longue distance composé du xylème, conduisant la sève brute, et du 
phloème (composé de proto et méta-phloème), conduisant la sève élaborée. Cette 
dernière, chargée en photoassimilats et autres molécules signal indispensables à la 
croissance, est transportée depuis les organes sources photosynthétiques vers les 
organes puits en cours de développement tel que la racine. Ainsi, le proto-phloème 
assure le transport ultime de sève élaborée où elle est déchargée au niveau du 
Méristème Apical Racinaire (MAR) en cours de développement. 
 
Chez Arabidopsis thaliana, BREVIS RADIX (BRX) inhibe CLAVATA3/EMBRYO 
SURROUNDING REGION 45 (CLE45) - BARELY ANY MERISTEM 3 (BAM3), module 
qui inhibe la différentiation du proto-phloème. L'hyperactivité locale de ce module dans 
les mutants brx, chez lesquels BRX n’est pas fonctionnel, génère des cellules 
indifférenciées (appelées gaps) qui interrompent la différenciation du protophloème et 
produisent ainsi un phénotype pléiotropique (c'est-à-dire une racine primaire plus 
courte et un système racinaire plus ramifié). 
 
Dans ce travail, je montre l’effet d’une version atténuée du peptide CLE45: le peptide 
CLE45G6T présentant la substitution d’une glycine par une thréonine en position six 
du peptide. Les plantes exprimant CLE45G6T présentent les mêmes défauts de 
développement que le mutant brx, à savoir une différentiation stochastique du 
phloème. 
 
Un «screen» suppresseur mené sur le mutant brx a permis l’identification de 
nombreux acteurs impliqués dans la différentiation du proto-phloème y compris des 
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allèles inconnus de bam3. Ainsi, big brother (bb) et jumonji 14 (jmj14) permettent de 
rétablir partiellement la croissance racinaire chez brx. Ces deux gènes sont exprimés 
dans la racine mais leurs fonctions biologiques dans la racine sont peu décrites. Chez 
le mutant bb le nombre de cellules méristématiques est augmentée alors que la 
longueur de la racine ne l’est pas comparée à la forme sauvage. La prolifération 
cellulaire radiale chez bb pourrait ralentir la croissance racinaire globale. Cependant, 
chez des mutants affectés dans le développement tel que brx, ces cellules 
surnuméraires pourraient contrebalancer les défauts de croissance. Mes travaux 
montrent que BB limite la prolifération cellulaire dans la racine d’Arabidopsis mais 
n’affecte pas l’élongation cellulaire. Contrairement à bb, jmj14 ne présente pas de 
différence dans le nombre de cellules, ni dans l’élongation cellulaire. De par son 
activité de H3K4 demethylase, JMJ14 pourrait moduler l’expression de certains gènes 
et ainsi promouvoir indirectement la croissance racinaire chez brx.  
En résumé, j’ai identifié plusieurs mutations suppressives du mutant brx, nous 
permettant ainsi d’approfondir notre compréhension du phloème et du développement 
de la racine en général. 






Département de Biologie Moléculaire Végétale 
 
Les plantes ont sélectionné des solutions innovantes pour survivre et se disséminer 
en milieu aérien. L’un des éléments clef de ce succès est l’acquisition d’un système 
racinaire servant à la fois de support mécanique pour ancrer la plante dans le sol mais 
c’est également un atout physiologique permettant à la plante de puiser l’eau et les 
minéraux présents dans le sol. 
De manière concomitante, la plante a évolué un système de transport longue distance 
composé du xylème conduisant la sève brute et du phloème (composé de proto et 
méta-phloème) conduisant la sève élaborée. Cette sève élaborée, chargée en sucres 
et autres molécules de signalisation indispensables à la croissance, est transportée 
depuis les partie aériennes vers les organes puits en cours de développement tel que 
la racine. Ainsi, le proto-phloème assure le transport ultime de sève élaborée où elle 
est déchargée au niveau de la pointe racinaire en cours de développement. Une mise 
en place impropre du proto-phloème endommage la continuité du tissus phloèmien 
altérant ainsi sur la distribution de la sève. Ce phénotype microscopique se répercute 
à l’échelle de la plante entière par une racine courte et une augmentation du nombre 
de racines latérales (comme chez le mutant brevis radix (brx)). Chez Arabidopsis 
thaliana, le gène BRX est une régulateur positif clef de la mise en place du proto-
phloème dans la racine. Cependant sa fonction biologique est inconnue. Afin d’étudier 
la fonction génétique et les évènements moléculaires contrôlant un processus 
biologique, le criblage génétique est une approche de choix. Les défauts de 
différentiation du proto-phloème et ses répercussions sur la croissance racinaire ont 
été utilisés pour identifier les seconds sites de mutation dans le mutants brx restaurant 
alors une croissance comparable aux plantes sauvages. J’ai ainsi identifié différents 
allèles du gène BARELY ANY MERISTEM 3 (BAM3) permettant à la fois de rétablir la 
continuité du phloème chez le mutant brx mais également sa croissance racinaire. 
Par ailleurs, j’ai identifié deux autres gènes permettant de rétablir la longueur de la 
racine chez brx mais n’agissant pas sur les mise en place du proto-phloème. Ainsi 
BIG BROTHER (BB) limite la prolifération cellulaire à la fois de manière radiale et 
longitudinale sans pour autant agir sur l’élongation cellulaire. De même jumonji 14 
(jmj14) restaure partiellement la croissance racinaire du mutant brx. De par son 
activité moléculaire, JMJ14 pourrait moduler l’expression de certains gènes et ainsi 
promouvoir indirectement la croissance racinaire chez le mutant brx. 
En résumé, j’ai identifié plusieurs gènes, nous permettant ainsi d’approfondir notre 
compréhension du développement de la racine en général. 






• Plant innovations in evolution 
 
The plant kingdom shaping the terrestrial biosphere is the result of a long and 
fascinating evolutionary process that started around 470 million years ago (Harrison, 
2017). New needs caused by the shift from aquatic to terrestrial environment favoured 
novel developmental solutions in plants. In particular, they evolved innovative 
mechanisms to implement CO2 exchange, water and nutrient transport, but also 
structural support (Harrison, 2017; Lucas et al., 2013). One of the factors that 
undoubtedly contributed to land colonization was the development of the root system. 
The earliest and simplest root systems conferred mechanical support, anchoring the 
plant in the soil and mediating mineral uptake. Because plants are physically anchored 
to the place where they germinate and grow, in natural conditions they cannot escape 
exposure to local abiotic and biotic environmental factors (among them UV radiation, 
drought, salinity, extreme temperature and herbivores) (Harrison, 2017). As sessile 
organisms they thus developed different mechanisms to not only compensate, but also 
adapt to environmental changes (Osmont et al., 2007). Therefore, genetic adaptation 
and developmental plasticity contributed to the complex variations in anatomy, 
appearance and architecture of the plant kingdom. The ability to adapt their growth 
has been one of the keys to success that permitted plants to survive and propagate in 
any environment (Bauby et al, 2007; Gujas et al., 2012; Osmont et al., 2007). 
Contrary to animals, plants begin developing true, adult organs only after germination. 
The post-germination organogenesis and development is supported by indeterminate 
meristems, specialized regions that keep the balance between cell proliferation and 
the incorporation of newly produced cells into organs through cellular differentiation 
(Heidstra et al., 2014). A meristem is composed of three distinct domains: a confined 
pool of slowly dividing, self-renewing stem cells; a region where the derived 
undifferentiated daughter cells divide rapidly; and a third domain in which the cells 
undergo differentiation. The identity and the partitioning of each domain is maintained 
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by a unique hormonal profile, as well as a specific gene expression program that is 
also subject to epigenetic regulation (Heidstra et al., 2014; Pikaard et al., 2014). 
Shoot and root apical meristems are the two primary meristems that guarantee 
consecutive and indefinite growth above-ground and below-ground, respectively. They 
are established already during embryo development, each at the opposite end of the 
apical-basal axis. Plants also have secondary meristems that emerge only later during 
development and contribute to size increase and plastic growth response, which can 
constitute a fitness advantage. Overall, the three-dimensional growth in multiple axes 
is the result of the combination of primary and secondary meristems (Harrison et al., 
2017; Heidstra et al., 2014; Niklas, 1997;). 
Biologists have always been attracted by the complex and dynamic process of plant 
development. Beyond human curiosity, elucidating the mechanisms that modulate 
plant growth could be of high interest in view of the increasing need for plant-derived 
products. Due to its developmental simplicity, its small size, its short life cycle, its high 
seed production and its sequenced genome, the dicotyledonous plant Arabidopsis 
thaliana (Arabidopsis) has been used extensively as a model organism to study 
anatomy, genetics, metabolism and development. 
 
 
• A matter of growth 
 
Among plant species, organ size displays remarkable differences. Even individuals of 
the same species can modulate organ growth in response to environmental inputs. 
Nevertheless, comparatively low intraspecific variation was observed in the final size 
of Arabidopsis organs. This might be explained by developmental constraints imposed 
by tight genetic controls during plant organ growth (Krizek, 2009). In general, plant 
growth rate can be regulated by cell proliferation, cell expansion, dispersed cell 
divisions and energy balance. Each of these factors is controlled by a specific genetic 
regulatory network, although altogether they contribute to the final size (Vanhaeren et 
al., 2016). Mechanisms of cross-talk contribute to link the different pathways, thereby 
allowing a dynamic and accurate level of control. Many genes have been reported to 
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enhance or limit plant organ size. Some of them act downstream of plant hormones, 
while others appear to act independently (Busov et al., 2007). Because the description 
of the growth machinery is still very incomplete, the discovery of new key regulators 
of organ growth is necessary to advance our current understanding of these networks. 




• A model to study growth and size mechanisms: the Arabidopsis 
leaf  
 
Over the past years Arabidopsis leaves have been used to identify growth regulators 
and gene networks that control final organ size. Unlike most plant organs, leaves 
display a determinate growth pattern. They originate at the flanks of the shoot apical 
meristem and grow mainly through cell proliferation in the early stages. Later, cells at 
the tip of the leaf stop dividing, a cell cycle arrest front moves basipetally (i.e. towards 
the stem the leaf originates from) and gradually leads cells to switch from division to 
expansion. During this transition, chloroplasts start differentiating, while cells in the 
epidermis called meristemoids give rise to stomatal lineages. A further increase in cell 
expansion leads to the final organ size. These observations highlight the cooperation 
between cell proliferation and expansion to accomplish final organ size and shape. 
The two processes are synchronized spatially and temporally by a set of networks that 
interact and also respond to environmental inputs (Gonzáles et al., 2015; Tsukaya, 
2013). 
Many genes have been reported to control the duration of the cell proliferation phase: 
AINTEGUMENTA (ANT), GROWTH REGULATOR FACTOR 3 (GFR3) and GRF5 are 
mainly positive regulators of cell proliferation (Gonzáles et al., 2012). When 
overexpressed, they induce larger leaves. By contrast, other genes limit cell 
proliferation: DA1 encodes an ubiquitin receptor that restricts cell proliferation. da1-1 
dominant-negative mutants produce larger organs by prolonging the cell division 
phase (Li et al., 2008). Also BIG BROTHER (BB), an E3 ubiquitin ligase, is known to 
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be involved in limiting organ size (Dish et al., 2006). BB is also known as ENHANCER 
OF DA1 (EOD1), because the mutant amplifies the growth effects of da1-1 (Li et al., 
2008). As recently reported (Vanhaeren et al., 2017), the bb mutants display a delay 
in cell differentiation as a consequence of a prolonged cell division phase. In the early 
growth phase, young leaves are smaller than wild type because of prolonged cell 
division activity. The bb phenotype emerges later during leaf growth when the 
expansion activity is also completed. da1-1 bb double mutants display even bigger 
leaves as a result of the synergism between the two genes. Among regulators that 
influence various cellular processes ANGUSTIFOLIA 3 (AN3) seems to control both 
the rate and the length of the cell division phase (Tsukaya et al., 2006). 
Overall it becomes evident that organ morphogenesis is a complex mechanism 
controlled by the precise regulation of cell size and number. These two events likely 
contribute equally, although how these two processes are buffered still remains 
subject of continuing investigation. The compensatory effect that emerged from the 
analysis of some mutants and overexpression lines introduces a further level of 
complexity. For instance, loss-of-function ant mutants display small leaves compared 
to wild type. Despite a reduced cell number, further observations revealed a greater 
cell volume compared to wild type. Likewise, the an3 mutant displays a decrease in 
cell number that is accompanied by an increase in cell size, however overexpression 
of both ANT and AN3 increases cell number in leaves without any reduction in cell 
volume (Tsukaya, 2013). Those findings suggest a crosstalk between cell division and 
expansion that in particular conditions, such as a reduction in cell proliferation, may 
reinforce cell expansion activity. This presumably may be a strategy to assure a certain 
organ size threshold and avoid growth defects that negatively affect the plant’s fitness. 
Remarkably, experimental observations indicate that cell proliferation or cell 
expansion alone are not sufficient to control final organ size (Anastasiou et al., 2007). 
Up to now several players of the complex leaf growth machinery have been identified. 
Among them many have been functionally characterized; however, the genetic basis 
is still not completely uncovered. Apart from genetic constraints, various 
environmental factors influence final size. The multilevel networks and the broad 
connections make the final pattern even more complex to decipher.  
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• Plant root development 
 
The development of the root system strongly contributed to the land colonization by 
plants. The root system functions primarily to provide mechanical support by 
anchoring the plant in the soil, and to mediate water and nutrient uptake. Roots also 
can contribute to photoassimilate storage and phytohormone synthesis (Osmont et al., 
2007). 
Plant growth and reproductive capacity strongly depend on the availability of water 
and nutrients. Therefore, the 
high variability of the root 
system morphology is a direct 
consequence of adaptation to 
variable environmental 
conditions (Lucas et al., 
2013). 
The primary root of 
Arabidopsis originates during 
embryogenesis. It is only after 
germination that its allorhizic 
root system starts 
developing: the primary root 
breaks into the soil and grows 
deep along the gravity vector. 
Lateral roots, which grow at 
more horizontal angles, 
derive from the primary root 
later on during root system 
development (Osmont et al., 
2007).  
In terms of function, the 











Figure 1⏐Arabidopsis root tip. 
A⏐The scheme shows the longitudinal root organization and 




can be divided into four regions: columella, meristematic zone, elongation zone and 
differentiation zone. The columella allows the root to grow through the soil and protects 
the above tissues. The meristematic zone provides new cells for root growth, while in 
the elongation zone, cells rapidly elongate through cell wall expansion. Cell identity is 
acquired in the differentiation zone (Gujas et al., 2011; Taiz and Zeiger, Plant 
Physiology second edition) (Figure 1a). While its differentiation starts earlier in the 
root, the radial tissue pattern is complete and visible only in the differentiation zone 
(Bauby et al., 2007). 
Contrary to leaves, roots display a continuous growth. Consequently, cell proliferation, 
elongation and differentiation occur simultaneously within the root tip. The spatio-
temporal synchronization and orchestration of those different phases is modulated by 
a class of signalling molecules called phytohormones, specific gene networks and 
epigenetic markers. In addition, checkpoints are established to determine whether a 
cell could switch from one phase to another (Osmont et al., 2007; Takatsuka et al., 
2015; Ubeda-Tomás et al., 2012). During the past years, new discoveries contributed 
to the elucidation of the mechanisms that maintain the root stem cell niche and 
orchestrate the spatial subdivision in specialized domains within the root apex. 
 
 
• Mechanisms controlling and maintaining root growth 
 
Root meristem growth is meticulously controlled by a small pool of slowly dividing cells, 
the quiescent centre (QC), in the stem cell niche. These cells provide the molecular 
signals that control stem cell division rate and maintain stem cell identity (Figure 1B) 
(Tian et al., 2014). Stem cell divisions generate pluripotent daughter cells that acquire 
identity throughout positional molecular signals that lead to anticlinal and periclinal 
divisions, which establish the cell lineages for the developing radial tissue pattern 
(Helariutta, 2007). The maintenance of the QC thus is crucial during the entire plant 
life cycle. 
The transcription factor WUSCHEL-RELATED HOMEOBOX 5 (WOX5) is expressed 
in the quiescent centre from inception onwards. Loss-of-function wox5 mutants display 
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QC misspecification, indicating essential WOX5 functions in stem cell maintenance. 
The WOX5 function is counteracted by CLAVATA3/EMBRYO SURROUNDING 
REGION-RELATED 40 (CLE40). CLE40 encodes a peptide that is secreted from 
differentiated columella cells and is perceived by receptors that are expressed below 
the QC. CLE40-WOX5 balance therefore contributes to keeping the QC spatially intact 
over time (Heidstra et al., 2014). 
The two PLETHORA (PLT1 and 2) transcription factors also participate in stem cell 
niche maintenance and root meristem zonation: loss-of-function plt1 and plt2 mutants 
display an early meristem arrest as a consequence of stem cell differentiation, 
whereas in a gradient-dependent manner PLT2 gain-of-function leads to an enlarged 
meristem and shoot-ward shift of the high division rate domain. Moreover, induction of 
PLT2 inhibits cell expansion, suggesting that the decline in PLT levels along the 
gradient contributes to the transition to cell differentiation. The PLT gradient shape 
defines the spatial location of two boundaries: the boundary between slowly and 
rapidly cycling cells and the shoot-ward boundary of the meristem (Mähönen et al., 
2014). 
As mentioned above, phythohormones can also influence root growth. The AUXIN 
RESPONSE FACTORS 10 (ARF10) and ARF16 genes have been found to restrict 
distal stem cell daughter fate and promote columella cell differentiation in response to 
auxin. arf10 arf16 double mutant roots display an enlarged undifferentiated cell 
domain. In contrast, higher auxin levels reduce WOX5 expression thereby increasing 
stem cell differentiation (Heidstra et al., 2014). 
Furthermore, an interplay between the auxin gradient and PLTs has been shown to 
be relevant in defining zonation within the developing root. Auxin influences cell 
division, expansion and differentiation rate, but also promotes PLT transcription. The 
cooperation between auxin and PLT occurs on different timescales, allowing roots to 
better adapt to environmental conditions. Whereas auxin mediates rapid response 
during root growth, the stable PLT levels prevent loss of coordination in zonation 
(Mähönen et al., 2014; Takatsuka et al., 2015). 
Another mechanism orchestrating stem cell niche and meristem control is epigenetic: 
i.e. concerns heritable changes in gene expression in a cell lineage. In the nucleus, 
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the genetic material is arranged as chromatin. DNA is wrapped around histone core 
protein complexes and package into structural unites called nucleosomes. Amino 
acids at the N-terminal tails of H3 and H4 histones protrude from nucleosomes and 
thus are easy to modify. Among histone covalent modifications, acetylation and 
methylation are the best characterized in plants. Both influence the density of the 
chromatin, its consequent accessibility for the transcriptional machinery, and thus 
overall gene expression level (Takatsuka et al., 2015). 
Histone H3 lysine 4 (H3K4) di- and tri-methylation (me2 and me3) are normally 
associated with transcriptional activation in eukaryotes. The Arabidopsis SET 
DOMAIN GROUP 2 (SDG2) gene encodes a H3K4 methyltransferase enzyme: sdg2 
mutants have an abnormal stem cell niche and reduced cell division activity further up 
in the meristem. Moreover, in sdg2 mutants, PLT1 expression is inhibited, suggesting 
that SDG2 may regulate PLT1 expression through H3K4 methylation (Takatsuka et 
al., 2015; Yao et al., 2013). 
WOX5 promoter H3K4me3 levels can also influence expression of WOX5 in the QC. 
The gene REPRESSOR OF WUSCHEL 1 (ROW1) is expressed in the root meristem, 
but not in the QC. ROW1 binding to H3K4me3 on the WOX5 promoter might inhibit 
the positive function that the tri-methylation has on the WOX5 expression in the 
proximal meristem (Zhang et al., 2015). 
 
 
• Long-distance transport in plants: xylem versus phloem 
 
To support the three-dimensional growth during land colonization, plants evolved 
different adaptive strategies. In particular, embryophytes exhibit a recurring 
organization pattern composed of three mayor types of tissues: a centrally localized 
vascular cylinder, which is delimited by a ground tissue, which are finally protected by 
an outermost layer, the epidermis. 
The vasculature provides mechanical support to the developing organs and the whole 
body as well as long distance transport of water, nutrients, photosynthates, hormones 
and other signalling molecules throughout the plant. Because of the evolutionary 
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advantages, this organization pattern has 
quickly radiated and been widely adapted in 
embryophyte organs (Harrison, 2015; 
Lucas et al., 2013). 
Young Arabidopsis roots display a simple 
diarch pattern: a central axis across the 
stele is formed by the neighbouring 
protoxylem and metaxylem, while two 
phloem poles located opposite of each 
other and separated by procambial cells flank the xylem tissue (Figure 2) (Lucas et 
al., 2013). 
Xylem cells transport water and minerals from the root to the above-ground organs 
throughout tracheids or vessels, which are formed from the interconnected cell walls 
of dead cells without living cellular content (Taiz and Zeiger, Plant Physiology second 
edition). 
The phloem transports photosynthetic assimilates and molecular signals from source 
organs to sink organs across the plant (Lucas et al., 2013). This tissue was first 
observed and described in 1837 by Theodor Hartig (Heo et al., 2014). Since then, the 
progress in microscopy in particular have expanded our knowledge of phloem 
structure and function. Functional phloem consists of sieve elements (SEs; 
protophloem and metaphloem) and companion cells (CCs) (Van Bel, 2003). 
Differentiated sieve elements are slender, elongated and enucleated cells which run 
along the longitudinal root axis to establish the sieve tube network (Mullendore et al., 
2010). In their differentiation, sieve elements undergo cell wall thickening and 
elongation. Later on, they develop perforated cell walls at the cell junctions (the sieve 
plates) with the adjacent differentiating sieve element cells. Whereas the reinforced 
cell walls assure mechanical support against the high turgor pressure derived from the 
elevated sugar concentration of phloem sap, the sieve plates establish symplastic 
continuity throughout the sieve tube. Moreover, sieve element tubes undergo drastic 
changes in cellular organization. To maximize the symplastic transport activity, mature 




Figure 2⏐Root diarch tissue pattern 
within the root. 
Schematic representation of the tissue 




reticulum and the Golgi apparatus. However, plasma membrane, smooth ER and 
proteinaceous material are retained as a stock for certain enzymes, and as a track for 
protein transport. Sieve element differentiation culminates with the enucleation 
process. The final and differentiated sieve element cells thus look deeply different from 
their precursors (Lucas et al., 2013; Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 2014). Despite the 
majority of the cellular components being degenerated, they are still living cells. In 
addition, sieve elements are abundant in plasmodesmata, microscopic channels that 
traverse the cell wall, thereby allowing symplastic connection with the neighbouring 
companion cells. Contrary to sieve elements, companion cells appear densely packed 
with a large nucleus, small vacuole, numerous mitochondria and abundant ER. 
Companion cells therefore support the sieve elements with their metabolic functions 
and keep them alive (Heo et al., 2014). 
For several years, microscopy observations were limited to histological descriptions of 
fixed specimens to describe phloem tissue anatomy. Analysis of mutants, phloem 
markers and new staining 
protocols have recently 
uncovered parts of the 




• Origin of protophloem 
 
One of the most obvious 
differences that distinguish plants 
from animals is the presence of 
the cell wall. It confers structural 
advantages during organ 
formation, even if plant cells are 
thus more rigid and unable to 
move. Therefore, the position of 
QC








Figure 3⏐Overview on protophloem development in 
Arabidopsis. 
Schematic representation showing the longitudinal 




the division plane influences the cell lineage fate and tissue growth during organ 
development (Taiz and Zeiger, Plant Physiology second edition). Periclinal divisions 
that occur parallel to the surface of the plant body result in radial growth, while 
anticlinal divisions that occur perpendicular contribute to longitudinal growth (De Rybel 
et al., 2015). Concomitant with spatial position, the adoption of a specific genetic 
program concurs with the achievement of cell differentiation. The description of the 
chronological anticlinal and periclinal divisions that occur early in the root meristem 
and lead to different cell lineages has been one of the key steps. Each phloem pole 
derives from a single stem cell that firstly divides anticlinally to generate the stem cell 
daughter cells. A daughter cell will eventually switch to perform one periclinal division 
to produce two cells: while the inner cell will give rise to the procambial cell file by 
extended anticlinal divisions, the outer cell (the sieve element precursor) divides once 
more periclinally. The inner daughter cell then will give rise to the incipient 
metaphloem, which will differentiate later to replace the protophloem. The 
protophloem is generated from the outer daughter cell and becomes the first 
differentiated root tissue (Figure 3) (Lucas et al., 2013; Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 2014). 
In 1994, Oparka et al. identified and classified protophloem as a transient tissue that 
connects the conducting phloem with the receiver cells in sink tissues. In Arabidopsis 
roots, the unloading of the phloem sap occurs exclusively from protophloem in the 
zone of root elongation. Recently, Ross-Elliot et al., 2017 provided experimental data 
with fluorescent probes such as CFDA to support this hypothesis. Protophloem 
therefore functions as a bridge between the differentiated metaphloem and the actively 
developing and growing tissues in the root apex. It supplies assimilates to the apical 
region of the root, where the neighbouring tissues are still differentiating.  
The protophloem differentiation process follows different steps, where cells gradually 
acquire specific features such as thicker cell wall and nucleus degeneration 
(Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 2014). Based on the particular stage of differentiation, 
protophloem cells have different competences, which allow the transport and the 
unloading in the root meristem. Ross-Elliot and co-workers, 2017 identified four 
different and specialized domains: the protophloem development zone, in 
correspondence to the QC, is the region where the precursors of the phloem originate 
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through a sequence of periclinal divisions as previously described. Here cells do not 
display any transport or unloading activity, probably because of the early stage of 
development. The following protophloem unloading domain allows the transfer of the 
sap to the neighbouring pericylcle cells across plasmodesmata. Further up, cells in 
the protophloem translocation domain simply function as a conductive tube. The 
intense callose deposition leads to the closure of lateral symplastic connections, 
preventing sap diffusion. The following protophloem transfer zone mediates the switch 
of the sap flow between the metaphloem and protophloem. Later, the protophloem 
gradually degenerates and its transport function is replaced by the differentiated 
metaphloem (Figure 4). 
 
 
Fully continuous and differentiated protophloem is necessary for sap supply and thus 
proper root growth. Thus, events disrupting the protophloem continuity or the temporal 
and spatial domain establishment might severely compromise final root growth (Ross-
Elliot et al., 2017). As mentioned before, cell lineage establishment and development 
has to be supported by genetic programs. Mutant analysis identified several key 
factors involved in sieve element differentiation, such as the MYB transcription factor 
ALTERED PHLOEM DEVELOPMENT (APL) and the plasma membrane-associated 
protein of unknown function OCTOPUS (OPS) (Bonke et al., 2003; Truernit et al., 
2012). The fact that apl loss-of-function mutants develop xylem-like cells at the phloem 
position defines APL as a positive regulator of protophloem identity (Bonke et al., 
2003). Recently Furuta et al., 2014 partially elucidated the molecular mechanisms that 
Figure 4⏐Protophloem domains subdivision. 
Schematic representation of the different domains of protophloem sieve element development 
in the Arabidopsis root meristem. 
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drive protophloem differentiation. APL controls the expression of the NAC45 and 
NAC86 transcription factors, which modulate NAC45/86 DEPENDENT 
EXONUCLEASE DOMAIN PROTEIN1 (NEN1) and NEN4 activity, both nucleases that 
are involved in the last stage of sieve element differentiation, i.e. enucleation. 
Undifferentiated cells that fail to thicken their cell wall and do not undergo enucleation 
interrupt protophloem continuity in ops loss-of-function mutants. Characterization of 
wild type and ops mutants has shown that gap cells appear in the protophloem 
transition zone, the region where key events of protophloem sieve element 
differentiation take place. The protophloem disconnections might influence the 
distribution of metabolites and hormones in the root meristem, leading to the 
consequent impaired root growth (Truernit et al., 2012; Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 2014, 
2015). 
The examples mentioned highlight the relevance of the phloem in root growth and the 
existence of several counteracting pathways that are required for the development of 
functional phloem, however numerous aspects remain unclear to date. 
 
 
• BREVIS RADIX (BRX): a positive regulator of protophloem 
development 
 
BREVIS RADIX (BRX) was identified from a natural genetic variation screen in 
Arabidopsis root growth and encodes a polarly localized plasma membrane-
associated protein (Mouchel et al., 2004; Scacchi et al., 2010). brx loss-of-function 
mutants as well as ops loss-of-function mutants display gaps along the protophloem 
files (Scacchi et al., 2010; Truernit et al., 2012). Comparative analysis of the nuclear 
marker mDII::VENUS in brx and ops revealed that in both mutants, the nucleus fails 
to degenerate in gap cells (Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 2014). 
Moreover, analysis of gap cells revealed the absence of the typically strong propidium 
iodide cell wall staining of protophloem cells. The failure to develop a continuous 
protophloem strand also negatively affects the differentiation of neighbouring 
companion cells. Precisely, the expression pattern of the companion cell-specific 
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marker (SUCROSE TRANSPORTER 2) is patchy or absent (Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 
2014). The importance of BRX in sieve element development is also suggested by its 
expression pattern from the sieve element precursor cell throughout the protophloem 
(Depuydt et al., 2013). 
 
 
brx-2 (a brx null allele in the Col-0 reference background) displays a reduced primary 
root growth (Figure 5A). It displays a small meristem size compared to that of wild 
type, while the density of the lateral roots is increased (Figure 5B and C) (Mouchel et 
al., 2004). The inverse auxin activity DII::VENUS revealed in addition reduced levels 
of the phytohormone auxin in the growing root meristem (Figure 5D). 
In our research group, the barely any meristem 3 (bam3) loss-of-function mutant was 
identified as a brx-2 second-site suppressor mutant (Depuydt et al., 2013). BAM3 
encodes a receptor-like kinase that perceives CLAVATA 3/EMBRYO SURRONDING 
REGION 45 (CLE45) peptide and inhibits protophloem differentiation (Depuydt et al., 
2013). Both BAM3 and CLE45 are expressed from the precursor of the sieve element 
cells onwards. BRX negatively regulates BAM3 expression, thereby possibly 
controlling the timing of the sieve element differentiation and maintaining the cell 
identity. The inability to counteract the CLE45/BAM3 pathway in brx-2 likely 
Figure 5⏐brx mutant. 
A⏐The schematic representation shows the short root phenotype of brx as a consequence of 
the interrupted protophloem; B⏐ overview of the systemic effects in brx: impaired 
meristematic activity, C⏐ lateral root density compared to wild type and D⏐ auxin distribution 
in the root tip. 
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determines the stochastic gaps along the protophloem (Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 2014, 
2015). 
Functional protophloem is important to transport metabolites and signalling molecules 
into the meristem region. Therefore, the impaired unloading of metabolites such 
photosynthetic assimilates in the brx-2 meristem region might lead to a reduced cell 
division and consequently to a smaller meristem size. Similarly, an impaired auxin flow 
might elucidate the absence of the incipient metaphloem cell file in brx-2, due to the 
hormone’s role in the timing of periclinal divisions in sieve element precursors. To 
support this hypothesis, wild type seedlings treated with mild concentration of 
auxinole, a specific inhibitor of the nuclear auxin receptor, show abolished periclinal 
sieve element precursor divisions (Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 2014, 2015).  
Altogether the data suggest that BRX plays a key role in the control of protophloem 
development. However, because brx bam3 double mutants develop fully continued 
protophloem strands it might be possible that the two genes are not directly required 
for protophloem formation. Rather, they might be part of a regulatory layer that 
determines the timing of differentiation, and which could also switch in particular 
environmental conditions. Indeed, the systemic effects caused by the protophloem 
discontinuity, such as short root growth and higher lateral root density, might lead to a 
better fitness in extreme environments (Gujas et al., 2012; Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 
2014). Nevertheless, the molecular mechanisms of the BRX pathway that lead to sieve 
element differentiation remain unknown. In order to find additional components of the 
BRX-dependent pathway, an EMS genetic screen has been performed based on brx-






Figure 6⏐EMS screening of brx-2 
genetic suppressors. 
The scheme shows the isolation of 
brx-2 suppressors based on the 
recovery of the primary root growth. 
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• Screening of brx-2 genetic suppressors: what’s new? 
 
The initial M2 generation seedlings screen identified 33 suppressors based on the 
primary root growth recovery. A few of those candidates were identified (BAM3, CVP2 
and MAKR5) (Depuydt et al., 2013; Kang et al., 2016; Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 2014, 
2015), however other suppressors still remain to be investigated. 
 
 
• Research outline  
 
Initially, brx suppressors were identified based on the recovery of the primary root 
length, because the gap cell phenomenon at the origin of the systemic effects was 
poorly investigated at the time. Among the different suppressors, bam3 loss-of-
function induced the highest degree of primary root length restoration. Because 
exogenous application of CLE45 inhibits totally protophloem development already at 
nM concentrations, to generate knock out mutants of CLE45 peptide became 
desirable (Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 2014). In the first two chapters I describe the 
strategy we adopted to generate a CLE45 dominant negative version, and the 
consequences it has during root development. 
Because the role of BRX as a regulator of protophloem differentiation became clearer, 
we aimed to identify new brx-2 suppressors. The screen of the brx-2 mutagenized M2 
population continued, but we adopted a multi-faceted strategy rather than consider 
merely primary root length. In particular, I considered the recovery of the protophloem 
continuity as a main parameter to classify the brx suppressors. The results are 
presented in chapter 3. 
Among the first 33 suppressors, analysis by whole genome sequencing led to the 
identification of a non-synonymous substitution in the conserved RING-finger domain 
of the protein BIG BROTHER. The corresponding gene was previously identified as a 
regulator of floral organ size in 2006 by Dish et al.. Vanharen et al., in 2017 also 
described the importance of BB during leaf growth, highlighting the prolonged 
proliferation phase in bb loss-of-function mutants. Up to date nobody has investigated 
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whether BB might function also during root growth. In chapter 4 I investigate how bb 
partially restores the primary root length of brx-2 and how it acts during root growth. 
In the last chapter (5), I present the preliminary results of a new brx-2 suppressor. 
JUMONJI 14 (JMJ14) loss-of-function has been recently proven to restore defective 
brx primary root length with the same degree as bb. JMJ14 belongs to a large family 
of H3K4 demethylases. While JMJ14 functions regulating the transition from 
vegetative to floral phase have been described (Ning et al., 2015), we aim to elucidate 
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• Application of the potentially dominant-negative antagonistic peptide approach 
to different CLE peptides has been proposed to be a useful tool to study the 
function of some peptides. 
• Both physiological assays and in planta observations demonstrated that 
mCLE45pG6T is a weaker variant rather than antagonist version of the 
correspondence peptide. 
• In general, whether the amino acidic substitution has an effect or not may 






I applied the antagonistic peptide approach to CLE45p. Through physiological assays 
and in planta analysis, I investigated the morphological consequences in the root 
caused by such a modification. Simultaneously I evaluated the differences between 
mCLE45pG6T and CLE45p activities on root development. I provided data presented 
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Abstract
In the Arabidopsis thaliana genome, over 1000 putative genes encoding small, presumably secreted, signalling pep-
tides can be recognized. However, a major obstacle in identifying the function of genes encoding small signalling pep-
tides is the limited number of available loss-of-function mutants. To overcome this, a promising new tool, antagonistic 
peptide technology, was recently developed. Here, this antagonistic peptide technology was tested on selected CLE 
peptides and the related IDA peptide and its usefulness in the context of studies of peptide function discussed. Based 
on the analyses, it was concluded that the antagonistic peptide approach is not the ultimate means to overcome 
redundancy or lack of loss-of-function lines. However, information collected using antagonistic peptide approaches 
(in the broad sense) can be very useful, but these approaches do not work in all cases and require a deep insight on 
the interaction between the ligand and its receptor to be successful. This, as well as peptide ligand structure consid-
erations, should be taken into account before ordering a wide range of synthetic peptide variants and/or generating 
transgenic plants.
Key words: CLE, IDA, peptide structure, peptide variants, root, small signalling peptides.
Introduction
Small signalling peptides are able to elicit a vast array of biologi-
cal and physiological responses, allowing the plant to develop and 
adapt to changes in the surrounding environment (Czyzewicz 
et  al., 2013; Murphy et  al., 2012). In the Arabidopsis thaliana 
genome, over 1000 putative genes encoding small, presumably 
secreted, signalling peptides can be recognized (Lease and Walker, 
2006). These small signalling peptides are mainly perceived 
by receptors, such as receptor kinases, and in the A.  thaliana 
genome, over 600 genes encoding putative receptor-like kinase 
(RLK) proteins have been detected (Shiu and Bleecker, 2001a, 
b). However, to date, only a small portion of these putative small 
signalling peptides have been functionally characterized and few 
have been linked to a receptor (Butenko et al., 2009; Czyzewicz 
et al., 2013; Lee and Torii, 2012; Murphy et al., 2012).
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Small signalling peptides consist of usually <20 amino 
acids in their mature form and rarely >120 amino acids as a 
full-length precursor. Although there are hardly any data for 
most small signalling peptides, they are likely often present 
at very low (nanomolar range) physiological concentrations. 
Forward and reverse genetic approaches have been employed 
to study the biological function of genes encoding small sig-
nalling peptides. For example, CLAVATA3 (CLV3), a peptide 
regulating maintenance of plant stem cells, was identified in 
a forward genetic screen (Clark et al., 1995; Fletcher et al., 
1999). The clv3  mutants have an enlarged shoot apical mer-
istem (SAM) and floral meristems, which generate supernu-
merary floral organs, suggesting a general role in regulating 
above-ground meristematic growth (Clark et al., 1996). CLV3 
belongs to the family of CLV3/EMBRYO SURROUNDING 
REGION-related (CLE) peptides, which consists of 31 mem-
bers in A. thaliana. These peptides share a conserved 12–14 
amino acid C-terminal domain that is proteolytically released 
and has been shown to function in various contexts, including 
shoot and root meristem development, nodulation, embryo 
and endosperm development, regulation of root architecture 
in response to nutrients, and vascular development (Araya 
et al., 2014; Cock and McCormick, 2001; Fiers et al., 2005; 
Fiume and Fletcher, 2012; Hirakawa et al., 2008; Hobe et al., 
2003; Jun et al., 2010; Lim et al., 2011; Mortier et al., 2010; 
Okamoto et al., 2013; Reid et al., 2011; Stahl et al., 2009). 
Genetic interaction studies suggested CLV3 to act as a small 
signalling peptide since mutations in the RLK encoding 
gene, CLV1 , had a similar phenotype to clv3  mutants and 
the overexpression phenotype of CLV3  was lost in the clv1  
mutant background (Brand et al., 2000). Indeed, the identi-
fication of the mature active CLV3 peptide and biochemical 
evidence for its interaction with CLV1 was confirmed almost 
a decade later (Ogawa et al., 2008; Ohyama et al., 2009). This 
example illustrates some of the difficulties in identifying the 
mature active form of small signalling peptides in plants and 
thereafter finding their receptors and/or interacting signalling 
partners.
One major obstacle in identifying the function of genes 
encoding small signalling peptides is the limited number of 
available loss-of-function mutants, since most have no use-
ful T-DNA insertions, partly because small genes are less 
likely to be targeted by a T-DNA insertion. To complicate 
matters further, the functional redundancy of some small 
signalling peptides and RLKs can mask phenotypes when 
only one family member is successfully disrupted. Although 
some small signalling peptides have been discovered through 
screening of T-DNA or transposon insertion mutants—such 
as INFLORESECENCE DEFICIENT IN ABSCISSION 
(IDA), TAPETUM DETERMINANT1 (TPD1), CLV3, 
and CLE40 (Butenko et al., 2003; Fletcher et al., 1999; Hobe 
et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2003), new approaches and technolo-
gies are required to facilitate the functional analyses of genes 
encoding small signalling peptides and their putative corre-
sponding receptor partners (Butenko et al., 2014; Stes et al., 
2015).
To interfere with and unravel endogenous peptide func-
tion, antagonistic peptides—such as mutant peptide variants, 
chemically modified peptides or peptide-like molecules that 
can affect peptide ligand–receptor (kinase) pathways are an 
important tool. In this context, structure-function/activity 
analyses can provide useful information on peptide residues 
critical for function. With respect to CLE peptides, such analy-
ses were used to test, for example, suppression of nodulation 
capability in soybean (Glycine max) roots of the nodulation-
controlling RHIZOBIA-INDUCED CLE1 (GmRIC1) (Reid 
et al., 2013) or regulation of primary and lateral root growth 
of various CLE peptides (Czyzewicz et al., 2015; Kondo et al., 
2008). Recently, this approach was used to develop a promis-
ing new tool, referred to as antagonistic peptide technology, 
for functional dissection of CLE peptides (Song et al., 2013). 
Based on transgenic plants carrying CLV3 variants where 
each of the 12 residues in the core CLE motif were one by 
one replaced by alanine (Ala), it was shown that the glycine 
(Gly) to Ala substitution at position six gave a weak clv3  phe-
notype. Subsequently, replacing this highly conserved Gly resi-
due with other amino acids revealed that a Gly to threonine 
(Thr) produced a phenotype most similar to clv3  mutants. 
This was further tested using synthetic CLV3 peptide with 
the Gly to Thr substitution (CLV3p6Thr), which was also able 
to produce—although less effective—the clv3  mutant pheno-
type, and which could compete with wild-type synthetic CLV3 
peptide (CLV3p). These exciting observations suggested that 
the CLV3p6Thr variant could act as an antagonistic peptide. 
Specifically, a loss-of-function phenotype is suggested to be 
obtained through competitive inhibition, namely the peptide is 
proposed to be able to bind to the native receptor, but unable to 
activate it, since a functionally critical amino acid is mutated. 
Probably the CLV3p6Thr variant has compromised peptide 
flexibility leading to stronger interaction with corresponding 
receptors and to disrupted downstream signal transduction. 
Taken together, such antagonistic peptides would provide a 
powerful tool for the functional dissection of CLEs in plants, 
and might also have the potential to be used for other plant 
peptides. Based on this assumption and the conserved nature 
of the Gly at position six (Fig. 1), this technology was applied 
to CLE8 (giving rise to embryo-lethal phenotype) and CLE22 
(giving rise to short root phenotype) (Song et al., 2013).
Here, this antagonistic peptide technology was tested, spe-
cifically Gly6-to-Ala or Gly6-to-Thr, as used by Song et  al. 
(2013), on selected CLE peptides and the related IDA pep-




For the work on CLE40 and CLV3, seeds were surface sterilized 
with chlorine gas and imbibed in 0.1% (w/v) agarose for 2 d at 4 °C 
before being plated onto 0.5× Murashige and Skoog (MS) medium 
with Gamborgs No. 5 vitamins (Duchefa), 0.5 g/l 2-(N-morpholino)
ethanesulfonic acid (MES), 1% (w/v) sucrose, and 1.2% (w/v) plant 
agar. Plates were incubated vertically in a growth chamber with con-
stant light at 21 °C for 5 d. For peptide-containing plates, synthetic 
dodecapeptides were added to a final concentration of 1 µM. For 
the work on CLE1/4, CLE7, CLE26, and CLE27, seeds were sur-
face sterilized by immersion in 70% ethanol for 30 s, and incubated 
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in 20% bleach at room temperature for 20 min. Sterile seeds were 
vernalized in water at 4 °C for 2 d, before being plated onto 0.5× MS 
medium supplemented with 0.1 g/l Myo-inositol (Sigma Aldrich), 
0.5 g/l MES (Sigma Aldrich), and 1% (w/v) bacteriological agar. 
Plants were incubated vertically under constant light at 21 °C until 
12 d after germination. Synthetic CLE was added to a final con-
centration of 10 µM or 10 nM. The work on CLE45 was essentially 
performed as previously described (Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 2014).
Starch staining
Starch granules and cell walls in root tips were stained with the 
mPSPI method and imaged with a confocal microscope as previ-
ously described (Truernit et al., 2008).
Oxidative burst experiments
For transient expression, Agrobacterium tumefaciens carrying 
HAESA-LIKE 2 (HSL2) in frame with eGFP in an estradiol-
inducible expression vector described previously (Bleckmann et al., 
2010), was infiltrated into Nicotiana benthamiana leaves according 
to (Mueller et al., 2012). The oxidative burst experiment was per-
formed as previously described by (Butenko et al., 2014), with the 
exception that 3 d after infiltration with A. tumefaciens, leaf pieces 
of N. benthamiana were induced with 20 μM estradiol before cut. 
Light emission was measured in a Wallac 1420 VICTOR2™ micro-
plate luminometer (PerkinElmer).
Peptide structure predictions
The recently published solution structure of CLE10p, solved using 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (MMDB ID: 125940; PMBID: 
2MD), depicts the backbone of the PXGP core (position 4–7) as 
a smooth curve protruding from the rest of the peptide. To inves-
tigate the effect of mutations in this core of the peptides investi-
gated, amino acid sequences with the structure AAA[core]AAA 
with the core PGGP, PGAP, PGTP, PRGP, PRTP, PSAP, or PSTP 
were submitted for analysis in PEP-FOLD (http://mobyle.rpbs.univ-
paris-diderot.fr/cgi-bin/portal.py?form=PEP-FOLD#forms::PEP-
FOLD) using standard settings.
Results and discussion
‘Antagonistic’ CLE peptides
Among many processes (Cock and McCormick, 2001; Fiume 
and Fletcher, 2012; Hirakawa et  al., 2008; Okamoto et  al., 
2013), various CLE peptides affect primary and lateral root 
growth and development (Czyzewicz et  al., 2015; Depuydt 
et al., 2013; Fiers et al., 2005; Hobe et al., 2003; Jun et al., 2010; 
Rodriguez-Villalon et  al., 2014; Rodriguez-Villalon et  al., 
2015; Stahl et al., 2009). To build on previous work investigat-
ing CLE peptides in the context of lateral root development, 
primary root growth, root apical stem cell maintenance, and 
vascular development, putative antagonistic versions of 
CLV3, CLE1/4, CLE7, CLE26, CLE27, CLE40, and CLE45 
peptides were designed—based on the findings by Song et al. 
(2013)—to further unravel CLE peptide function (Figs 2A, 
3A, 4A). To assess the function of these mutated chemically 
synthesized CLE peptides with Gly/cysteine (Cys) to Ala 
or Gly/Cys to Thr substitutions (referred to as mCLEpAla6 
or mCLEp6Thr, respectively), a number of biological assays 
were used.
The antagonistic peptide technology was first applied to 
CLE45 peptide (CLE45p), which, when applied exogenously, 
leads to shorter primary roots because it suppresses pro-
tophloem differentiation (Depuydt et  al., 2013; Rodriguez-
Villalon et al., 2014). To explore a potential loss-of-function 
phenotype, synthetic mCLE45p6Thr peptide was applied and 
its effect on primary root development upon external appli-
cation evaluated (Fig. 2A, B). This revealed that at the low 
nanomolar range mCLE45p6Thr does not have an effect on 
primary root length as compared with the wild-type CLE45p 
(Fig. 2B), again confirming that position six is important for 
peptide activity. However, a higher concentration of 1 μM 
mCLE45p6Thr had the same effect as the unmodified wild-type 
CLE45p (Fig. 2B). In addition, this peptide was not able to 
out-compete the effects of simultaneous CLE45p application 
(Fig. 2B). Thus, while the mCLE45p6Thr peptide does not act 
as an antagonistic peptide, a CLE45p variant was obtained, 
which has identical effects as the wild-type version but required 
application of higher peptide concentrations. The notion that 
mCLE45p6Thr is a weak CLE45p, rather than an antago-
nistic version, was confirmed in planta (Rodriguez-Villalon 
et al., 2014). Plants that express a wild-type pCLE45::CLE45 
transgene are notoriously difficult to create, presumably 
because of the detrimental effects of increased CLE45 dosage. 
However, the few lines that were eventually obtained recapit-
ulated the root phenotype observed upon external CLE45p 
application (Fig. 2C). Specifically, in pCLE45::CLE45 lines, 
root growth was impaired, the periclinal division of the sieve 
element precursor cell was frequently abolished, and pro-
tophloem differentiation was often suppressed (Fig.  2D). 
This phenotype is similar to plants that express a correspond-
ing pCLE45::CLE456Thr transgene, which are much easier to 
obtain (Rodriguez-Villalon et  al., 2014). Thus, the data for 
both tissue culture assay and in planta are consistent with the 
interpretation that mCLE45p6Thr is a weak rather than an 
antagonistic version of the CLE45 peptide.
Next, the antagonistic peptide approach for CLE40 was 
explored (Fig. 3A). It was previously shown that an increas-
ing concentration of synthetic CLE40 peptide reduces 
stemness and causes differentiation of columella stem cells 
(CSCs), quiescent centre (QC) cells, and proximal initial 
(P1) cells in wild-type roots (Fig. 3B, D, H, Supplementary 
Table S1 available at JXB online) (Stahl et  al., 2013). Also 
Fig. 1. Alignment of CLE peptides used in Song et al. (2013). Conserved 
glycine (G) at position six is indicated with a blue arrowhead. (This figure is 
available in colour at JXB online.)
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synthetic CLV3 peptide acts similarly on the stemness in the 
root tip (Fig.  3E, G, Supplementary Table S1 available at 
JXB online). In contrast, in the shorter cle40  mutant roots, 
differentiation of CSC daughters into CCs was significantly 
delayed (Fig. 3B, F, H, Supplementary Table S1 available at 
JXB online) (Hobe et al., 2003; Stahl et al., 2009). Wild-type 
roots carry mostly one (at D1 position) or, after a recent cell 
division, two layers of CSCs distal to the QC (at D1 and D2 
positions), which lack stainable starch granules (Fig. 3B, H, 
Supplementary Table S1). In cle40  root tips, additional CSCs 
in more distal positions (D2) were found (Fig.  3B, C, H, 
Supplementary Table S1). To assess if  synthetic mCLE40p6Thr 
and mCLV3p6Thr variants could be used as antagonistic pep-
tides to obtain a loss-of-function phenotype, their impact on 
the distal root stemness was evaluated (Fig. 3A). This revealed 
a response comparable with the wild-type CLE40p or CLV3p 
treatments (Fig. 3E, G, H, Supplementary Table S1 available 
at JXB online). Taken together, this suggests that the Gly to 
Thr substitution in CLE40 and CLV3 does not give rise to an 
antagonistic peptide.
Finally, while treatment of A. thaliana seedlings with 10 µM 
wild-type CLE1/4p, CLE7p, CLE26p, and CLE27p resulted 
in a short primary root and more lateral roots (Fig. 4B, C) 
(Czyzewicz et al., 2015; Depuydt et al., 2013; Kinoshita et al., 
2007; Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 2014), this does not neces-
sarily reflect their natural function. However, based on the 
CLE1/4, CLE7 , CLE26 , and CLE27  expression patterns, a 
role in lateral root development might be expected (Czyzewicz 
et al., 2015; Jun et al., 2010). In this context, only CLE26p 
gave rise to a short primary root and increased lateral root 
density at a concentration of 10 nM (Fig.  4B) (Czyzewicz 
et al., 2015; Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 2015), further support-
ing caution when interpreting exogenous peptide application 
results, especially at higher concentrations. To assess if  the 
above-mentioned CLE peptides have a role in primary and 
lateral root development, the antagonistic peptide technology 
was attempted (Fig. 4A). However, analysis of mutated chem-
ically synthesized CLE peptides (mCLEp) at 10 μM revealed 
that, although mCLE1/4p6Ala/Thr and mCLE7p6Ala/Thr did not 
induce a primary root shortening or a lateral root density 
increase—unlike the non-mutated forms of these peptides, 
mCLE1/4p6Thr and mCLE7p6Ala/Thr were also unable to pro-
duce an obvious dominant negative root phenotype, namely 
an expected longer primary root and/or decrease in lateral 
root density (Fig. 4B, C). However, for mCLE1/4p6Ala, a sub-
tle increase in primary root length, but no effect on lateral root 
density was observed (Fig. 1C). It should be pointed out that 
since the receptor, and the associated loss-of-function pheno-
type, for these peptides is not known, the expected dominant 
negative root phenotype remains speculative. Nevertheless, 
this outcome suggested that for CLE1p, CLE4p, and CLE7p 
activity, the Gly at position six is essential, but that this mutant 
form did not appear to act as an antagonistic peptide. In con-
trast, mCLE26p6Ala/Thr and mCLE27p6Ala/Thr displayed a simi-
lar phenotype to the non-mutated forms, namely a significant 
reduction in primary root length (92–95%) and increased lat-
eral root density (110–151%) (Fig. 4B, C), suggesting that the 
sixth amino acid in their respective sequences is not critical 
Fig. 2. CLE45 peptide treatment and pCLE45::CLE45 transgenic lines. 
(A) Sequence of synthetic CLE45 and mCLE45 peptides used. (B) Primary 
root length following treatment of wild-type seedlings with indicated 
concentrations of CLE45p or mCLE45p6Thr. The bar graph indicates the 
mean ± standard error. Statistical significance (Student’s t-test) compared 
with mock is indicated for each time point (DAG, days after germination): 
* P <0.01. (C) Primary root length of pCLE45::CLE45 lines. The bar graph 
indicates the mean ± standard error. Statistical significance (Student’s 
t-test) compared with Col-0 is indicated: * P <0.01. (D) Confocal images 
of primary root meristems of 7-d-old seedlings (propidium iodide-stained; 
composite images). The asterisks highlight the two protophloem strands 
that can be distinguished in wild-type (Col-0) grown on mock (left), but 
that do not develop when grown on 10 nM CLE45p (middle). Protophloem 
strands also do not develop in wild-type seedlings that express a 
pCLE45::CLE45 transgene (right). Scale bar, 100 µm.
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to their function, and also, did not appear to give rise to an 
antagonistic peptide when mutated. Intriguingly, at 10 nM, 
mCLE26p6Ala/Thr retained activity, but was less potent than 
CLE26p. This suggests that mCLE26p6Ala/Thr is a weak rather 
than an antagonistic version of the CLE26 peptide, which is 
in agreement with the results on CLE45. In contrast, most 
Fig. 3. Distal root phenotypes after antagonistic peptide treatments. (A) Sequence of synthetic CLE and mCLE peptides used. (B–H) Distal root cell fates 
were analysed by mPSPI staining 5 d after germination in wild-type (Col-0) and cle40-2 mutant roots (C, D). Representative examples of Col-0 roots 
grown on media with 1 µM CLE40p (E), mCLE40p6Thr (F), CLV3p (G), and mCLV3p6Thr (H) are shown. Frequency of roots carrying starch granules in the 
designated domains is shown in (B). Arrowheads: blue, QC position; yellow, CSC position (D1); red, CC position (D2). Double yellow arrowheads indicate 
CSC fate in D2, whereas the lack of a yellow arrowhead indicates CC fate in D1 position. QC, quiescent centre position; D1, distal layer position one; D2, 
distal layer position two; CC, columella cell position. Scale bars represent 15 µm.
Fig. 4. CLE1/4, CLE7, CLE26, and CLE27 peptide treatment. (A) Sequence of synthetic CLE and mCLE peptides used. (B–E) Treatment of wild-type 
seedlings with 10 µM (B, C) or 10 nM of CLE or mCLE peptide (D, E). Quantification of primary root length (B, D) and emerged lateral root density (C, E) 
for CLEp and mCLEp-treated wild-type seedlings. The bar graph indicates the mean ± standard error. Statistical significance (Student’s t-test) compared 
with no peptide (*) and to CLEp treatment (♦) is indicated: ***/♦♦♦, P <0.001, */♦, P <0.05. (This figure is available in colour at JXB online.)
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mCLE1/4p, mCLE7p, and mCLE27p variants had no altered 
activity compared with the wild-type variant at 10 nM, except 
mCLE1/4p6Ala (Fig. 4D, E). In general, it appears that also 
for CLE1/4p, CLE7p, CLE26p, and CLE27p, the antagonis-
tic peptide technology is not easily applicable.
In conclusion, other amino acid mutations are likely 
required to give rise to (strong) antagonistic CLE1p, CLE4p, 
CLE7p, CLE26p, CLE27p, CLE40p, and CLE45p peptides, 
or alternatively, this approach cannot be universally applied 
with respect to synthetic CLE peptides. A poor effect of syn-
thetic antagonistic peptides could be due to delivery to rel-
evant tissues and/or instability. However, synthetic peptide 
stability issues were not observed in these assays or with 
respect to synthetic control peptides, nor was a lack of phe-
notypes observed when synthetic (antagonistic) peptides 
were exogenously applied to the root. While the latter can be 
a non-specific effect in some cases, specific and local pheno-
types were also observed.
‘Antagonistic’ IDA peptides
In addition, the extent the antagonistic peptide technology 
can be applied to other small signalling peptides was assessed. 
For this, the IDA and IDA-LIKE (IDL) family were cho-
sen, given their sequence similarity to CLEs (Stenvik et al., 
2006). The IDA and IDL1 peptides of 12 amino acids share 
a common core at positions four to seven [PS(G/A)P] and the 
C-terminal end [H(N/H)] with CLV3 and some CLE peptides 
(Figs 5A, 6A). Like CLV3, hydroxylation of the Pro at posi-
tion seven of the IDA dodecapeptide (IDAp, also referred to 
as PIPPo) increases the activity of the peptide (Butenko et al., 
2014). An oxidative burst response in Nicotiana benthamiana 
can be employed as readout for the RLK HAESA-LIKE2 
(HSL2) activation by exogenously applied synthetic IDA pep-
tides (Butenko et  al., 2014). Previous results indicated that 
IDAp binds to HSL2 with a Kd of 20 nM (Butenko et al., 
2014). As the wild-type IDA peptide has an Ala at position 
six corresponding to the Gly at that position in CLV3, and the 
ida mutant phenotype can be fully rescued by IDL1, which 
has a Gly at this position (Stenvik et al., 2008) (Fig. 6A); both 
of these small amino acids are evidently compatible with high 
signalling activity. It was, however, conceivable that substi-
tution to the larger Thr (mIDAp6Thr) (Fig.  5A) could have 
an effect on receptor binding and/or activation. Therefore, 
the activity of mIDAp6Thr in comparison with the activity 
of synthetic IDAp was assessed in an oxidative burst assay. 
For all peptide concentrations tested, mIDAp6Thr gave the 
same response as IDAp in the presence of its receptor HSL2 
(Fig.  5B), indicating that the mutated peptide was just as 
active as its wild-type counterpart. In conclusion, this muta-
tion neither produced a ligand with weaker activity, nor a 
peptide with antagonistic effect.
Conclusion
Information collected using antagonistic peptide approaches 
(in the broad sense) can be very useful, but these approaches 
do not work in all cases and require a deep insight on the 
interaction between the ligand and its receptor to be success-
ful. While the antagonistic peptide approach might work in a 
number of cases, as described by Song et al. (2013) and Xu 
et al. (2015), its universal applicability remains to be deter-
mined. Initial data were presented for CLV3, CLE8, and 
CLE22, and recently for CLE19 but in the absence of the 
pertinent wild-type control transgenes and genetic knock-
out lines, it remains difficult to judge whether the pheno-
types triggered by mCLE8 6Thr, mCLE19 6Thr, and mCLE226Thr 
transgenes are antagonistic or not. Importantly, in view of 
the results presented here, and in agreement with the results 
of Song et al. (2013), it appears that the antagonistic peptide 
technology cannot be easily applied to synthetic CLE peptides 
and—at least—requires expressing mutant variants to deliver 
dominant peptides to their endogenous locations. However, 
as was shown with the CLE45 6Thr transgene, the latter also 
does not always work. Nevertheless, it can provide novel 
insight that can lead to other tools to dissect peptide activ-
ity, as— for example—the weakened activity of mCLE456Thr 
could be used to functionally characterize CLE45. In addi-
tion, it also does not appear to be straightforward to trans-
late this approach to other peptide families, as exemplified 
Fig. 5. IDA peptide treatment. (A) Sequence of synthetic IDA peptides 
used. (B) N. benthamiana leaf pieces expressing HSL2 were exposed to 
various concentrations of peptides as indicated. Oxidative burst by the 
luminol-based assay was monitored over time as relative light units (RLU). 
Leaf pieces infiltrated with Agrobacterium without HSL2 were exposed to 
1 μM of both peptides and used as control. Error bars indicate standard 
error of n=3 or 4 replicates.
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through analyses on IDA. In general, it was observed that 
whether the mutations have an effect or not, seems dependent 
on the context, with differential sensitivity to conformational 
changes (Fig. 6A and Supplementary Table S2 available at 
JXB online). CLE1/4p and CLE7p are highly similar pep-
tides with the same PGGP core at position four to seven, and 
both lose activity when the Gly at position six is mutated to 
Ala or Thr. Structure prediction for the peptides may suggest 
that a mutation in this context, with the small Gly at posi-
tion five, easily changes the peptide conformation (Fig. 6B). 
Alternatively, all size increases in the side chain of the amino 
acid at position six could interfere with binding of the puta-
tive receptor(s) of CLE1, CLE4, and CLE7. CLE26p and 
CLE45p both have an Arg in the core sequence (PRGP and 
RRGS, respectively) and react similarly to the introduced 
mutations, namely weaker activity when the Gly at position 
six is mutated. The long side chain of Arg might change direc-
tion in the mutant peptides, which might reduce its binding 
affinity for a receptor (Fig. 6C). In contrast, mutation of Ala 
at position six to Thr did not reduce the activity of the IDA 
peptide, which has a PSAP core, suggesting that the serine 
(Ser) residue might stabilize the peptide structure (Fig. 6D).
In conclusion, the antagonistic peptide approach can be a 
useful tool to study the function of some CLE genes (Song 
et  al., 2013; Xu et  al., 2015), but not the ultimate means 
to overcome redundancy or lack of loss-of-function lines 
(Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 2014; this study). However, while 
the approach described by Song et al. (2013), when applied to 
synthetic CLE peptide variants, did not work—for the pep-
tides selected in this study and with respect to the phenotypes 
investigated, it does not preclude there being any other substi-
tution, modification, or combination thereof or a transgene 
that may induce the desired effects. This, as well as structure 
considerations, should be taken into account before ordering 
a wide range of synthetic peptide variants and/or generating 
transgenic plants.
Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at JXB online.
Supplementary Table S1. Quantification of distal root phe-
notypes after antagonistic peptide treatments.
Supplementary Table S2. Summary of mutations and 
phenotypes.
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no starch in 
D1 







Col-0 2.20 65.20 32.60 0.00 0.00 89 
cle40-2 1.20 40.70 58.10 0.00 0.00 86 
Col-0 + CLE40p 53.97 36.51 3.17 6.35 0.00 63 
Col-0 + CLE40p6Thr 31.82 53.03 10.61 4.55 0.00 66 
Col-0 + CLV3p 66.67 19.44 9.72 4.17 0.00 72 
Col-0 + CLV3p6Thr 62.90 20.97 6.45 9.68 0.00 62 
 
Table S1. Quantification of distal root phenotypes after antagonistic peptide treatments. 
Frequency in percent of A. thaliana roots carrying starch granules in the designated domains 
with or without peptide treatment. Seedlings were assayed by mPSPI staining  5 days after 
germination on medium ± 1 µM of peptide. P1 = proximal layer position one; QC = quiescent 
center position; D1 = distal layer position one; D2 = distal layer position two; n = number of 




Name Sequence 6A 6T 
CLV3p   RTVPSGPDPLHH nd ++ 
IDAp     PIPPSAPGRKHN ++ ++ 
CLE40p   RQVPTGSDPLHH nd ++ 
CLE27p   RIVPSCPDPLHN ++ ++ 
CLE26p   RKVPRGPDPIHN ++  + 
CLE1/4p  RLSPGGPDPRHH -  - 
CLE7p    RFSPGGPDPQHH -  - 
CLE45p   RRVRRGSDPIHN nd (+) 
 
Table S2. Summary of mutations and phenotypes. Mutations at position six in CLE or IDA 
peptides has little effect in the context P[S/T]mP (where m is a mutation to A or T),  but 
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• Exogenous applications of CLE45 boost BAM3 signalling, which inhibits 
protophloem specification by locking sieve elements precursors in their 
undifferentiated state. 
• Gap cells might likely be the consequence of above-threshold activity of the 
CLE45-BAM3 module in CLE45G6T transgenic plants, and brx-2 and ops-2 
mutants. 
• Protophloem discontinuity might impair the transfer of growth-limiting 
metabolites and developmental signals such as auxin, affecting not only 
meristematic activity but also whole root system architecture. 
• BRX and OPS positively regulate the rate and timing of protophloem 






I evaluated the root growth inhibiting activity of CLE45G6T by exogenous applications 
of peptide to seedlings. In addition, I described the effects induced by the modified 
peptide on protophloem formation, contributing to the notion that CLE45G6T is a weak 
form of the corresponding natural peptide. I provided datasets presented in Fig. 1K, L, 
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The phloem performs essential systemic functions in tracheo-
phytes, yet little is known about its molecular genetic specifica-
tion. Here we show that application of the peptide ligand
CLAVATA3/EMBRYO SURROUNDING REGION 45 (CLE45) specifi-
cally inhibits specification of protophloem in Arabidopsis roots by
locking the sieve element precursor cell in its preceding develop-
mental state. CLE45 treatment, as well as viable transgenic expres-
sion of a weak CLE45G6T variant, interferes not only with com-
mitment to sieve element fate but also with the formative sieve
element precursor cell division that creates protophloem and
metaphloem cell files. However, the absence of this division
appears to be a secondary effect of discontinuous sieve element
files and subsequent systemically reduced auxin signaling in the
root meristem. In the absence of the formative sieve element pre-
cursor cell division, metaphloem identity is seemingly adopted by
the normally procambial cell file instead, pointing to possibly in-
dependent positional cues for metaphloem formation. The proto-
phloem formation and differentiation defects in brevis radix (brx)
and octopus (ops) mutants are similar to those observed in trans-
genic seedlings with increased CLE45 activity and can be rescued by
loss of function of a putative CLE45 receptor, BARELY ANY MERI-
STEM 3 (BAM3). Conversely, a dominant gain-of-function ops allele
or mild OPS dosage increase suppresses brx defects and confers
CLE45 resistance. Thus, our data suggest that delicate quantitative
interplay between the opposing activities of BAM3-mediated
CLE45 signals and OPS-dependent signals determines cellular com-
mitment to protophloem sieve element fate, with OPS acting as
a positive, quantitative master regulator of phloem fate.
stem cell | division plane switching
The vascular tissues of higher plants are an important evolu-tionary invention that enabled their land conquest (1). At the
heart of the plant vasculature, xylem tissue transports water and
inorganic nutrients absorbed by the root system to aboveground
organs, whereas phloem tissue distributes photosynthetic assim-
ilates as well as systemic signals throughout the plant to co-
ordinate its growth (1, 2). In Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis)
roots, the vascular tissues are formed from stem cells located at
the root tip, in the root meristem (1, 3). They create a bilaterally
arranged vasculature, with central neighboring protoxylem and
metaxylem cells that span the diameter of the stele, and two
phloem poles that are located opposite of each other, flanking
the xylem. Each phloem pole is composed of two distinct and
intimately connected cell types: the sieve elements, which are the
actual conductive cells of the phloem, and the companion cells,
which provide essential metabolic functions for the enucleated
sieve elements. Each phloem pole’s sieve elements are ultimately
derived from a single stem cell, which produces a daughter cell
by anticlinal division (Fig. 1A). This stem cell daughter (termed
the sieve element procambium precursor cell here) then switches
division plane to give rise to two cells by periclinal division.
Whereas the inner cell forms a cell file of procambial character
by subsequent anticlinal divisions, the outer cell (termed the
sieve element precursor cell here) eventually divides periclinally
once more. The cell file subsequently formed by the inner cell
eventually differentiates into metaphloem further up in the root
to functionally replace the protophloem (1), which differentiates
closer to the tip from the cell file emerging from the outer cell.
Finally, as these cell files differentiate into sieve elements, the
immediately neighboring cell files (which originate from differ-
ent stem cells) synchronously differentiate into companion cells,
although with a delay of two to four cells with respect to the sieve
elements. In the Arabidopsis root meristem, the protophloem
strands can be identified in confocal microscopy through their
enhanced propidium iodide cell wall staining (Fig. 1B) (4).
Mutant analyses in Arabidopsis have identified various genes in-
volved in the formation of vascular tissues (1, 3, 5–9). In addition to
upstream regulators required for overall vascular morphogenesis,
these screens have also identified factors that are specifically in-
volved in xylem or phloem development. However, whereas various
signaling pathway components and transcriptional regulators re-
quired for xylem development have been found, comparatively
little is known about phloem development (1). The few identified
specific regulators of phloem formation include the transcription
factor ALTERED PHLOEM DEVELOPMENT (APL) (5) and
OCTOPUS (OPS), a polar localized plasma membrane-associ-
ated protein of unknown biochemical function (10). APL is re-
quired for completion of protophloem and metaphloem differ-
entiation, and its loss of function results in the replacement of
functional phloem with cells that display xylem characteristics
(1, 5). OPS loss of function has been reported to delay pro-
tophloem differentiation because in a stochastic manner, in-
dividual ops protophloem cells fail to undergo the nuclear deg-
radation and cell wall thickening that characterizes sieve
element formation (10). These undifferentiated cells (termed
gap cells here) interrupt the protophloem sieve element strand
integrity and, thus, likely source-to-sink transfer of growth-
limiting metabolites and developmental signals, which eventually
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compromises root growth (10). A similar phenotype is observed
in loss-of-function mutants of BREVIS RADIX (BRX) (11), an-
other polar localized plasma membrane-associated protein that
is also thought to act in the nucleus (11, 12). The brx short root
phenotype is rescued by second site mutation in BARELY ANY
MERISTEM 3 (BAM3), which encodes a receptor-like kinase
that is required for suppression of protophloem differentiation
on treatment with the peptide ligand, CLAVATA3/EMBRYO
SURROUNDING REGION 45 (CLE45) (13).
Results and Discussion
To better characterize CLE45 effects, we sought to establish a spe-
cific molecular marker for sieve element fate. The COTYLEDON
VASCULAR PATTERN 2 (CVP2) gene, which is required for
vascular morphogenesis (14), turned out to specifically mark the
sieve element precursor cell and the subsequent protophloem
cell file, as revealed by a nuclear localized fluorescent VENUS
reporter protein expressed under control of the CVP2 promoter
(CVP2::NLS-VENUS) (Fig. 1C). In seedlings shifted onto media
containing CLE45, CVP2 expression disappeared concomitant
with cell wall build-up (Fig. 1 D and G), confirming that CLE45
suppresses protophloem differentiation (Fig. 1 E–G) (13).
Moreover, the periclinal division of the sieve element precursor
cell did not occur, leading to a loss of the incipient metaphloem
cell file (Fig. 1 D, E, and J). Transient treatments revealed that
CLE45 only acted on cells that had not yet started the differ-
entiation process (Fig. 1H) and that its effects were reversible;
that is, cells formed during CLE45 treatment started to express
CVP2 and differentiate into protophloem (as indicated by re-
covery of APL expression) once seedlings were shifted to
CLE45-free media (Fig. 1I and Fig. S1A). Thus, the data suggest
that CLE45 treatment locks the sieve element precursor cell in
its preceding developmental state, and thereby prevents pro-
tophloem differentiation.
Because we could not recover transgenic lines with increased
CLE45 dosage (13), we constructed a weak CLE45 variant to
verify these effects in planta. The amino acid at position 6 of CLE
peptides is crucial for their activity (15), and indeed, replacement
of the corresponding glycine by threonine yielded a CLE45
variant (CLE45G6T) that had identical effects as the wild-type
version but required application of higher peptide concentrations
(Fig. 1K). Plants that expressed a corresponding CLE45::CLE45G6T
transgene could be recovered, and in all of these independent
lines, root growth was impaired (Fig. S1B), the periclinal division
of the sieve element precursor cell was frequently abolished, and
protophloem differentiation was frequently delayed (Fig. 1L
and Fig. S1C). Moreover, CLE45::CLE45G6T transgenics displayed
stochastic occurrence of nondifferentiating protophloem cells,
which were morphologically similar to the gap cells observed in
brx and ops mutants (Fig. 1 M and N). Thus, a mild increase in
CLE45-like activity interfered both with the formative division
that gives rise to the metaphloem and protophloem cell files and
with protophloem differentiation.
These results supported the notion that the gap cell phenotype
of brx mutants reflects stochastic above-threshold activity of the
CLE45-BAM3 pathway (13). Further corroborating the pheno-
typic similarity between increased CLE45 dosage and BRX loss
of function, closer inspection of brx mutants revealed a pre-
viously unrecognized phenotype; that is, the absence or severe
delay of the sieve element precursor cell’s periclinal division in
the majority of phloem poles (Fig. 2 A and C). The same phe-
notype, although at possibly lower penetrance, was also observed
in ops mutants (Fig. 2 B and C). In summary, CLE45::CLE45G6T
plants, brx mutants, and ops mutants all displayed a similar
phenotype spectrum that included frequently absent sieve ele-
ment precursor division, the occurrence of gap cells, and an as-
sociated reduction in the number of early dividing protophloem
cells, in root meristem size and root growth (Fig. 2 D and E).
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Fig. 1. Elevated CLE45 activity suppresses protophloem sieve element differ-
entiation and the formative cell division of the sieve element precursor cell. (A)
Schematic presentation of protophloem sieve element formation in the Ara-
bidopsis root meristem. (B) Confocal microscopy image of a propidium iodide-
stained root meristem. The developing protophloem strands (one of them
marked by asterisks) stand out because of their enhanced propidium iodide cell
wall staining, allowing their unequivocal identification. (C and D) Expression
pattern of the CVP2::NLS-VENUS fluorescent reporter in 5-d-old wild-type roots
on normal media (C) or when shifted onto media containing 10 nM CLE45 for
24 h after 4 d (D). (E) Toluidine blue-stained histological cross sections of mock-
and CLE45-treated roots, taken at the level of advanced metaxylem differen-
tiation. Differentiated protophloem and metaphloem sieve elements can be
recognized by their position and by the absent staining. Note differentiated
metaphloem, but not protophloem, in the CLE45-treated sample. (F–I) Effects of
transient CLE45 application on protophloem differentiation, monitored in
CVP2::NLS-VENUS plants. White arrowheads (F and H): advanced nuclear deg-
radation in the most apical transition zone cells. (I, composite image). (J)
Reduced stele cell number in CLE45-treated plants resulting from missing cell
files, counted at the position of differentiated xylem. (K) Root growth inhibition
by application of CLE45 or the CLE45G6T variant. (L) Cross-sections illustrating
representative phenotypes of plants expressing a CLE45::CLE45G6T transgene
with delayed protophloem differentiation (Center) or delayed protophloem
differentiation and missing cell file (Right). (M and N) Occurrence of gap
cells (arrowhead) in the protophloem transition zone of CLE45::CLE45G6T (N),
but not wild type plants (M). ***P < .001.





Notably, even in the absence of the incipient metaphloem cell
file in the three genotypes, cells with metaphloem morphology
appeared in the correct position, possibly because the normally
procambial cell file adopted metaphloem identity.
Gap cells are located in the protophloem transition zone (Figs.
1A and 2E), and characterization of wild-type and the opsmutant
has shown that this is where key events of protophloem sieve
element differentiation take place, such as cell wall thickening
and nuclear degradation (10, 16). To further characterize brx gap
cells, we introduced a nuclear marker into the mutant, the sta-
bilized fluorescent fusion protein mDII-VENUS, expressed
under the constitutive 35S promoter (17). Investigation of these
lines revealed that brx gap cells indeed displayed a persisting
nucleus concomitant with the lack of cell wall thickening, similar
to ops gap cells (Fig. 2F). Moreover, a fluorescent cytoskeleton
marker, that is, FIMBRIN-GFP expressed under the constitutive
35S promoter (18), revealed a characteristic increase of actin
filament abundance during protophloem differentiation, which
did not occur in gap cells (Fig. 2G). Finally, the failure to form
a continuous file of proper protophloem sieve elements possibly
impinges on the differentiation of the neighboring companion
cells because expression of the companion cell-specific SU-
CROSE TRANSPORTER 2 (SUC2) gene, monitored by a fluo-
rescent reporter (SUC2::GFP) (19), was frequently patchy or
absent in brx phloem poles (Fig. 2 H–K). Consistent with this
observation, CLE45 treatment also suppressed SUC2::GFP ex-
pression (Fig. 2 K and L).
The close relation between the action of BRX and OPS in
protophloem formation was also underlined by our finding that
one of the loci emerging from a brx second site suppressor screen
(13) mapped to the OPS locus. The corresponding ops allele
carries a glutamate to lysine mutation in position 319 (E319K),
which segregated as a dosage-dependent semidominant sup-
pressor locus (Fig. 3A and Fig. S1D). In the F1 obtained from
crosses between the ops loss-of-function and the opsE319K mu-
tant, the ops root growth defects were fully restored, suggesting
that opsE319K is a genuine, fully active gain-of-function allele
(Fig. 3B). Moreover, we observed dosage-dependent OPS action
in plants expressing extra copies of wild-type OPS fused to GFP
under control of the native OPS promoter (OPS::OPS-GFP; this
transgene was functional, as indicated by its ability to rescue the
ops mutant phenotype) (Fig. 3C). When introduced into brx
mutants, this construct rescued the root phenotype to varying
extents, apparently correlating with OPS-GFP signal intensity in
individual lines and frequently conferring near-wild-type levels of
root growth (Fig. 3D). Concomitantly, the missing sieve element
precursor division was restored (Fig. 3E) and gap cells were
absent. When introduced into wild-type background, OPS::OPS-
GFP transgene copies conferred resistance to CLE45 treatment
(Fig. 3F), and the same was true for the opsE319K single mutant
(Fig. 3 G and H). Thus, an increase in OPS activity was sufficient
to overcome the inhibitory effects of CLE45 treatment. This CLE45-
resistance through enhanced OPS activity largely depended on
the presence of functional BRX (Fig. 3F and Fig. S1D), suggesting
that BRX conditions OPS action by keeping CLE45-BAM3 ac-
tivity below a certain threshold level. Finally, corroborating this
dose-dependent opposition between CLE45 and OPS action, ops
root growth and protophloem differentiation defects were per-
fectly rescued in bam3 ops double mutants (Fig. 3 I and J),
similar to bam3 brx double mutants (13).
The highly specific meristematic reporter gene expression
patterns of the five genes analyzed in this study matched a role
in protophloem differentiation (Fig. 4A). OPS expression was
also observed outside of the protophloem lineage, in the meta-
phloem, indicating that OPS may operate more generally during
vascular development. The observation of the reporters’ ex-
pression across a number of samples that represented various
stages in the differentiation process (e.g., samples in which two
or three sieve element precursors could be observed because
they had not yet divided compared with samples in which this
was only the case for one) allowed us to establish a spatiotem-
poral hierarchy of expression (Fig. 4B). OPS was thus expressed
earliest and was consistently present in the sieve element pro-
cambium precursor cell, whereas BRX, BAM3, CLE45, and
CVP2 could only be detected in the sieve element precursor cell.
However, although CLE45 expression was typically observed
immediately after its formation, BRX and BAM3 were expressed
with some delay, and CVP2 even later. These expression patterns
are consistent with the observed defects in protophloem differ-
entiation but are also consistent with the absent formative di-
vision of the sieve element precursor cell. However, it appears
unlikely that the acquisition of sieve element precursor fate
includes an obligatory periclinal cell division, because in roots








Fig. 2. Perturbed phloem formation in CLE45::CLE45G6T transgenic plants,
brx mutants, and ops mutants. (A and B) Absence of the periclinal sieve
element precursor cell division, but not the periclinal sieve element pro-
cambium precursor cell division (arrowhead), in brx (A) and ops (B). (C) Cross-
sections show differentiated protophloem (arrowheads) in both phloem
poles of wild-type at the level of differentiated protoxylem, but no differ-
entiation in at least one pole in brx and ops. (D) Summary statistics of pro-
tophloem development defects in one typical experiment. (E) Illustration of
the maximum penetrance phloem pole phenotypes, with average cell num-
bers across samples indicated. (F) Persistence of the nucleus in brx gap cells
(arrowhead), as indicated by the nuclear mDII-VENUS marker. (G) Absence of
the typical strong actin cytoskeleton signal in brx gap cells (arrowheads), as
indicated by the FIMBRIN-GFP marker (composite image on the left). (H and I)
Optical sections showing local and diffused GFP signal expressed under con-
trol of the companion cell-specific SUC2 promoter, from both poles in wild-
type (H) and from typically at most one pole in brx (I). (J–L) Patchy, inter-
rupted SUC2::GFP expression in brx (J) compared with wild-type (K), and
suppression of the signal in seedlings grown on CLE45-containing media (L).














CLE45-free media, protophloem differentiation occurred within
20 h (as determined by CVP2 expression, APL expression, and
cell wall build-up). In contrast, the missing cell division had not
yet been recovered at this point in most samples (Fig. 1I).
Conversely, in roots grown on CLE45-free media for 4 d and
then shifted onto CLE45-containing media, protophloem dif-
ferentiation was repressed within 20 h, whereas the periclinal
sieve element precursor cell division was only fully suppressed in
all samples after 30 h.
The frequent lack of this division in the brx, ops, and CLE45::
CLE45G6T genotypes might therefore be an indirect effect of
the interruption of protophloem sieve element files by un-
differentiated cells (Fig. S1E), which could interfere with the
transport of metabolites and systemic signals, such as the plant
hormone auxin, to the meristem (1, 2, 10, 13). Because it has
been suggested that threshold levels of auxin are necessary for
periclinal cell divisions in the root meristem (20), and because
higher auxin activity was detected in developing protophloem
compared with surrounding tissues (21) (Fig. S1F), we in-
vestigated whether a reduced meristematic auxin response, as
indicated by the auxin sensor DII-VENUS (17), could be re-
sponsible for the absence of the sieve element precursor cell
division. Consistent with these observations, CLE45 application
resulted in reduced auxin response in the root meristem on
prolonged, but not on short (i.e., a few hours), treatment (Fig.
4C). Observation of seedlings treated with CLE45 for 24 h also
indicated coincidence of undetectable levels of DII-VENUS
(i.e., high auxin activity) with the last periclinal sieve element
precursor division before CLE45 application, and low auxin ac-
tivity in cells formed thereafter (Fig. 4D). Moreover, treatment
of seedlings with auxinole, a specific inhibitor of the nuclear
auxin receptors, and thus auxin response (22, 23), abolished this
division when applied at mild concentration (Fig. 4 E and F),
suggesting it is particularly sensitive to changes in auxin activity.









Fig. 3. OPS dosage rescues brx defects and confers CLE45 resistance. (A)
Representative 7-d-old seedlings for indicated genotypes. (B) Complemen-
tation of ops loss-of-function mutants by the opsE319K gain-of-function al-
lele. (C) Complementation of the opsmutant by an OPS::OPS-GFP transgene.
(D) Representative 7-d-old seedlings for indicated genotypes. (E) Restoration
of the periclinal sieve element precursor cell division in brx by addition of an
OPS::OPS-GFP transgene. (F) Rescue of brx root growth by increased OPS
dosage through an OPS::OPS-GFP transgene and CLE45 resistance conferred
by increased OPS dosage in wild-type. (G and H) CLE45 resistance conferred
by the opsE319K gain-of-function allele, as indicated by root growth (G) as
well as sieve element precursor division and protophloem differentiation
(H). (I) Suppression of ops root growth defects on second-site loss-of-func-
tion mutation in bam3, the putative CLE45 receptor. (J) Restoration of the
periclinal sieve element precursor division in ops bam3 double mutants.
White arrowheads, position of sieve element-procambium precursor peri-
clinal divisions; yellow arrowheads, position of sieve element precursor




Fig. 4. Expression patterns and auxin effects on the periclinal sieve element
precursor division. (A) Expression patterns of indicated reporter transgenes
in wild-type background. Note that OPS-GFP localizes to the shoot-ward
plasma membrane of cells, whereas BRX-CITRINE localizes to the root-ward
one. BAM3-CITRINE can be detected inside the cell (green signal), as well as
at the plasma membrane (yellow signal resulting from overlay with propi-
dium iodide staining). (B) Schematic summary of expression patterns de-
termined from multiple observation. The rarer situation with three not-yet-
divided sieve element precursor cells was chosen for illustration to allow us
to plot this spatiotemporal hierarchy. (C) Auxin activity in the root meristem,
as indicated by the inverse reporter DII-VENUS in mock conditions and on CLE45
treatment. (D) High auxin activity coincided with the last observed periclinal
sieve element precursor division (arrowhead), whereas it was low in cells formed
during CLE45 treatment. (E) Absence of the periclinal sieve element precursor
division inwild-type roots treatedwith the auxin signaling inhibitor, auxinole. (F)
Amplified detail of panel E in grayscale. (G) Effect of auxinole treatment on root
growth. White arrowheads, position of sieve element-procambium precursor
periclinal divisions; yellow arrowheads, position of sieve element precursor
periclinal divisions; asterisks: protophloem cell files. *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001.





response (11, 24), this would also explain why the penetrance
of the observed phenotypes was highest in brx mutants. Re-
markably, however, root growth rate and meristem size were only
mildly impaired in auxinole-treated roots, despite the absence of
the incipient metaphloem cell file (Fig. 4G), and protophloem
differentiation was not affected. This underlines the proposed
essential function of the protophloem for root meristem growth
in the early seedling and systemic performance of the root system
later on (13, 25). Systemically reduced auxin activity could also
account for the observation that on CLE45 treatment, and in brx
or ops loss-of-function mutants, overall cell number was some-
times slightly reduced in the radial dimension beyond the two
missing incipient metaphloem cell files (e.g., Fig. 1J).
In summary, our data suggest opposing activities of BAM3-
mediated CLE45 signals on one side and OPS-dependent signals
on the other. Their quantitative interplay is sensitive to both
CLE45 and OPS dosage and determines the proper timing of
protophloem specification and the progression of its differentia-
tion. Our analyses suggest these pathways act specifically on sieve
element precursors, although based on expression pattern OPS
might even have an earlier role. Notably, both brx and ops loss-of-
function mutants are, in principal, able to form sieve elements,
although at a reduced frequency. Considering that CLE45 spe-
cifically blocks precursor cells from adopting sieve element fate,
the main role of BRX and OPS is therefore apparently to promote
the transition to this state and to maintain it. The existence of
independent positional cues for sieve element differentiation is
also suggested by our observation that even in the absence of the
incipient metaphloem cell file in brx and ops mutants, cells with
metaphloem morphology differentiated in the correct position,
possibly because the normally procambial cell file apparently
adopted metaphloem identity. Because CLE45 can fully suppress
any protophloem differentiation, the gap cells in the protophloem
transition zone of brx and opsmutants might reflect incompetence
to respond to such cues because of stochastic above-threshold
activity of the CLE45-BAM3 module. Finally, we describe a ge-
netic framework that is specific for protophloem sieve element
differentiation, which, however, is possibly also necessary for
parallel differentiation of companion cells, and thus the formation
of functional protophloem poles. However, because loss-of-func-
tion brx bam3 or ops bam3 double mutants appear to be wild-type,
our data also indicate that neither of these genes is strictly re-
quired for protophloem formation. Thus, they might constitute an
additional regulatory layer, which could, for instance, serve to
convey environmental signals in conditions in which a shutdown of
primary root growth might be advantageous. The associated sys-
temic effects, for example, ref. 25, would support such a scenario.
Materials and Methods
Plant tissue culture, CLE peptide treatments, plant transformation, histology,
light microscopy, and confocal microscopy, as well as molecular biology
experiments such as genomic DNA isolation, genotyping, or sequencing, were
performed according to standard procedures, as described previously (11, 13).
The OPS suppressor locus was identified by combined bulk segregant anal-
ysis and whole-genome sequencing, followed by confirmation through
Sanger sequencing, as described (13).
Plant Materials. The Arabidopsis wild-type line used in this study was Co-
lumbia (Col-0), which was also the genetic background for the mutants and
transgenic lines. The following null mutant alleles were used throughout:
brx-2 for BRX, bam3-2 for BAM3, and ops-2 for OPS. These mutants, as well
as the transgenic reporter lines 35S::DII-VENUS, 35S::mDII-VENUS, and 35S::
FIMBRIN-GFP, have been described previously (10, 13, 17, 18).
Transgenic Lines. Reporter transgenes for plant transformation were created
in suitable binary vectors and produced through standard molecular biology
procedures and/or the Gateway Cloning Technology. The promoters or
coding sequences for the BAM3, BRX, and CLE45 reporter constructs have
been described previously (13). For cloning of the CVP2::NLS-VENUS con-
struct, a 1.5-kb genomic promoter fragment upstream of the initiation co-
don was amplified using the 5′ to 3′ oligonucleotides GGT TTG TGG CAA TTT
GTA TCC and GCT TTT AAA TTC CAT GAA GAT GGG C. For cloning of the
SUC2::GFP construct, a 2.3-kb genomic promoter fragment upstream of the
initiation codon was amplified using the 5′ to 3′ oligonucleotides AGT CAT
TAT CAA CTA GGG GTG CAT and ATT TGA CAA ACC AAG AAA GTA AGA
AAA. For cloning of the BAM3::BAM3-CITRINE construct, the BAM3 coding
sequence was amplified using the 5′ to 3′ oligonucleotides ATG GCA GAC
AAG ATC TTC AC and GAA AGT ATT AGG CTG TTT AG. For cloning of the
OPS::OPS-GFP construct, a 1.9-kb OPS promoter fragment was amplified
together with the (intron-free) OPS coding sequence using the 5′ to 3′ oli-
gonucleotides GCG GTG TAA TCA TTA TTT CGT and TAT ACA GCC TCA TTA
CAC TCC. To generate the CLE45::CLE45G6T construct, a replacement of the
glycine in position 6 by threonine was introduced in the CLE45 peptide
coding sequence by amplification with the 5′ to 3′ oligonucleotides ATG TTG
GGT TCC AGT ACA AGA and AGG ATC TGA TGT TCG TCT, followed by sec-
ondary amplification with the 5′ to 3′ oligonucleotides ATG TTG GGT TCC
AGT ACA AGA and TTA AGA AAA TGG CTG AGC TT to introduce the mu-
tation. All binary constructs were introduced into Arabidopsis backgrounds
by Agrobacterium-mediated transformation following standard procedures.
At least three independent transgenic lines were used for each construct to
perform experiments and verify reproducibility.
Genotyping. Genotypingofmutantalleleswasperformedwith the following5′
to 3′ oligonucleotides: GTC AGT GTT TGC TTC CTC TCT ATG and TAT TTC CTT
GTC TAG GTA AGA ATC C and TGA TCC ATG TAG ATT TCC CGG ACA TGA A in
one reaction to genotype brx-2 (wild-type band 240 bp; T-DNA insertion band
200 bp); CTGCAACTT CTT CTC CGT TTGwith CTG CAACTT CTT CTC CGT TTG to
genotype the BAM3 wild-type allele (1.1 kb) and GAT TCC TTC GAA ACT CGG
ATC with ATT TTG CCG ATT TCG GAA C (300 bp) to genotype the bam3-2
T-DNA insertion allele; CACACCGTT GGT TTGGTTAACwith TCT TCC TCT AAA
AAG CCT CCG to genotype the OPS wild-type allele (1.1 kb) and TCT TCC TCT
AAA AAG CCT CCG with ATT TTG CCG ATT TCG GAA C (600 bp) to genotype
the ops-2 T-DNA insertion allele; and CTT CAG AAA TGG AGG CAG AAT and
CAT ATC CGT AAT CAG CAA GCT to amplify a 145-bpOPS fragment that is cut
into 124 and 21 bp on HinDIII digest if the opsE319K mutation is present.
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Fig. S1. (A) Expression of the APL::GFP fluorescent reporter in 5-d-old wild-type roots on normal media (Left), on media containing 10 nM CLE45 (Right), or
after 20 h recovery on normal media after 4 d on media containing 10 nM CLE45 (Center). (B) Reduced root growth in CLE45::CLE45G6T transgenic plants. (C)
Absence of the periclinal sieve element precursor cell division (yellow arrowhead in wild-type; Left), but not the periclinal sieve element-procambium precursor
cell division (white arrowhead), in CLE45::CLE45G6T transgenic plants (Right). (D) Root growth of indicated genotypes on CLE45 compared with mock. Note
mock difference between brx mutants carrying one or two copies of the opsE319K allele. (E) Schematic presentation of how impaired protophloem formation
eventually feeds back on the formative sieve element precursor cell division; for example, on CLE45 treatment. Color code as in Fig. 1A. (F) Higher auxin activity
in the protophloem (asterisk) compared with neighboring tissues, as indicated by the DII-VENUS reporter.
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Perception of root-active CLE peptides requires
CORYNE function in the phloem vasculature
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Abstract
Arabidopsis root development is orchestrated by signaling path-
ways that consist of different CLAVATA3/EMBRYO SURROUNDING
REGION (CLE) peptide ligands and their cognate CLAVATA (CLV) and
BARELY ANY MERISTEM (BAM) receptors. How and where different
CLE peptides trigger specific morphological or physiological
changes in the root is poorly understood. Here, we report that the
receptor-like protein CLAVATA 2 (CLV2) and the pseudokinase
CORYNE (CRN) are necessary to fully sense root-active CLE
peptides. We uncover BAM3 as the CLE45 receptor in the root and
biochemically map its peptide binding surface. In contrast to other
plant peptide receptors, we found no evidence that SOMATIC
EMBRYOGENESIS RECEPTOR KINASE (SERK) proteins act as co-
receptor kinases in CLE45 perception. CRN stabilizes BAM3 expres-
sion and thus is required for BAM3-mediated CLE45 signaling.
Moreover, protophloem-specific CRN expression complements
resistance of the crn mutant to root-active CLE peptides, suggest-
ing that protophloem is their principal site of action. Our work
defines a genetic framework for dissecting CLE peptide signaling
and CLV/BAM receptor activation in the root.
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Introduction
Receptor kinases (RKs) are key regulators of growth and develop-
ment in higher plants such as the model organism Arabidopsis
thaliana (Arabidopsis). There are ~180 Arabidopsis RKs with extra-
cellular leucine-rich repeat (LRR) domains, many of which can
perceive peptide ligands, including members of the CLAVATA3/
EMBRYO SURROUNDING REGION (CLE) peptide family [1,2]. CLE
peptides are encoded endogenously and translated as
prepropeptides, which are secreted and processed to yield mature
12–13 amino acid, bioactive peptides [2–4]. In some cases, their
activity is amplified by post-translational modifications, such as
proline hydroxylation and additional arabinosylation [5,6]. Arabi-
dopsis contains 32 CLE genes, some of which encode redundant
peptides, thereby giving rise to 27 distinct CLE peptides [3,7,8].
Several of these peptides have been shown to play roles in root
development, and chemically synthesized versions of many of them
suppress Arabidopsis root growth in tissue culture when applied at
nM to low lM concentrations (called root-active CLEs in the follow-
ing) [9–11]. However, the perception mechanism for most CLE
peptides in the root, including their receptors and co-receptors,
remains unknown to date.
Genetic and biochemical studies have identified several LRR-RKs
involved in the perception of individual CLE peptides. The outstand-
ing, classic example is CLAVATA 1 (CLV1), which directly binds the
CLV3 peptide to regulate stem cell homeostasis in the shoot apical
meristem [4,12–17]. The CLV1-related LRR-RK BARELY ANY
MERISTEM 3 (BAM3) is required to mediate the suppression of
protophloem sieve element differentiation in the root meristem by
CLE45 application [9,18,19]. PHLOEM INTERCALATED WITH
XYLEM (PXY; a.k.a. TDIF RECEPTOR [TDR]) senses the redundant
CLE41/44 peptides (a.k.a. TRACHEARY ELEMENT DIFFERENTIA-
TION INHIBITORY FACTOR [TDIF]) to regulate vascular stem cell
proliferation in secondary growth [20–25].
High-affinity ligand sensing and receptor activation of plant
LRR-RKs relies on their interaction with shape-complementary
co-receptor kinases [1,26–28]. For instance, the LRR-RK BRASSI-
NOSTEROID INSENSITIVE 1 (BRI1) employs the SOMATIC EMBRY-
OGENESIS RECEPTOR KINASE (SERK) family co-receptors SERK1
and SERK3 to transmit the signal triggered by the small molecule
ligand brassinosteroid [29]. The LRR-RK HAESA also relies on SERK
proteins to transduce the signal triggered by the peptide ligand IDA,
which is related to CLE peptides in structure [30,31]. Consistently, it
was recently suggested that SERK1 also plays a role in PXY-
mediated CLE41/44 signal transduction [25]. Thus, Arabidopsis
SERKs have been implicated in multiple signaling pathways,
comprising CLE as well as other peptide signals, hormonal cues,
and pathogen-derived ligands [32,33]. Beyond PXY, however, it
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remains unclear to what degree SERKs could be involved in the
perception of CLE peptides.
For CLV1, different types of potential, context-dependent co-recep-
tors have been described. In one scenario, CLV3 is perceived in asso-
ciation with CLV2, a receptor-like protein (RLP) that is comprised of
extracellular LRRs and a transmembrane domain but lacks a kinase
domain [12,34]. CLV2 in turn dimerizes with CORYNE (CRN), which
consists of a transmembrane domain and an intracellular pseudo-
kinase domain [35,36]. Other findings point to a CLV1-independent
role of CLV2-CRN in CLV3 perception, possibly in conjunction with
the CLV1-related LRR-RKs BAM1 and BAM2 [35,37,38]. Moreover, it
was found that CLV2-CRN is required for the perception of many if
not all root-active CLE peptides [11,35,39,40]. Finally, CLV1 has been
implicated in stem cell homeostasis in the root meristem, where it
presumably perceives CLE40 together with the non-LRR-RK
ARABIDOPSIS CRINKLY 4 (ACR4) [41,42]. Likewise, BAM1 and
RECEPTOR-LIKE PROTEIN KINASE 2 are also thought to play a role
in CLE perception in the root [43]. In this study, we show that
BAM3 is a bona fide CLE45 receptor, which appears to operate
independent of SERK proteins. Moreover, we demonstrate that
phloem-specific CRN expression is not only required for perception
of CLE45, but of all root-active CLE peptides tested in this study,
possibly by stabilizing expression of their receptors.
Results
BAM3 is a CLE45 receptor
Originally, we isolated bam3 as a second-site suppressor of loss of
function in BREVIS RADIX (BRX), which encodes a positive regula-
tor of root protophloem sieve element differentiation, suggesting
that BRX antagonizes the CLE45-BAM3 pathway [9,19]. Root proto-
phloem differentiation (and thereby root growth) of bam3 loss-of-
function mutants is not impaired by exogenously applied CLE45
levels that suppress this process in wild-type plants, suggesting that
BAM3 could act as a CLE45 receptor [9]. Subsequent results
strengthened this notion [19,44] and also ruled out proposed alter-
native CLE45 receptors in the root [18]. However, direct evidence
for CLE45-BAM3 interaction is still missing. We isolated additional
CLE45-insensitive bam3 loss-of-function alleles from our genetic
screen [9] (Fig EV1A), including non-synonymous mutations lead-
ing to amino acid changes in the ligand-binding LRR and the cyto-
plasmic kinase domains (Fig 1A). Mutation of threonine 150 to
isoleucine presumably interferes with proper folding of the BAM3
LRR domain, as does mutation of glycine 364 to arginine. Serine
303, however, maps to the inner face of the BAM3 LRR domain and
is located in a surface region, which forms the peptide binding sites
in the structurally related IDA receptor HAESA [30] and in the
CLE41/44 receptor PXY [25] (Fig 1A and B). Two missense muta-
tions in the BAM3 kinase domain (P883S, G901E) map to the core
of the kinase C-lobe and may interfere with the proper folding or
activity of the BAM3 kinase module. Together, our genetic analysis
suggests that both the extracellular and cytoplasmic portions of
BAM3 are important for the function of the receptor.
We produced the BAM3 LRR domain by secreted expression in
insect cells and tested if the purified ectodomain interacts with a
synthetic CLE45 peptide in isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC)
assays. We found that BAM3 bound CLE45 with a Kd of ~120 nM
and with 1:1 stoichiometry (Fig 1C). The binding affinity for CLE45
to BAM3 was about 10-fold lower than CLE41/44 binding to the
LRR ectodomain of PXY (Fig EV1B) [25]. BAM3 showed specific
CLE45 binding, as the sequence-related CLV3 peptide, which is not
expressed in the root [40], bound with much lower affinity (Kd
~10 lM) (Fig EV1C). Importantly, N-terminal extension of CLE45 or
CLV3 by a tyrosine residue (initially used to quantify the peptide
concentrations) rendered the engineered peptides non-bioactive and
drastically reduced binding to the BAM3 ectodomain (Fig EV1D–F).
Prompted by our recent finding that the peptide hormone IDA is
structurally related to CLE peptides, we created a BAM3 homology
model based on the HAESA-IDA complex structure [30] to predict
the CLE45 binding surface in BAM3 (Fig 1B). In our homology
model, BAM3 residues Q226, Y228, and Y231 from the LRR domain
form a part of the CLE45 binding surface. Consistently, binding of
CLE45 to a purified BAM3 ectodomain in which Q226, Y228, and
Y231 were mutated to alanines (BAM3QYY) was ~8 times weaker
when compared to the wild-type LRR domain (Fig 1C).
To test the relevance of these mutations in planta, we re-created
them in a full-length BAM3 coding sequence to express the mutant
protein as a CITRINE fusion (BAM3::BAM3QYY-CITRINE). First, we
checked the subcellular localization of BAM3QYY-CITRINE and wild-
type BAM3-CITRINE (BAM3::BAM3-CITRINE) in transient transfor-
mation of tobacco (Nicotiana benthamiana) leaf cells. In this
system, both fusion proteins showed similar plasma membrane
localization as well as some internal, likely endoplasmic reticulum
signals (Fig EV2A). In Arabidopsis, BAM3QYY-CITRINE was specifi-
cally expressed in the protophloem, with a similar profile of subcel-
lular (plasma membrane and internal) localization and abundance
as wild-type BAM3-CITRINE (Figs 1D and EV2B). However, unlike
BAM3-CITRINE, BAM3QYY-CITRINE was neither able to restore the
brx phenotype when introduced into a bam3 brx double mutant
(Fig 1E and F), nor able to restore CLE45 sensitivity when intro-
duced into a bam3 single mutant (Fig 1G and H). In summary, these
data reinforce the view that BAM3 is the genuine CLE45 receptor in
the context of the root protophloem [18].
Individual SERKs are not necessary to perceive root-active
CLE peptides
SERK proteins have recently been shown to act as co-receptors for
the CLE41/44 receptor PXY [25,45] and for many other LRR-RKs
[46]. In the case of the peptide receptor HAESA, complex formation
with SERK1 allows for the specific and high-affinity sensing of IDA,
and HAESA and SERK1 form stable, IDA-dependent heteromeric
complexes in vitro [30]. To test whether SERK proteins could be
involved in the sensing of other CLE peptides in the root, we
surveyed the response of serk mutants to 14 root-active CLE
peptides (CLV3, CLE8, CLE9/10, CLE11, CLE13, CLE14, CLE16,
CLE18, CLE20, CLE21, CLE25, CLE26, CLE40, CLE45), which were
selected for their significant, reproducible impact on root growth at
50 nM concentration. In general, the response of representative serk
loss-of-function mutants (alleles serk1-3, serk2-1, serk3-1, serk4-1,
and serk5-1) was largely similar to wild type (Fig 2A). Interestingly,
another serk1 allele, serk1-1, showed resistance to CLE45 applica-
tion and was as insensitive as bam3 (Fig EV2C). However, CLE45
resistance and the serk1-1 mutation segregated freely in outcrosses
EMBO reports Vol 18 | No 8 | 2017 ª 2017 The Authors






to a brx mutant (i.e., only six out of 24 genotyped plants that were
CLE45-resistant were also homozygous for serk1-1), suggesting that
the CLE45 resistance resulted from an unlinked background muta-
tion. Whole-genome sequencing of the serk1-1 plants revealed a
homozygous 28-bp deletion in BAM3, which would lead to a
frameshift after amino acid 699 and a premature stop codon six
amino acids later, thereby deleting the kinase domain. Moreover,
introduction of a transgenic BAM3 copy restored CLE45 sensitivity
of serk1-1 (Fig EV2C). No complementation was observed with
SERK1 constructs that were reported to rescue the serk1-1 serk2-1
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double-mutant shoot phenotype [47] (Fig EV2D). Therefore, the
serk1-1 line should be considered a bam3 serk1 double mutant.
SERK1 and SERK3 do not act as co-receptors in BAM3-mediated
CLE45 signaling
In summary, none of the five serk mutants displayed CLE45 resis-
tance. A signaling function of SERK genes in CLE45 perception
might be masked by genetic redundancy, and therefore, the notion
that SERK1 could be a BAM3 co-receptor still appeared attractive,
especially given recently reported evidence that SERK1 cannot only
interact with HAESA, but also with PXY, in a ligand-dependent
manner [25,30]. However, although the BAM3 and SERK1 kinase
domains were able to transphosphorylate each other in an in vitro
kinase assay (Fig EV2E), neither SERK1 nor SERK3 formed CLE45-
dependent complexes with BAM3 in vitro (Figs 2B and EV2F). In
contrast, SERK1 formed CLE41/44-dependent heterodimers with
PXY (Fig EV2G), corroborating earlier results [25,45]. Consistent
with our gel filtration experiments, we could not detect binding of
the SERK1-LRR domain to BAM3 in the presence of CLE45 in quanti-
tative ITC assays (Fig 2C), while SERK1 bound to HAESA in the
presence of IDA with low nanomolar affinity [30]. Finally, although
SERK1 has been reported to be expressed throughout the stele
[48,49], closer inspection of a transgene driving expression of a
SERK1-CITRINE fusion protein under control of the SERK1 promoter
(SERK1::SERK1-CITRINE) suggested that SERK1 is not expressed in
developing protophloem sieve elements (Fig EV2H). In summary,
the results suggest that SERK1 (and based on our biochemical stud-
ies also SERK3) is not a co-receptor for BAM3-mediated CLE45
signaling.
CLV2 and CRN are necessary for full perception of root-active
CLE peptides
Since our experiments did not support a role for SERK proteins in
BAM3 receptor activation and CLE45 signal transduction, we
assessed the relative contribution of other known CLV/BAM signal-
ing components, CLV2 and CRN [11,35,37,39,50]. Both CLV2 and
CRN are expressed throughout most root tissues including the
vascular cylinder [51]. We corroborated these findings by creating
transgenic lines in which CITRINE fusions of CLV2 or CRN were
expressed under control of their native promoters (CLV2::CLV2-
CITRINE and CRN::CRN-CITRINE). CLV2::CLV2-CITRINE displayed
expression mostly in the stele (Fig EV3A), and CRN::CRN-CITRINE
was expressed in the same domain (Fig EV3B). However, while
CLV2 appeared to be evenly expressed throughout the vascular
cylinder of the root tip, CRN was apparently enriched in the phloem
poles. To investigate CRN mutation in the same background as all
other lines used in this study, we obtained a crn loss-of-function
mutant in the Col-0 accession. In this CRISPR/Cas9-generated crn
allele, a single nucleotide insertion in front of the 7th codon leads to
a frameshift and three subsequent premature stop codons after
amino acid 10 [52]. This crn mutant displayed complete insensitiv-
ity to CLE45 concentrations that strongly suppress protophloem dif-
ferentiation and thus root growth in wild type (Fig 2A). A survey of
other root-active CLE peptides revealed that this crn loss of function
also conferred strong resistance to all of them (Fig 2A), corroborat-
ing the results for other crn alleles in different parental backgrounds
[11]. As expected, we obtained very similar results when analyzing
clv2 loss-of-function mutants (Fig 2A). The CLV2::CLV2-CITRINE
and CRN::CRN-CITRINE constructs complemented the respective
mutants, indicating their functionality (Fig EV3C and D). Taken
together, our experiments confirm that CLV2 and CRN are necessary
to mediate full sensitivity to all root-active CLE peptides monitored
in this study.
The phloem is a crucial site of action for root-active CLE peptides
To test whether the CLE45 resistance of crn mutants reflects CRN
activity in the developing protophloem, we expressed a transgenic
CRN-CITRINE fusion under control of the BAM3 promoter in crn
mutants (Fig 3A–C). Interestingly, in these lines, we not only
observed restored sensitivity to CLE45 (Fig 3D), but also to the simi-
larly acting CLE26 [44] as well as other strongly root-active CLE
peptides (Fig 3E). To monitor the CLE peptide effects in more detail,
we transiently treated transgenic lines that expressed a nuclear
localized fluorescent marker under control of the COTYLEDON
VASCULAR PATTERN 2 (CVP2) promoter (CVP2::NLS-VENUS) in
wild-type background. CVP2 is very specifically expressed in the
developing sieve elements of the root meristem and is also a specific
marker for their differentiation process [44]. Investigation of CVP2::
NLS-VENUS seedlings after 24-h CLE peptide treatment indicated
▸Figure 1. BAM3 is a CLE45 receptor.A Schematic overview of the BAM3 gene structure. bam3 loss-of-function mutations that were isolated as second-site suppressors of brx loss of function (top); amino
acid point mutations predicted to disrupt BAM3-CLE45 interaction (bottom).
B Ribbon diagram of a homology model of the BAM3 LRR ectodomain (in blue) based on the HAESA ectodomain (PDB-ID 5IXO). Magenta spheres indicate the position
of genetic BAM3 missense mutations, and residues forming part of the predicted CLE45 binding site are shown in bonds representation (in yellow). The position of
CLE45 has been inferred from an IDA-HAESA complex (PDB-ID 5IXQ).
C Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) of purified BAM3 wild-type (black) or mutant BAM3QYY (red) extracellular domains vs. CLE45 peptide. N: stoichiometry, Kd
dissociation constant. Shown are experimental values ! fitting errors (95% confidence interval).
D Expression of BAM3-CITRINE wild-type or mutant BAM3QYY fusion protein (green fluorescence) under control of the native BAM3 promoter in root meristems of bam3
mutants (magenta fluorescence: calcofluor white cell wall staining) (confocal microscopy).
E Primary root meristems of bam3 brx double mutants carrying the indicated transgenes. Red arrow on the left panel indicates the approximate position of the final
dividing cortex cell, which is out of range in the right panel.
F Primary root length of 5-day-old seedlings of the indicated genotypes.
G Primary root length of 7-day-old seedlings of the indicated genotypes in mock or CLE45 condition.
H Representative 7-day-old seedlings of the indicated genotypes grown on standard mock or CLE45-containing media.
Data information: Differences as compared to Col-0 (F) or mock (G) are not statistically significant unless indicated (Student’s t-test); ***P < 0.001; mean ! s.e.m.
◀
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BAM3 + CLE45 vs. SERK1
Figure 2. Root growth CLE peptide resistance of mutants in potential co-receptors of CLE signaling pathways.
A Primary root length of 9-day-old seedlings of indicated genotypes, grown on mock or 50 nM CLE peptide. Fourteen root-active peptides and two controls (CLE17 and
CLE41/44) are shown. n ≥ 12 per column.
B Analytical size-exclusion chromatography. The BAM3 and SERK1 LRR domains elute as monomers when run stand-alone (blue and red traces), in combination (green
trace), and in the presence of CLE45 (yellow trace). SDS–PAGE gels of the corresponding peak fractions are shown alongside.
C ITC of the purified BAM3 extracellular domain in the presence of CLE45 peptide titrated against the purified SERK1 extracellular domain. n.d.: not detectable.
Data information: Differences as compared to Col-0 (A) are not statistically significant unless indicated (Student’s t-test); ***P < 0.001; mean ! s.e.m.
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CLV2::CLV2-CITRINE in clv2 
Figure 3.
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that indeed in practically all cases, protophloem development was
perturbed to a large degree after CLE application (Fig 3F). While in
some cases, a strong, immediate and specific suppression of proto-
phloem differentiation was observed, in others the sieve element
marker faded more gradually. However, in all cases, CVP2 expres-
sion eventually disappeared toward the root tip. Together with the
rescue of CLE peptide resistance through protophloem-specific CRN
expression, these observations indicate that the developing phloem
is a crucial site of action for root-active CLE peptides, even if some
of them are not genuinely expressed in the root meristem and/or
vasculature [53,54].
CRN promotes CLE45 sensitivity by enhancing BAM3 expression
To test whether CLV2-CRN might interact with BAM3, we next
investigated these proteins in the cellular setting of the transient
tobacco expression system. While BAM3 was mostly plasma
membrane-localized (Fig EV4A), when expressed alone, CLV2 and
CRN fusion proteins were mostly found inside cells and co-localized
substantially with an endoplasmic reticulum marker (Figs 4A and B,
and EV4B–D), in line with earlier findings [48,55]. Some plasma
membrane localization could be observed at variable degrees in
replicate experiments, which might be due to endogenous CLV2/
CRN proteins, because as previously reported [55], co-expression of
CLV2 and CRN resulted in increased delivery of both fusion proteins
to the plasma membrane (Figs 4C and D, and EV4E and F). We con-
firmed these findings in the root vasculature of stable transgenic
lines, by introducing the BAM3::CRN-CITRINE construct into the clv2
mutant. While in wild type or the crn background CRN-CITRINE
displayed substantial plasma membrane localization, it did not accu-
mulate at the plasma membrane to the same extent in clv2 mutants
(Figs 4E and F, and EV3E). Conversely, CLV2-CITRINE fusion
protein expressed under control of the CLV2 promoter displayed
some clear plasma membrane localization when expressed in the
clv2 mutant background, but mostly diffusive cytoplasmic localiza-
tion when expressed in the crn mutant (Fig EV3F). Thus, as previ-
ously reported for the shoot, plasma membrane localization of CLV2
and CRN is largely interdependent in the root.
We next tested whether CLV2-CRN could interact with BAM3.
We could not obtain the CLV2 ectodomain in sufficient quantity and
quality for in vitro biochemical assays. In bimolecular fluorescence
complementation (BiFC) experiments, we could not observe interac-
tion of BAM3 with CRN, with the caveat that in this assay, CRN was
supposedly not efficiently delivered to the plasma membrane. Also,
in transient co-expression in tobacco, no co-localization was
observed for CRN and BAM3 fusion proteins (Figs 4G and EV4G).
However, substantial co-localization occurred once a (non-
fluorescent) HA-tagged CLV2 protein was co-expressed in addition
(Figs 4H and EV4H and I). Co-localization of the three proteins was
also observed when BiFC was performed for CLV2 and CRN in the
presence of a fluorescent mTFP1-tagged BAM3 (Fig 4I). Moreover, a
modest but robust BiFC interaction between BAM3 and CRN could
be observed when (non-fluorescent) CLV2-HA was co-expressed as
well (Fig 4J), as compared to a negative control (Fig 4K). Control
experiments with BRI1 did not show such interaction (Fig 4L and
M). Thus, it appears that in principle, BAM3 is capable of interac-
tion with the CLV2-CRN dimer in a cellular setting. Such interaction
could actually occur in planta, since both BAM3 and CRN displayed
plasma membrane localization in developing sieve elements, which
appeared to be mostly shootward for BAM3 (Fig 4N and O).
Despite the possibility for BAM3-CLV2/CRN interaction, it
appears unlikely that CLV2-CRN acts in a capacity of co-receptor in
CLE45 perception, since CRN is a pseudokinase [36]. To further
investigate the role of CRN in CLE45 signaling, we thus conducted
additional genetic experiments. Second-site loss of function in
BAM3 or in its downstream signaling component MEMBRANE-
ASSOCIATED KINASE REGULATOR 5 (MAKR5) suppresses brx
mutant phenotypes [9,18]. Similarly, clv2 or crn second-site muta-
tion substantially rescued the protophloem differentiation, root
meristem size and root growth defects of brx mutants (Fig 5A and
B). The phenotype of brx crn double mutants qualified crn as a
strong but partial brx suppressor, with overall rescue roughly
comparable to brx makr5 double mutants [18], but less penetrant
than in bam3 brx double mutants [9]. Thus, crn loss of function
dampens CLE45 signaling in the brx background, where the CLE45-
BAM3 pathway is apparently hyperactive [9,18]. Another feature of
CLE45 perception is the accumulation of MAKR5-GFP fusion protein
in developing protophloem sieve elements upon CLE45 treatment
[18]. This response, which appears to be triggered by post-
translational events since it still takes place in the presence of cyclo-
heximide (Fig 5C), is abolished in bam3 mutants and was likewise
undetectable in crn mutants (Fig 5D). Therefore, CRN is required
for CLE45 signaling as judged by all established criteria. To
investigate whether crn loss of function can affect the expression or
subcellular localization of BAM3, we introduced the BAM3::
BAM3-CITRINE construct into the crn mutant background. Indeed,
we observed substantially reduced overall BAM3-CITRINE abun-
dance in the crn mutant, especially at later stages of protophloem
development (Fig 5E and F). Since BAM3 gene expression was not
affected in crn root tips (Fig 5G), this apparently reflected post-
translational regulation. We verified this observation by crossing
individual BAM3::BAM3-CITRINE lines in crn background with a crn
◀ Figure 3. Protophloem-specific CRN action in the root meristem.A Expression pattern of BAM3, CLV2, and CRN-CITRINE fusion proteins (green fluorescence) under control of their native promoters (blue fluorescence: calcofluor
white cell wall staining) (confocal microscopy). Asterisks mark developing protophloem sieve element strands.
B, C Expression pattern of CRN-CITRINE fusion protein under control of the BAM3 promoter in Col-0 (B) or crn (C) background. Arrowhead in (C) highlights plasma
membrane-localized CRN.
D Representative 7-day-old crn seedlings expressing CRN-CITRINE fusion protein under control of the BAM3 promoter grown on mock or CLE45.
E Primary root length of 7-day-old seedlings of indicated genotypes, grown on mock or 50 nM of selected CLE peptides. Differences as compared to a: Col-0 or b: crn
are not statistically significant unless indicated (Student’s t-test); *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; mean ! s.e.m.
F Expression of nuclear localized, fluorescent VENUS protein under control of the CVP2 promoter (which specifically marks developing protophloem sieve elements),
24 h after transfer from standard media to 50 nM of selected CLE peptides. Arrowheads indicate the cells closest to the tip in which CVP2 expression was still
detectable.
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Figure 4. Co-localizations and interactions of BAM3, CRN, and CLV2.
A Transient expression of CRN-TurboRFP fusion protein (red fluorescence) in tobacco (Nicotiana benthamiana) leaf epidermal cells, under control of a constitutive
promoter (confocal microscopy).
B Transient expression of CLV2-CITRINE fusion protein (green fluorescence) in tobacco leaf epidermal cells.
C Transient co-expression of CRN-TurboRFP fusion protein and (non-fluorescent) CLV2-HA fusion protein in tobacco leaf epidermal cells.
D Transient co-expression of CRN-TurboRFP and CLV2-CITRINE fusion proteins in tobacco leaf epidermal cells. Red fluorescent and green fluorescent channels are
shown separately and in overlay.
E, F Expression pattern of CRN-CITRINE fusion protein (green fluorescence) under control of the BAM3 promoter in crn (E) or clv2 mutant (F), with corresponding close-
ups (magenta fluorescence: calcofluor white cell wall staining). Asterisks mark developing protophloem sieve element strands. Arrowhead in (E0) highlights plasma
membrane-localized CRN-CITRINE.
G Transient co-expression of CRN-TurboRFP and BAM3-CITRINE fusion proteins in tobacco leaf epidermal cells. Red fluorescent and green fluorescent channels are
shown separately and in overlay.
H Transient co-expression of CRN-TurboRFP, BAM3-CITRINE, and (non-fluorescent) CLV2-HA fusion proteins in tobacco leaf epidermal cells. Red fluorescent and
green fluorescent channels are shown separately and in overlay.
I Bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC) between transiently co-expressed CLV2 and CRN proteins fused to one half each of YFP (yellow fluorescence) in
the presence of co-expressed BAM3-mTFP1 fusion protein (blue fluorescence). Yellow fluorescent and blue fluorescent channels are shown separately and in
overlay.
J BiFC between transiently co-expressed BAM3 and CRN proteins fused to one half each of YFP (green fluorescence) in the presence of co-expressed (non-
fluorescent) CLV2-HA fusion protein in tobacco leaf epidermal cells (J0 0). Parallel control experiments for BiFC between CLV2 and CRN (J) and BAM3 and CRN (J0) are
shown.
K BiFC between transiently co-expressed BAM3 and MAKR5 proteins fused to one half each of YFP (red: chloroplast autofluorescence).
L BiFC between transiently co-expressed BRI1 and BKI1 proteins fused to one half each of YFP (green fluorescence).
M BiFC between transiently co-expressed BRI1 and CRN proteins fused to one half each of YFP in the presence of co-expressed (non-fluorescent) CLV2-HA fusion
protein in tobacco leaf epidermal cells (red: chloroplast autofluorescence).
N, O Expression of BAM3-CITRINE or CRN-CITRINE fusion proteins (green fluorescence) under control of the BAM3 promoter in the developing sieve element cells close
to the stem cells in Col-0 (N) or crn (O) background (magenta fluorescence: calcofluor white cell wall staining). Red arrowhead indicates rootward direction.
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Figure 5. Genetic interactions between CRN, BRX, and MAKR5.
A Primary root length of 9-day-old seedlings of indicated genotypes.
B Root meristems of indicated genotypes (white fluorescence: calcofluor white cell wall staining) (confocal microscopy). Red arrowheads indicate the “gap” cells
in brx.
C MAKR5-GFP fusion protein (green fluorescence) expressed under control of the native MAKR5 promoter in response to CLE45 application in the presence or absence
of cycloheximide (blue fluorescence: calcofluor white cell wall staining). Green channel is shown separately (left) and in overlay with blue channel (right).
D Response of MAKR5-GFP fusion protein to CLE45 application in crn mutant background as compared to Col-0 control (red fluorescence: propidium iodide cell wall
staining).
E, F Expression of BAM3-CITRINE fusion protein under control of the BAM3 promoter in developing protophloem of bam3 (E) or crn (F).
G qPCR of BAM3 expression in Col-0 or crn root tips, with MAKR5 as control, relative to the EF1 housekeeping gene, representing the average for 2–3 technical
replicates of three biological replicates, mean ! s.e.m. Differences were not statistically significant between Col-0 and crn (Student’s t-test; P = 0.096 for BAM3,
P = 0.273 for MAKR5).
H Expression of BAM3-CITRINE fusion protein (green fluorescence) under control of the BAM3 promoter in developing protophloem of crn (left panel) and in an F1
plant derived from a cross of the same line to a crn mutant complemented by a CRN::CRN-mCHERRY (red fluorescence) transgene (right panel).
I Expression of BAM3-CITRINE fusion protein (green fluorescence) in Col-0, as a parallel control for panel (J).
J Quantification of the last proliferating protophloem cell (light green cells in the root schematic) with detectable BAM3-CITRINE signal, with respect to the
beginning of the protophloem transition zone (red cells).
K Primary root length of 7-day-old seedlings of indicated genotypes on mock or CLE45 media, and several independent transgenic lines are shown.
Data information: Differences as compared to a: Col-0 or b: brx (A), mock (M), are not statistically significant unless indicated (Student’s t-test); *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001;
mean ! s.e.m. Asterisks in (B–F) mark developing protophloem sieve element strands.
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line that was complemented by a CRN::CRN-mCHERRY construct. In
corresponding F1 plants that thus carried both hemizygous BAM3::
BAM3-CITRINE and CRN::CRN-mCHERRY transgenes in homozygous
crn background, BAM3-CITRINE expression was restored to its
wild-type levels (Fig 5H and I). This included expression throughout
the developing sieve element cell file, which was one feature that
could be easily quantified. While BAM3-CITRINE signal could prac-
tically always be observed up to the last cell before the protophloem
transition zone in wild type, the signal was already completely
absent in crn roots much earlier (Fig 5J). Finally, because increase
in BAM3 dosage through BAM3::BAM3-CITRINE could not overcome
the CLE45 resistance of crn (Fig 5K), it appears that CRN is essential
for CLE45 perception because it is required for efficient BAM3
protein expression and its maintenance during sieve element devel-
opment.
Discussion
Plant LRR-RKs are central signaling hubs that can sense diverse
ligands to control various facets of the plant life cycle, from plant–
pathogen interactions to intrinsic developmental processes. Many of
the currently known LRR-RKs require shape-complementary co-
receptor kinases for receptor activation [46]. For instance, LRR-RKs
of the SERK family can serve as co-receptors for BRI1 in brassinos-
teroid sensing [29], for FLAGELLIN INSENSITIVE 2 in innate immu-
nity [56,57], for ERECTA and related RKs in stomata development
[58], and for HAESA in abscission [30]. More recently, SERKs have
also been implicated in CLE peptide sensing, as co-receptors of PXY
as well as PXY-LIKE LRR-RKs [25,45]. In the case of the LRR-RK
HAESA, the presence of SERK1 strongly increases the binding affin-
ity for the IDA peptide (a ~60-fold increase from 20 lM to 350 nM)
[30]. Consequently, while there is no detectable binding of the
SERK1 ectodomain to HAESA in the absence of ligand, IDA-bound
HAESA senses SERK1 with 75 nM affinity [30]. Structural compar-
ison of the HAESA-IDA-SERK1 ternary complex with a CLE receptor
complex containing PXY-CLE41/44-SERK2 revealed that both
complexes are highly similar (root-mean-square deviation, r.m.s.d.,
is 2.3 A˚ comparing 782 Ca atoms) (Fig EV5A and B). However, in
contrast to HAESA, the isolated PXY ectodomain binds CLE41/44
with nanomolar (10–30 nM), not micromolar, affinity (Fig EV1B)
[25]. Interestingly, the SERK1 ectodomain binds relatively weakly to
CLE41/44-bound PXY, suggesting that, despite their structural simi-
larities, the activation mechanisms for HAESA and PXY may differ
[30,45].
Our system-wide analysis of root-active CLE peptides in
Arabidopsis suggests that only few CLE-sensing complexes may crit-
ically involve SERK co-receptor kinases or that CLE resistance
phenotypes in serk mutants are caused by secondary effects.
However, in our study, we did not investigate genetic redundancy
between SERK genes. It appears possible that an array of higher
order serk mutants will uncover fully redundant, overlapping roles
of SERKs in CLE peptide sensing. Such analyses are substantially
complicated by the dwarf and short root phenotypes of higher order
serk mutants, however [59]. Moreover, despite their overall high
sequence similarity, SERK proteins have diversified sufficiently to
adopt potentially separate signaling roles [60]. Thus, their potential
genetic requirement in CLE perception might be determined by a
combination of differential expression patterns and levels as well as
protein structure variation.
Importantly, we could not find biochemical, genetic, or cell
biological evidence that would support a role for SERKs in BAM3-
mediated CLE45 sensing and signaling. While we could demonstrate
CLE45 binding by BAM3 in vitro and observe matching in planta
evidence, SERK1 or SERK3 did neither form CLE45-dependent or
CLE45-independent complexes with BAM3, nor did serk mutants
display CLE45-resistant phenotypes. Moreover, our finding that the
serk1-1 allele carries a bam3 background mutation that confers
CLE45 resistance emphasizes that full-scale analysis of serk mutant
redundancy could only be considered reliable in conjunction with
transgenic rescue. Reported phenotypes for serk multiple mutants
that involve the serk1-1 allele should thus be carefully considered in
light of CLE45 resistance, especially with respect to vascular pheno-
types [45]. Indeed, it appears possible that BAM3 also has a role in
secondary growth [61].
Compared to SERK genes, the genetic requirement for CLV2 and
CRN in the full-scale sensing of all root-active CLE peptides that we
investigated in this study was absolute. The results point to a
generic rate-limiting role of CLV2-CRN in CLE receptor activity, for
which multiple scenarios could be envisaged. In this respect, a clas-
sic role as co-receptor appears least likely, because CRN does not
possess an active kinase domain and CLV2 is very different in size
and sequence from SERK proteins [36]. Nevertheless, CLV2-CRN
might participate as a component in receptor complexes, for
instance to stabilize them or to recruit downstream components.
Such a role would not be mutually exclusive with another possibil-
ity, a role of CLV2-CRN in promoting the plasma membrane delivery
of LRR-RKs, or in enhancing their plasma membrane localization
indirectly, for instance through molecular crowding. Our observa-
tions of reduced BAM3 abundance in crn mutants support the latter
ideas, and it remains to be seen whether this will also apply to
other, yet to be identified CLE peptide receptors in the root. So far, a
conceptually similar role of CRN was not observed in the shoot
[62]. However, such a function might be masked by the observed
compensatory transcriptional cross-regulation between redundantly
acting receptors [63], a scenario that apparently does not exist for
BAM3 in the root [9,18].
Our most surprising finding is the observation that CRN activity
in the developing protophloem was sufficient to restore sensitivity
to all root-active CLE peptides investigated in this study. This obser-
vation is consistent with the more or less penetrant effect of all of
these peptides on protophloem differentiation, irrespective of addi-
tional effects on root development that could be observed for indi-
vidual CLEs. Thus, the results reinforce the emerging notion of the
protophloem as a limiting, systemic organizer of overall root meris-
tem development [9,19,64]. What remains enigmatic, however, is
why crn mutants do not display an apparent morphological root
phenotype if none of the root-efficient CLE peptides can be sensed
properly? One possibility is that observations obtained from external
CLE application might at least in part be misleading with regard to
the genuine role of those peptides. Yet the CLV2/CRN module could
function in certain conditions that upregulate CLE peptide levels
and thereby might be crucial for root growth adaptation. Alterna-
tively, it could also mean that most CLE peptide signaling is not
essential for root development, at least in tissue culture conditions,
or that compensatory, possibly non-peptide-mediated mechanisms
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exist. It is important to note, however, that crn loss of function does
not confer complete CLE peptide resistance, as exemplified by the
strong, yet partial CLE45 resistance of crn as compared to bam3.
Therefore, it appears possible that partially redundant CRN-related
functions exist. Identification of additional genuine CLE peptide
receptors in the root context might enable us to address this topic
systematically in future studies.
In summary, we present a genetic framework for CLE peptide
sensing in the Arabidopsis root that assigns distinct functions to
various known receptor pathway components. Our data suggest that
SERK proteins are involved in some, but not in the majority of the
root CLE-sensing membrane signaling complexes, or alternatively
act in a highly redundant manner. Instead, we provide evidence that
CLV2 and CRN are part of root-active CLE peptide signaling path-
ways, possibly by controlling the expression, proper membrane
localization, and/or stability of LRR-RK signaling complexes.
Finally, our data suggest that the root protophloem is the crucial site
of action of root-active CLE peptides. Nevertheless, they are appar-
ently perceived by several distinct receptor complexes, many of
which remain to be identified. The data presented in this study
could serve as a resource to facilitate this task.
Materials and Methods
Plant tissue culture, plant transformation, and common molecular biol-
ogy procedures such as genomic DNA isolation, genotyping, sequenc-
ing, and peptide or inhibitor treatments were performed according to
standard procedures as previously described [9,19,44,65].
Sequence analysis of the serk1-1 mutant
Whole-genome sequencing and data analysis of serk1-1 mutants were
performed as described [9]. The data and experimental details can be
retrieved from the NCBI Short Read Archive at https://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/Traces/study/?acc=SRP104341 [accessions: STUDY:
PRJNA383544 (SRP104341); SAMPLE: serk1-1 (SRS2134599); EXP-
ERIMENT: A_ (SRX2748469); RUN: serk1-1_R1_fused.fastq.gz
(SRR5460456)].
Plant materials, growth conditions, and physiological assays
All mutant and transgenic lines were in the Arabidopsis Columbia-0
(Col-0) background. The following previously described mutant alle-
les were used throughout: brx-2, bam3-2, brx-2 bam3, clv2-1, serk1-1
and serk1-3, serk2-1, serk3-1, serk4-1, serk5-1 [9,47,59,66–68]. The
crn loss-of-function mutant allele (crn-10) carries a single nucleo-
tide insertion in front of the 7th codon, which leads to a frameshift
and three subsequent premature stop codons after amino acid 10
[52]. Observations with transgene constructs were confirmed in
multiple independent transgenic lines.
Transgenic constructs and lines
The BAM3::BAM3-CITRINE, MAKR5::MAKR5-GFP, and CVP2::NLS-
VENUS constructs and transgenic lines have been described before
[18,19,44]. The transgenic lines created for this study are summa-
rized in Table EV1. All constructs used in this study were created
with the multi-site GATEWAY cloning system according to standard
protocols (Invitrogen). The constructs are listed in Table EV2.
Oligonucleotides used in cloning procedures or for genotyping are
listed in Table EV3.
qRT–PCR
For qRT–PCR (qPCR), RNA was prepared from root tips of 7-day-old
Col-0 and crn seedlings, and BAM3 and MAKR5 expressions were
quantified relative to the EF1 housekeeping gene on an Applied
Biosystems Quantstudio 3 instrument as previously described
[9,18].
Transient expression and BiFC assays
For transient expression experiments, we used the 4th to 6th leaves
of N. benthamiana plants. Infiltrations, co-localization, and BiFC
analyses were essentially performed as previously described [69].
Confocal imaging
Confocal images were obtained with Zeiss 700 or Zeiss 780 inverted
confocal microscopes. All dual-color images were acquired by
sequential line switching, allowing the separation of channels by
both excitation and emission.
Root counter staining
In some experiments, we used calcofluor white instead of standard
propidium iodide (PI) staining for visualizing cell walls. To this end,
4- to 6-day-old seedlings were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in PBS
for 45 min. After washing with PBS, seedlings were cleared with
ClearSee solution [70] overnight. After incubation in 0.2% calco-
fluor white in ClearSee solution, seedlings were transferred to fresh
ClearSee solution for 2–24 h before imaging.
Peptides
Peptides were obtained at the 1–4 mg scale, > 75% pure (GenScript
USA Inc.). The peptide sequences were as follows. CLV3:
RTVPSGPDPLHH; CLE8: RRVPTGPNPLHH; CLE9/10: RLVPSGPN-
PLHN; CLE11: RVVPSGPNPLHH; CLE13: RLVPSGPNPLHH; CLE14:
RLVPKGPNPLHN; CLE16: RLVHTGPNPLHN; CLE17: RVVHTGPN-
PLHN; CLE18: RQIPTGPDPLHN; CLE20: RKVKTGSNPLHN; CLE21:
RSIPTGPNPLHN; CLE25: RKVPNGPDPIHN; CLE26: RKVPRGP-
DPIHN; CLE40: RQVPTGSDPLHH; CLE41/44: HEVPSGPNPISN;
CLE45: RRVRRGSDPIHN. N-terminally tyrosine-modified CLV3,
CLE41/44, and CLE45 peptides were used as standards for quan-
tification. Peptides for biochemical assays were synthesized by
Peptide Specialty Laboratories, Heidelberg, Germany (see below).
Protein homology modeling
Structural homologs of the BAM3 LRR (residues 30–651) and kinase
(residues 699–903) domains were identified using the program
HHpred [71], and homology modeling was done in Modeller [72]
using the isolated LRR domain of HAESA (PDB-ID 5XIO) [30] and
the kinase domain of BRI1 (PDB-ID 5LPB) [73] as templates.
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Protein expression and isolation of LRR-RLK ectodomains
The coding sequences for BAM3 (amino acids 30–651), PXY/TDR
(30–647), SERK1 (24–213), and SERK3 (1–220) ectodomains were
amplified out of Arabidopsis Col-0 cDNA using the PfuX7 polymerase
(Norholm). The point mutations Q226A, Y228A, and Y231A for the
BAM3QYY-ECD were introduced by site-directed mutagenesis. All
DNA fragments were cloned into a modified pFastBac1 vector
(Geneva Biotech), fusing BAM3-, PXY-, and SERK1-ECD coding
sequences with an N-terminal azurocidin signal peptide. To all ecto-
domain sequences, a C-terminal StrepII-9xHIS tandem affinity purifi-
cation tag was added, and all constructs were confirmed by
sequencing. Bacmids were generated by transforming the plasmids
into Escherichia coli DH10MultiBac (Geneva Biotech), isolated,
transformed into Spodoptera frugiperda Sf9 with Profectin transfec-
tion reagent (AB Vector) followed by viral amplification. Secreted
protein was expressed by infecting Trichoplusia ni Tnao38 cells or
for PXY-ECD S. frugiperda Sf9 with a viral multiplicity of 1, and incu-
bation for 3 days post-infection. Cells were separated by centrifuga-
tion at 5,000 × g for 30 min, and the supernatant was filtered
through 0.45 lm filters. The proteins were isolated from the medium
by Ni2+ (HisTrap excel; GE Healthcare) and subsequent StrepII
(Strep-Tactin Superflow high capacity, IBA) affinity chromatography
and further purified by size-exclusion chromatography (Superdex
Increase 200) with 20 mM citrate pH 5 and 150 mM NaCl for BAM3
and SERK1/3 as buffer. For PXY and also one preparation of SERK1,
the gel filtration was carried out with 10 mM Bis–Tris and 100 mM
NaCl [45]. Molecular weights of all purified proteins were deter-
mined by MALDI-TOF mass spectroscopy (BAM3-ECD: 94,586 Da;
PXY-ECD: 92,519 Da; SERK1-ECD: 27,551 Da; SERK3-ECD: 29,951
Da), and concentrations were measured via the absorption at
280 nm (corrected with the extinction coefficient for each protein).
Gel filtration experiments
For each gel filtration experiment, 100 lg of SERK1-ECD or SERK3-
ECD and equimolar amounts of either BAM3-ECD or PXY-ECD as
well as 25 lM of CLE45 (RRVRRGSDPIHN), and 25 lM CLE41/44
(HEV-Hyp-SG-Hyp-NPISN) were used in the combinations indicated
in the figures, incubated for 10 min after mixing and then subjected
to gel filtration on a Superdex Increase 200 equilibrated with 20 mM
citrate pH 5 and 150 mM NaCl, except for the gel filtration with
PXY + SERK1 + CLE41/44, for which the column was equilibrated
in 10 mM Bis–Tris and 100 mM NaCl [45]. The concentration of
peptides modified N-terminally with a tyrosine (Y-peptides) was
determined by their absorbance at 280 nm (corrected by the extinc-
tion coefficient). The concentrations for the peptides without tyro-
sine modification were determined by a quantitative colorimetric
peptide assay (Pierce) using the respective Y-peptides as standards.
The elution of proteins from the gel filtration column was monitored
by absorption at 280 nm. Fractions indicated in the figures were
separated on Bis–Tris polyacrylamide gels.
Isothermal titration calorimetry
Isothermal titration calorimetry assays were run on a Nano ITC
(1 ml standard cell; 250 ll syringe; TA Instruments) at 25°C in
20 mM sodium citrate pH 5 and 150 mM NaCl for all ITCs with
BAM3 and 10 mM Bis–Tris pH 6 and 100 mM NaCl for the ITC with
PXY. CLE41/44 (HEVPSGPNPISN), CLE45 (RRVRRGSDPIHN), CLV3
(RTV-HYP-SG-HYP-DPLHHH), and Y-CLV3 (YRTV-HYP-SG-HYP-
DPLHH) were dissolved in the respective ITC buffer (20 mM sodium
citrate pH 5 and 150 mM NaCl for CLE45, Y-CLE45, CLV3, and
Y-CLV3; 10 mM Bis–Tris pH 6 and 100 mM NaCl for CLE41/44),
and the following concentrations were used in the assays: BAM3-
ECD vs. CLE45: 10 and 80 lM; BAM3-ECD vs. Y-CLE45: 9 and
154.5 lM; BAM3QYY vs. CLE45: 8.6 and 80 lM; BAM3-ECD vs.
CLV3: 10 and 400 lM; BAM3-ECD vs. Y-CLV3: 8.6 and 175 lM;
PXY-ECD vs. CLE41/44: 7.5 and 75 lM; BAM3-ECD + CLE45 vs.
SERK1-ECD: 8.2 + 25 lM and 82 lM, respectively. For each experi-
ment, 10 ll was repetitively injected into the cell in 150 s time inter-
vals. The measured heat rates for the BAM3-ECD vs. CLE45,
BAM3QYY vs. CLE45, BAM3-ECD vs. Y-CLE45, BAM3-ECD vs. CLV3,
BAM3-ECD vs. Y-CLV3, and PXY-ECD vs. CLE41/44 were corrected
by subtracting the heat rates measured for injecting CLE45, Y-
CLE45, CLV3, Y-CLV3, or CLE41/44 into the ITC buffer, respec-
tively. The data for the BAM3-ECD + CLE45 vs. SERK1-ECD
measurement was corrected by subtracting heat rates acquired by
injecting SERK1-ECD into a cell containing CLE45. Data analyses
and modeling were carried out using the software supplied by the
manufacturer (NanoAnalyze, version 3.5).
Kinase domain protein expression and isolation as well as in vitro
kinase assays
Kinase domain protein production and in vitro kinase assays were
carried out as previously described [30]. In brief, the coding
sequence for the cytosolic part of BAM3 (679–992; BAM3-KD) was
amplified from Arabidopsis Col-0 cDNA. The DNA for the cytosolic
region of SERK1 (264–625; SERK1-KD) was synthesized and codon-
optimized for expression in E. coli. Both were inserted into an
expression vector based on pET (Novagen) that gives rise to an
N-terminal tag consisting of 8xHis-StrepII-Thioredoxin, which can
be cleaved by a TEV-protease. Per site-directed mutagenesis point
mutations were introduced into both coding sequences, resulting in
inactive kinase domains for SERK1-KD (D447 to N; mSERK1-KD)
and BAM3-KD (D854 to N; mBAM3-KD) [73]. All constructs were
confirmed by sequencing and transformed into E. coli Rosetta 2
(Novagen). The bacteria were grown to an ODA600 = 0.6, and
protein expression was induced by adding IPTG to a final concentra-
tion of 0.5 mM followed by incubation for 18 h at 16°C. Cells were
harvested by centrifugation at 5,000 × g and 4°C for 15 min, resus-
pended in buffer A (20 mM Tris–HCl pH 8, 500 mM NaCl, 4 mM
MgCl2, and 2 mM b-mercaptoethanol) to which 15 mM imidazole
and 0.1% (v/v) Igepal were added, and lysed by sonication. The
sample was then centrifuged at 35,000 × g and 4°C for 30 min, and
the supernatant was used for a Co2+ affinity purification. Co2+ resin
(HIS-Select Cobalt Affinity Gel, Sigma) was incubated with the cell
lysate for 60 min at 4°C, subjected to a gravity flow column
(Pierce), and washed twice with buffer A (+15 mM imidazole).
Recombinant proteins were eluted in buffer A (+250 mM imidazole)
and dialyzed in buffer B (20 mM Tris–HCl pH 8, 250 mM NaCl,
4 mM MgCl2, and 0.5 mM TCEP). To BAM3-KD and BAM3
QYY-KD,
TEV-protease was added before dialyses and then removed after
dialyses by a second Co2+ HIS-affinity purification (during this step,
the cut tag was also removed). The proteins were then subjected to
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gel filtration on a Superdex Increase 200 column using buffer B,
collected, and concentrated in Amicon Ultra devices (10,000 MWCO
cutoff).
To perform in vitro kinase assays, 1 lg of each kinase domain, in
the combination indicated in the figure, was added in a total volume
of 20 ll (buffer B). To start the reaction, 5 lCi of [c-32P]-ATP
(Perkin-Elmer) was added and the reaction was carried out for
45 min at room temperature before being terminated by the addition
of 4 ll of 6× SDS-loading dye and immediate incubation at 95°C for
7 min. SDS–PAGE in 4–15% gradient gels (TGX, Bio-Rad) separated
the proteins, and the gels were subsequently stained with Instant
Blue (Expedeon). Gel pictures were taken, and subsequently, an X-
ray film was exposed to the gel in order to detect the radioactive
signals of 32P.
Expanded View for this article is available online.
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▸Figure EV1. BAM3-CLE45 control experiments and bam3 alleles.A Relative primary root length of indicated genotypes at 9 dag, in response to increasing amounts of CLE45 in the media. n = 12 for each genotype, mean ! s.e.m. All
differences as compared to wild type were statistically significant (Student’s t-test) with P < 0.001 for 15 and 50 nM, and P < 0.05 for 100 nM.
B ITC of purified PXY extracellular domain vs. CLV41/44 peptide. n.d.: not detectable. N: stoichiometry, Kd dissociation constant. Shown are experimental
values ! fitting errors (95% confidence interval).
C ITC of purified BAM3 extracellular domain vs. CLV3 peptide.
D ITC of purified BAM3 extracellular domain vs. an N-terminally tyrosine-modified CLV3 peptide.
E ITC of purified BAM3 extracellular domain vs. an N-terminally tyrosine-modified CLE45 peptide.
F Representative 9-day-old Col-0 seedlings grown on mock or in presence of indicated peptides.
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▸Figure EV2. BAM3 localization and biochemical control experiments.A Transient expression of BAM3 wild-type or mutant BAM3QYY CITRINE fusion proteins (green fluorescence) in tobacco leaf epidermal cells, under control of a
constitutive promoter (confocal microscopy).
B Close-up of developing protophloem sieve element cell files expressing BAM3 wild-type or mutant BAM3QYY CITRINE fusion proteins (green fluorescence).
C, D Primary root length of 7-day-old seedlings of indicated genotypes on mock or CLE45 media, several independent lines per transgene construct are shown.
Differences as compared to mock are not statistically significant unless indicated (Student’s t-test); *P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001; mean ! s.e.m.
E Transphosphorylation kinase assays with purified BAM3 kinase domain (BAM3-KD) or SERK1 kinase domain (SERK1-KD) as well as kinase dead point mutant
versions (mBAM3-KD & mSERK1-KD) alone and in combination.
F Analytical size-exclusion chromatography of purified BAM3 and SERK3 extracellular domains in the presence of CLE45 peptide reveals no ligand-induced complex
formation between BAM3 and SERK3.
G Analytical size-exclusion chromatography of purified PXY and SERK1 extracellular domains in the presence of CLE41/44 peptide reveals CLE41/44-induced binding
of SERK1 to the PXY ectodomain.
H Expression of SERK1-CITRINE fusion protein (green fluorescence) under control of the native SERK1 promoter (blue fluorescence: calcofluor white cell wall
staining). Green channel is shown separately (left) and in overlay with blue channel (right). Asterisk indicates the developing sieve element cell file.
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Figure EV3. CLV2 and CRN localizations in Arabidopsis roots.
A Expression of CLV2-CITRINE fusion protein (green fluorescence) under control of the native promoter in clv2 root meristems (magenta fluorescence: calcofluor white
cell wall staining) (confocal microscopy). Asterisk marks developing protophloem sieve element strand. Close-up (A0) with developing protophloem at the center is
shown.
B Same as in (A), for CRN-CITRINE fusion protein under control of the native promoter in crn root meristems.
C Representative 5-day-old clv2 seedlings expressing CLV2-CITRINE fusion protein under control of its native promoter grown on mock or CLE45.
D Representative 5-day-old crn seedlings expressing CRN-CITRINE fusion protein under control of its native promoter grown on mock or CLE45.
E Same as in (A), for CRN-CITRINE fusion protein under control of the native promoter in clv2 root meristems.
F Same as in (A), for CLV2-CITRINE fusion protein under control of the native promoter in crn root meristems.
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Figure EV4. Tobacco co-localization, additional, and control experiments.
A Transient expression of BAM3-CITRINE fusion protein (green fluorescence) in tobacco (Nicotiana benthamiana) leaf epidermal cells, under control of a constitutive
promoter (confocal microscopy), optical section through cell center. Panel (A0): same in cell surface view.
B Transient co-expression of CLV2-CITRINE fusion protein (green fluorescence) and an endoplasmic reticulum marker (ER-mCHERRY, red fluorescence).
C Transient co-expression of CRN-mTFP1 fusion protein (blue fluorescence) and the ER-mCHERRY marker (red fluorescence), optical section through cell center.
D Same as (C), in cell surface view.
E, F Corresponding to (C) and (D), in the additional presence of (non-fluorescent) CLV2-HA fusion protein.
G Transient co-expression of CRN-mTFP1 (blue fluorescence) and BAM3-CITRINE (green fluorescence) fusion proteins, in cell surface view.
H, I Transient co-expression of CRN-mTFP1 (blue fluorescence) and BAM3-CITRINE (green fluorescence) fusion proteins, in the additional presence of (non-fluorescent)
CLV2-HA fusion protein. Panel (H): cell surface view. Panel (I): optical section through cell center.
Data information: Scale bars are 20 lm.
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Figure EV5. Structure comparison of HAESA-IDA-SERK1 and PXY-CLE41-
SERK2 signaling complexes.
A, B Structural superposition of HAESA-IDA-SERK1 (PDB-ID 5IYX, HAESA in
light blue, IDA in dark blue, and SERK1 in cyan) (Santiago et al[30]) with a
PXY-CLE41/44-SERK2 complex (PDB-ID 5GQR, PXY in gold, IDA in yellow,
and SERK2 in orange) (Zhang et al[45]). The complexes closely align with
an r.m.s.d. of 2.3 Å comparing 770 Ca atoms.
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Table EV1. Transgenic and mutant lines created in this study 
Number Name Method 
1 BAM3::BAM3-CITRINE in wt, bam3-2, brx-2 bam3, serk1-1 
and crn-10  
transformation 
2 BAM3::bam3QYY-CITRINE in bam3-2, brx-2 bam3  transformation 
3 BAM3::CRN-CITRINE in wt, crn-10, clv2-1  transformation 
4 BAM3::SERK1-mTFP1 in serk1-1 transformation 
5 SERK1::SERK1-CITRINE in wt and serk1-1 transformation 
6 CRN::CRNg-CITRINE in crn-10 and clv2-1 transformation 
7 CLV2::CLV2g-CITRINE in clv2-1 and crn-10 transformation 
8 MAKR5::MAKR5-GFP in crn-10 and clv2-1 transformation 
9 crn-10 brx-2 cross 
10 serk1-1 brx-2 cross 






Table EV2. Constructs used in this study 
Number  Name  Source 
IH_p42 pH7-m34GW-35S::BAM3-YN This study 
IH_p43 pH7-m34GW-35S::BAM3-YC This study 
IH_p48 pH7-m34GW-35S::CLV2-YN This study 
IH_p49 pH7-m34GW-35S::CLV2-YC This study 
IH_p50 pH7-m34GW-35S::CRN-YN This study 
IH_p51 pH7-m34GW-35S::CRN-YC This study 
IH_p52 pH7-m34GW-35S::BRI1-YN This study 
IH_p53 pH7-m34GW-pBAM3::BAM3-CITRINE Rodriguez-Villalon et al, 2014 
IH_p54 pH7-m34GW-pBAM3::bam3QYY-CITRINE This study 
IH_p55 pH7-m34GW-pSERK1::SERK1-CITRINE This study 
IH_p56 pH7-m34GW-pMAKR5::MAKR5-GFP Kang and Hardtke, 2016 
IH_p57 pH7-m34GW-pBAM3::CRN-CITRINE This study 
IH_p58 pH7-m24GW-pCLV2CLV2g-CITRINE This study 
IH_p59 pH7-m24GW-pCRNCRNg-CITRINE This study 
IH_p60 pH7-m34GW-pUBQ10::BAM3-CITRINE This study  
IH_p61 pH7-m34GW-35S::BAM3-mTFP1 This study 
IH_p62 pH7-m34GW-35S::BRI1-mTFP1 This study 
IH_p63 pH7-m34GW-35S::CLV2-HA This study 
IH_p64 pH7-m34GW-35S::SERK1-TurboRFP This study 
IH_p65 pH7-m34GW-35S::CRN-TurboRFP This study 
IH_p66 pH7-m34GW-35S::SERK1-TurboRFP This study 
IH_p67 pH7-m34GW-35S::CLV2-CITRINE This study 
IH_p68 pH7-m34GW-pBAM3::SERK1-mTFP1 This study 
IH_69 pH7-m34GW-35S::CRN-mTFP1 This study 
IH_70 pH7-m34GW-35S::BRI1-YC This study 
IH_71 pH7-m34GW-35S::BKI1-YN This study 
p1 pFastBac1-Az-BAM3-ECD (30-651) This study 
p2 pFastBac1-Az-PXY-ECD (30-647) This study 
p3 pFastBac1-Az-SERK1-ECD (24-213) This study 
p4 pFastBac1-Az-SERK3-ECD (22-220) This study 
p5 pET-TH-BAM3-KD (679-992) This study 
p6 
 






Table EV3. Primers used in this study 
Number Name Sequence Comments 
1 CLV2attb1F1 GTA CAA AAA AGC AGG CTC 
CAT GAT AAA GAT TGC AGA 
TTT CAC TC 
Cloning CLV2 cds 
into pENTRY221  
2 CLV2attb1F2 GGG GAC AAG TTT GTA CAA 
AAA AGC AGG CTC CAT GAT 
AAA GA 
Cloning CLV2 cds 
into pENTRY221 
3 CLV2attb2R1 TTG TAC AAG AAA GCT GGG 
TAA 
GCT TTG GTC TGA AGA ATA 
TAA CTA C 
Cloning CLV2 cds 
into pENTRY221  
4 CLV2attb2R2 GGG GAC CAC TTT GTA CAA 
GAA AGC TGG GTA AGC TTT 
GGT CTG A 
Cloning CLV2 cds 
into pENTRY221 
5 CRNattb1F1 GTA CAA AAA AGC AGG CTC 
CAT GAA GCA AAG AAG AAG 
AAG AAA 
Cloning CRN cds 
into pENTRY221  
6 CRNattb1F2 GGG GAC AAG TTT GTA CAA 
AAA AGC AGG CTC CAT GAA 
GCA AAG A 
Cloning CRN cds 
into pENTRY221 
7 CRNattb2R1 TTG TAC AAG AAA GCT GGG 
TAA  AAG CTG TGC AGT TGT 
GTA GCA 
Cloning CRN cds 
into pENTRY221 
8 CRNattb2R2 GGG GAC CAC TTT GTA CAA 
GAA AGC TGG GTA AAA GCT 
GTG CAG 




GGG GAC AAC TTT GTA TAG 
AAA AGT TGC ATA TTA GAT 






GGG GAC TGC TTT TTT GTA 
CAA ACT TGG AGC TTT GGT 




11 pCRNCRNg_attb4F GGG GAC AAC TTT GTA TAG 
AAA AGT TGC AAT TTT GGT 




12 pCRNCRNg_attb1R GGG GAC TGC TTT TTT GTA 
CAA ACT TGG AAA GCT GTG 




13 pSERK1 KpnI F TGG TAC CCG TTT CTC TTT 
CAT AAC AAG GTA GC 
Cloning SERK1 
promoter 
14 pSERK1 SmaI R TCC CGG GTT CAA ACA ACA 
ATG CTA AAT TTC G 
Cloning SERK1 
promoter 
15 crn F GTA GAA GCA GCA ATG AAG 
CAA AGA AGA AGGTG 
Genotyping of crn 
mutant (PCR 
product was later 
cut with HphI) 
16 crn R GTT GAA GTT GTG GAT AAG 
TG 















BIG BROTHER uncouples cell proliferation from elongation in the 
Arabidopsis primary root 
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• A second site null-mutation in the gene BIG BROTHER partially rescues the 
brx and ops reduced meristematic activity, although not the impaired transfer 
of growth-limiting metabolites and developmental signals along the 
protophloem. 
• Dissection of bb meristem growth over time reveals a significant enhancement 
of dividing cell number. Additional observations revealed no differences in cell 
elongation and overall root length compared to wild type. 
• Consequences on macroscopic bb root growth might be circumvented by the 
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Plant organ size is sensitive to environmental conditions,
but is also limited by hardwired genetic constraints. In
Arabidopsis, a few organ size regulators have been identified.
Among them, the BIG BROTHER (BB) gene has a prominent
role in the determination of flower organ and leaf size. BB
loss-of-function mutations result in a prolonged prolifer-
ation phase during leaf(-like) organ formation, and conse-
quently larger leaves, petals and sepals. Whether BB has a
similar role in root growth is unknown. Here we describe a
novel bb allele which carries a P235L point mutation in the
BB RING finger domain. This allele behaves similarly to
described bb loss-of-function alleles and displays increased
root meristem size due to a higher number of dividing, meri-
stematic cells. In contrast, mature cell length is unaffected.
The increased meristematic activity does not, however,
translate into overall enhanced root elongation, possibly be-
cause bbmutation also results in an increased number of cell
files in the vascular cylinder. These extra formative divisions
might offset any growth acceleration by extra meristematic
divisions. Thus, although BB dampens root cell proliferation,
the consequences on macroscopic root growth are minor.
However, bb mutation accelerates overall root growth when
introduced into sensitized backgrounds. For example, it par-
tially rescues the short root phenotypes of the brevis radix
and octopus mutants, but does not complement their
phloem differentiation or transport defects. In summary,
we provide evidence that BB acts conceptually similarly in
leaf(-like) organs and the primary root, and uncouples cell
proliferation from elongation in the root meristem.
Keywords: Auxin ! DA1 ! DA1-RELATED 1 ! DA1-RELATED
2 ! DA2 ! PLETHORA.
Abbreviations: BAM3, BARELY ANY MERISTEM 3; BB, BIG
BROTHER; BRX, BREVIS RADIX; CFDA, carboxyfluorescein
diacetate; CLE45, CLAVATA3/EMBRYO SURROUNDING
REGION 45; DAR1, DA1-RELATED 1; DAR2, DA1-RELATED
2; GFP, green fluorescent protein; OPS, OCTOPUS; PLT,
PLETHORA; UIM, ubiquitin interaction motif.
Introduction
Plant organ size can vary as a function of environmental con-
ditions; however, this variation operates within the limits set by
genetic constraints. The underlying genetic factors can be
revealed in standardized growth conditions that even out
plant ontogeny. Moreover, they are most evident in structures
whose size shows comparatively little variation in response to
the environment, such as seeds or flower organs of the model
plant Arabidopsis thaliana (Arabidopsis). Through a forward
genetic screen, the BIG BROTHER (BB) gene of Arabidopsis
has been identified as a negative regulator of petal size (Disch
et al. 2006). BB loss-of-function mutations result in bigger
petals, and BB gain of function, through ectopic overexpression,
induces the opposite phenotype (Disch et al. 2006, Vanhaeren
et al. 2017). In the loss-of-function scenario, final cell size is not
affected, while in the gain-of-function scenario, a slight, pos-
sibly compensatory cell size increase could be observed.
Nevertheless, a priori the organ size variation can be explained
by differences in cell number. For instance, in bb loss-of-func-
tion mutants, cell number is increased. However, this is not due
to an accelerated cell cycle, but rather due to a delay in the
transition from proliferation to elongation (Disch et al. 2006, Li
et al. 2008, Vanhaeren et al. 2017).
BB encodes an E3 ubiquitin ligase with a RING finger domain
that is essential for its activity (Disch et al. 2006). Another RING
finger-type E3 ligase, DA2, plays a similar role to BB in organ size
determination (Xia et al. 2013). bb and da2 mutants enhance
each other’s phenotype in an additive manner, suggesting that
the two genes work genetically independently of each other.
They also enhance the phenotype of another, dominant-nega-
tive mutant with increased organ size due to a prolonged cell
proliferation phase, da1-1 (Li et al. 2008, Xia et al. 2013, Du et al.
2014, Vanhaeren et al. 2017). A recent study has demonstrated
that both BB and DA2 ubiquitinate DA1, a peptidase with ubi-
quitin interaction motifs (UIMs), which thereby becomes acti-
vated (Dong et al. 2017). Although this apparently destabilizes
BB and DA2 in turn, DA1 might be required for efficient target
recognition and/or degradation by BB and DA2, which would
explain the similar phenotypes of the three loss-of-function
mutants and their mutual enhancement (Dong et al. 2017).
DA1 acts partially redundantly with one of its homologs,
DA1-RELATED 1 (DAR1) (Li et al. 2008, Dong et al. 2017).
Interestingly, loss of function in another homolog, DAR2, has
been reported to affect root meristem activity, however in an
opposite sense, as would be expected from the da1/dar1 pre-
cedence (Peng et al. 2013). dar2 mutants display reduced cell
proliferation in the root meristem and increased mature cell
length which, however, do not compensate each other and lead
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to substantially reduced root growth (Peng et al. 2013). Thus,
DAR2 mutation appears to accelerate the transition from root
cell proliferation to differentiation–elongation. However, unlike
DA1 or DAR1, DAR2 does not contain UIMs (Peng et al. 2013),
and therefore its biochemical function might be distinct.
Whether da1, bb or dar1 mutants display root phenotypes
has not been reported; however, BB is expressed in the root
(Disch et al. 2006). Here we demonstrate that BB has a concep-
tually similar role in the root and in the shoot. bb mutants
display increased root meristem size in terms of cell number,
in both the longitudinal and radial dimensions. Although the
impact of this phenotype on overall, macroscopic root growth
is minor, it gains in importance in sensitized backgrounds.
Results
Arabidopsis mutants in the BREVIS RADIX (BRX) gene display a
short root phenotype (Mouchel et al. 2004), which is the con-
sequence of impaired protophloem development in the root
meristem of brx mutants (Rodriguez-Villalon et al. 2014). The
occurrence of sieve element precursors that do not undergo
differentiation presumably leads to interrupted sieve tubes in
brx mutants and is associated with a number of systemic ef-
fects, such as reduced auxin activity throughout the root meri-
stem and increased lateral root branching (Mouchel et al. 2006,
Gujas et al. 2012, Rodriguez-Villalon et al. 2015). At the mor-
phological level, the brx short root phenotype can be explained
by a combination of strongly reduced meristematic activity and
lightly reduced cell elongation (Mouchel et al. 2004). In an
attempt to isolate second site genetic modifiers of this
phenotype, we have conducted a suppressor screen for mu-
tants which fully or partially restore brx root growth vigor
(Depuydt et al. 2013, Rodriguez-Villalon et al. 2014,
Rodriguez-Villalon et al. 2015, Kang and Hardtke 2016). One
of the lines isolated displayed an intermediate phenotype of
partial yet substantial suppression of impaired brx root growth.
Genetic mapping by whole-genome sequencing of bulked seg-
regants (Depuydt et al. 2013) pointed to a mutation in the BB
gene (At3g63530) as probably causative. This C to T change
gives rise to an amino acid substitution, P235L, directly C-ter-
minal to the penultimate cysteine of the BB RING finger
domain (Fig. 1A).
To verify independently whether BB mutation could indeed
be responsible for the second site suppression, we obtained the
bb-2 allele, which is in the same Columbia-0 (Col-0) background
and carries a T-DNA insertion in the BB 50 region that leads to a
strong down-regulation of BB expression (Disch et al. 2006). In
the F2 of crosses to the brx mutant, the segregation of short
root vs. intermediate root length individuals suggested that bb-
2 can suppress the brx phenotype (Supplementary Fig. S1A),
which was eventually confirmed in subsequently isolated bb-2
brx double mutants (Fig. 1B, C). Therefore, although the resi-
due corresponding to P235 in BB is typically not conserved
across RING finger domains (Kosarev et al. 2002), it is appar-
ently important for BB activity, because the P235L mutation
leads to a loss of function. In summary, our data show that bb
loss-of-function mutations are second site suppressors of the
brx root phenotype.
To determine whether brx suppression by bb reflects a role
for BB in phloem development, we analyzed bb brx double
mutants in further detail. A key feature of brx mutants is the
occurrence of non-differentiated, so-called gap cells in the pro-
tophloem transition zone (Rodriguez-Villalon et al. 2014) (Fig.
2A). Perfect brx suppressors, such as loss of function in BARELY
ANY MERISTEM 3 (BAM3) (Depuydt et al. 2013), do not only
fully rescue the short root phenotype, but also fully restore
proper sieve element differentiation. In bb brx double mutants,
this was not the case (Fig. 2B). Consistently, impaired phloem
sap delivery to the root meristem (a consequence of the gap
cells) was not rescued either, as illustrated by the strongly
reduced phloem-mediated translocation of carboxyfluorescein
diacetate (CFDA) dye from the cotyledons to the root phloem
unloading zone (Fig. 2C–E). Moreover, bb brx as well as bb
mutants were fully sensitive to the BAM3 ligand CLAVATA3/
EMBRYO SURROUNDING REGION 45 (CLE45) (Fig. 2F). Thus,
BB apparently does not affect CLE45 perception, which nega-
tively regulates protophloem formation through BAM3
(Depuydt et al. 2013). Also, auxin activity, as judged from the
abundance of the DII-VENUS reporter (Santuari et al. 2011), was
CVIC QLKYKIGERQ MNLPCKHVYH SECISKWLSI NKVC P VCN
cCg/cTg mutation in bbP235L











































Fig. 1 Second site mutation in BB partially suppresses reduced brx
root growth. (A) Schematic presentation of the BB protein, and the
position and sequence of the RING finger domain, highlighting the
mutation leading to the P235L amino acid change. (B) Representative
seedlings of the indicated genotypes, at 7 d after germination (dag).
(C) Average primary root length of the indicated genotypes, at 7 dag.
Differences as compared with the Col-0 wild-type background (a) or
brx mutant background (b) are statistically significant as indicated
(Student’s t-test; P< 0.001; mean± SEM).
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Fig. 2 Evaluation of local and systemic phenotypes in bb brx double mutant roots. (A) Schematic overview of developing protophloem sieve
element strands, highlighting the occurrence of undifferentiated ‘gap’ cells (arrowhead) in brx mutants. (B) Quantification of gap cell frequency
in the indicated genotypes at 7 d after germination (dag). Differences between Col-0 and bb-2 vs. brx and bb-2 brx were statistically significant
(P< 0.001, Fisher’s exact test), but not within those pairs. (C) Phloem-mediated translocation of CFDA dye (green fluorescence, arrowheads) into
the phloem unloading zone of the root tip, 45min after CFDA application to the cotyledons of 4-day-old seedlings. Representative seedlings for
the indicated phenotypes [white fluorescence: propidium iodide (PI) cell wall staining] are shown. (D) Corresponding classification of the CFDA
signal at the end of the experiment. (E) CFDA translocation velocity in vivo measurements, based exclusively on seedlings in which it reached the
root tip. (F) Primary root growth response of the indicated genotypes to the presence of CLE peptides in the medium at 7 dag. All treatments
were statistically significant as compared with mock treatment (P< 0.001, Student’s t-test), except for bam3 on CLE45. (G) Auxin activity in the
indicated genotypes at 7 dag as monitored by the DII-VENUS inverse reporter (yellow fluorescence), composite images (red fluorescence: PI
staining). (H) Lateral root density in the indicated genotypes at 12 dag. (I) GUS reporter staining of BB expression in the indicated genotypes at 7
dag. (J) Cotyledon surface area in the indicated genotypes at 9 dag. Differences as compared with the Col-0 wild-type background (a) or brx
mutant background (b) are statistically significant as indicated (Student’s t-test; P< 0.01; mean± SEM).
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not markedly increased in bb brx mutants as compared with
brx single mutants (Fig. 2G). However, we noticed a slight re-
duction in lateral root density (Fig. 2H), which could also reflect
the observation that mature cell length was partially rescued
(see below). Finally, we confirmed that BB is expressed in the
root, in the vascular cylinder (Disch et al. 2006). We also verified
that bb loss of function does not suppress brx because of an
effect of BRX loss of function on BB expression, i.e. BB is not
overexpressed in a brx background (Fig. 2I).
In summary, although bbmutation substantially rescued the
reduced root growth of brx, this does not appear to be due to a
specific BB function in protophloem development, but rather
to a generic effect on root growth. In support of this, we also
observed rescue of the reduced cotyledon size of brx (Beuchat
et al. 2010) (Fig. 2J), and restoration of brx root meristem size to
nearly wild-type levels, as indicated by the number of meristem-
atic cortex cells (Fig. 3A, B). To verify whether bb mutation
already has an effect on root growth by itself, we investigated
the bb-2 mutant as well as the bbP235L mutant (recovered from
crosses of the suppressor line to Col-0) in more detail. Neither
of the two alleles displayed any significant difference from the
wild type in terms of root growth vigor (Fig. 1C). This was also
true when bb root growth was monitored on other, suboptimal
growth media (e.g. without sucrose) (Supplementary Fig. S1B).
However, surprisingly, in both mutants the meristems were
clearly larger than in the wild type (Fig. 3A, B). Nevertheless,
an impact on root growth could also not be detected over an
extended time period (Fig. 3C). The larger bb meristem was
also obvious in the cumulative cortex cell lengths along the
meristem (Fig. 3D), which allowed us to calculate the switching
point between cell proliferation and the transition to differen-
tiation–elongation (Supplementary Fig. S1C). This switch point
was consistently later in bb than in the wild type (Fig. 3E).
However, the apparently prolonged cell proliferation phase
had no marked effect on cell size, because the length of both
proliferating and mature cortex cells was similar in bb and Col-0
(Fig. 3F, G). Thus, bb mutation apparently permits a longer
phase of cell proliferation before cell expansion in the root
meristem, similar to its role in the shoot. While these observa-
tions suggest that despite their larger meristem, bb roots do not
grow overall faster than those of the wild type, the effects of BB
loss of function apparently manifest in sensitized backgrounds
such as brx. Consistent with the partially rescued brx root
growth, bb second site mutation not only normalized root
meristem size, but also recovered the switch point, as well as,
in part, mature cell length (Fig. 3B–G).
Potential discrepancies between meristem size, mature cell
length and overall root growth vigor can sometimes be ex-
plained by altered frequency of formative divisions, which
give rise to root cell files. For example, the short root phenotype
of brassinosteroid receptor mutants can be explained quanti-
tatively by a combination of reduced mature cell size and a
slowing down of root growth by supernumerary formative
cell divisions (Kang et al. 2017). Indeed, cross-sections of bb
mutants revealed a marked increase in cell file number in the
BB expression domain, i.e. the endodermis, the pericycle and
the vascular cylinder (Fig. 4A, B). Thus, cell number was not
only increased in the longitudinal, but also in the radial dimen-
sion of bb root meristems. Notably, the supernumerary forma-
tive divisions did not impinge on vascular tissue organization.
Moreover, they did not substantially increase the vascular cy-
linder area (Fig. 4C), but rather resulted in smaller cells (in the
radial dimension) and therefore presumably more anisotropic
cells (Fig. 4D). This effect was also observed in the respective bb
brx double mutants, again indicating that BB acts independ-
ently of BRX in root development.
To verify this notion in an independent scenario, we also
crossed the bb-2 mutant to a loss-of-function allele of
OCTOPUS (OPS), another positive regulator of protophloem
development (Truernit et al. 2012, Rodriguez-Villalon et al.
2014). The brx and ops mutant root phenotypes are essentially
identical, including the systemic effects (Truernit et al. 2012,
Rodriguez-Villalon et al. 2014, Rodriguez-Villalon et al. 2015,
Kang et al. 2017). Similar to bb brx double mutants, the reduced
root growth of ops mutants was partially compensated by bb
second site mutation (Fig. 5A, B). However, again the more
specific defects of ops were not complemented (Fig. 5C–E),
while cell number was increased in both the longitudinal and
radial dimensions (Fig. 5F, G). Therefore, BB also appears to act
independently of OPS in root development, corroborating its
generic role as a growth repressor.
Discussion
Within the limits of constraints dictated by environmental fac-
tors, plant organ size is genetically determined (Breuninger and
Lenhard 2010, Gonzalez and Inze 2015). This is most conspicu-
ous in organs whose size is comparatively invariable, such as
petals. The BB gene was indeed originally identified because of
the effect of its loss of function on petal size, but it soon became
clear that it also affected the size of other leaf(-like) organs
(Disch et al. 2006, Li et al. 2008). Kinetic analyses of leaf devel-
opment suggest that this phenotype is due to a role for BB in
limiting the cell proliferation phase, and promoting the transi-
tion to differentiation and cell expansion (Disch et al. 2006, Li
et al. 2008, Vanhaeren et al. 2017). This appears to be a general
theme in organ size determination, since a similar role has been
described for other pertinent factors (Krizek, 1999, Mizukami
and Fischer 2000, Hu et al. 2003), which presumably act in
parallel to the BB–DA1–DA2 network (Disch et al. 2006,
Dong et al. 2017). Here we found that BB has a conceptually
similar role in the determination of primary root meristem size.
bb loss-of-function alleles display increased meristematic cell
number, but no alteration in mature cell length. This pheno-
type is remarkable, given reports that a shift in the relative size
of the root meristem’s proliferation or differentiation–elong-
ation zones is typically associated with altered mature cell
length (Moubayidin et al. 2010, Scacchi et al. 2010, Depuydt
and Hardtke 2011, Perilli et al. 2012, Peng et al. 2013, Mahonen
et al. 2014). The phenotype of bb mutants is therefore more
similar to that obtained by ectopic overexpression of
PLETHORA (PLT) transcription factors, which promote the ex-
pression of cell proliferation genes, but suppress the expression
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Fig. 3 Cell proliferation in bb root meristems. (A) Representative root meristems of the indicated genotypes at 7 d after germination (dag),
confocal microscopy [white fluorescence: propidium iodide (PI) staining]. Arrowheads indicate the approximate location of the proliferation to
differentiation–elongation switch. (B) Quantification of cortex cell number in the division zone and transition zone of 7-day-old seedlings of the
indicated genotypes. (C) Root growth progression in the indicated phenotypes over time. Differences between brx and brx bb-2, and between
those two genotypes and Col-0 and bb-2 were statistically significant (P< 0.001; Student’s t-test) at every time point (C0: data for individual time
points). (D) Progression of cortex cell elongation along the meristems of 7-day-old roots of the indicated genotypes. (E) Calculations for the
switch between proliferation and transition in cortex cell files of the indicated genotypes, with respect to the first cell after the formative ground
tissue division. (F) Length of proliferating cortex cells in the indicated genotypes at 7 dag. Average of the average for 10 roots, with 20–45 cells
scored per root. (G) Length of mature cortex cells in the indicated genotypes at 7 dag. Average of the average for eight roots, with approximately
10 cells scored per root. Differences as compared with the Col-0 wild-type background (a) or brx mutant background (b) are statistically
significant as indicated (Student’s t-test; P< 0.05; mean± SEM).
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of genes involved in differentiation (Mahonen et al. 2014,
Santuari et al. 2016). However, whether PLT gain of function
also affects mature cell size has not been reported in detail. In
summary, our results suggest that bb mutation prolongs the
cell proliferation phase in the root meristem, but does not
affect mature cell length, thereby uncoupling root meristematic
activity from cell elongation. Because this effect is observed in
the cortex cell layer, where BB does not appear to be expressed,
it also suggests co-ordination of growth between layers through
non-cell-autonomous signals, as previously observed (Kang
et al. 2017).
Surprisingly, the increased cell proliferation in bb meristems
did not translate into enhanced overall root growth in our stand-
ard conditions, with a limit of observation at 12 d after germin-
ation. Therefore, within the limits of our experimental set-up, BB
mutation had nomacroscopic effect on root growth. On the one
hand, this might in part be explained by the increased number of
formative cell divisions in the stele, which could lead to a tem-
poral slowing down of root growth as observed in other, similar
scenarios (De Rybel et al. 2013, Kang et al. 2017). On the other
hand, unchanged overall root growth and mature cell size sug-
gest an unchanged overall output of differentiated cells by the bb
meristem. This in turn implies that the division rate of each
individual cell might be reduced (Beemster and Baskin 1998,
Beemster et al. 2002). However, a stimulatory effect of bb
second site mutation was observed in the brx and ops back-
grounds, in which root growth is strongly reduced because of
impaired protophloem differentiation (Truernit et al. 2012,
Rodriguez-Villalon et al. 2014, Rodriguez-Villalon et al. 2015).
Notably, the partial rescue of brx or ops by bbwas not associated
with a marked restoration of reported systemic defects, such as
reduced auxin activity or phloem sap delivery. This is consistent
with the persistence of the protophloem differentiation defects
in bb brx or bb ops double mutants. The only exception was the
reduced density of lateral roots, which scaled with the rescue of
primary root growth however, and could also be simply ex-
plained by the partially rescued mature cell length. Thus, bb
mutation can influence cell elongation; however, it appears
that this only becomes evident in genetic backgrounds in
which the cell proliferation phase is severely shortened and cell
differentiation is accelerated (Mouchel et al. 2004, Truernit et al.
2012). Moreover, the slightly reduced number of formative div-
isions in the brx and ops vascular cylinders (Rodriguez-Villalon
et al. 2015) was overcompensated by bb second site mutation,
corroborating that BB appears to act locally and largely inde-
pendently of systemic inputs. In line with this notion, BB was for
instance not found among the PLT target genes (Santuari et al.
2016).
In summary, we demonstrate that bb loss-of-function
mutations prolong the cell proliferation phase in the root
Col-0 brx brx bbP235L brx bb-2 bb-2bbP235L
cortex
8 ± 0.0 8 ± 0.0 8.1 ± 0.0 8.2 ± 0.13 8.1 ± 0.1 8.1 ± 0.10
endodermis
8 ± 0.0 8 ± 0.0 10.8 ± 0.41 11.2 ± 0.25 10.7 ± 0.30 11.4 ± 0.40
pericycle
14.1 ± 0.18 12 ± 0.21 15.4 ± 0.97 16.4 ± 0.31 16.1 ± 0.10 16.6 ± 0.16
vasculature
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Fig. 4 Formative divisions in bb root meristems. (A) Representative histological cross-sections of 6-day-old roots of the indicated genotypes,
taken at the position where protoxylem (green arrowheads) has differentiated (blue arrowheads: protophloem). (B) Quantification of cell file
number in roots of the indicated genotypes at 6 d after germination (dag). (C) Quantification of vascular cylinder area in roots of the indicated
genotypes at 6 dag. (D) Quantification of cell file density in the vascular cylinder in roots of the indicated genotypes at 6 dag. Differences as
compared with the Col-0 wild-type background (a) or brx mutant background (b) are statistically significant as indicated (Student’s t-test;
P< 0.01; mean± SEM).
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meristem and uncouple root meristematic activity from
cell differentiation and elongation. It will be interesting to in-
vestigate whether mutations in BB homologs have a similar
effect in other species, or whether such mutations could
be exploited to boost root growth generically, for instance in
crops.
Materials and Methods
Plant materials, growth conditions and
physiological assays
Plant tissue culture, plant transformation and common molecular biology pro-
cedures such as genomic DNA isolation, plant transformation, genotyping,
(whole-genome) sequencing and peptide treatments were performed accord-
ing to standard procedures as previously described (Kang and Hardtke 2016,
Kang et al. 2017). For plant tissue culture, seeds were surface-sterilized, germi-
nated and grown vertically on half-strength Murashige and Skoog (MS) agar
medium with or without 0.3% sucrose under continuous light of approximately
120 mE intensity at 22!C. All mutants were in the Arabidopsis Col-0 wild-type
background, i.e. the described brx-2, ops-2 and bb-2 alleles (Disch et al. 2006,
Rodrigues et al. 2009, Truernit et al. 2012), as well as the newly isolated bbP235L
allele. To produce BB::GUS plants, the BB promoter (At3g63530) was amplified
using oligonucleotides 50-GGG GAC AAG TTT GTA CAA AAA AGC AGG CTT
CGA AGA AGA AGA CGG AGA AGG-30 and 50-GGG GAC CAC TTT GTA CAA
GAA AGC TGG GTT TTC AGC TAC TGC AAT CGA GA-30 (note: including the
attB1 and attB2 sites, respectively, for GATEWAY cloning), and cloned into the
pMDC163 vector. Arabidopsis Col-0 and brx-2 plants were transformed with
the construct and lines with single insertions were selected in the T2 generation.
Homozygous plants for analysis were obtained in the T3 generation. All quan-
titative data shown are from single, representative replicate experiments, with
genotypes assayed in parallel.
Probe unloading measurements
To measure phloem translocation rate, CFDA stock solution (10mgml–1 in
dimethylsulfoxide) was diluted 1 : 100 (v/v) in ddH2O and 1 ml was applied to
wounded cotyledons at 4 d post-germination. Transport along sieve tubes was
monitored after 45min. using an epifluorescence microscope with a green
fluorescent protein (GFP) filter. Seedlings were then mounted in propidium
brx-2
A
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8 ± 0.0 8 ± 0.0 8.1 ± 0.0 8.2 ± 0.13
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8 ± 0.0 8 ± 0.0 10.8 ± 0.41 11.2 ± 0.25
pericycle
14.1 ± 0.18 12 ± 0.21 15.4 ± 0.97 16.4 ± 0.31
vasculature




















































Fig. 5 Second site mutation in BB partially suppresses ops phenotypes. (A) Representative seedlings of the indicated genotypes at 7 d after
germination (dag). (B) Average primary root length of the indicated genotypes at 7 dag. (C) Quantification of cortex cell number in the division
zone and transition zone of 7-day-old seedlings of the indicated genotypes. (D) Quantification of gap cell frequency in the indicated genotypes at
5 dag. Differences between Col-0 and all other genotypes were statistically significant (P< 0.001, Fisher’s exact test), but not between bb-2 brx,
ops and bb-2 ops. (E) Lateral root density in the indicated genotypes at 12 dag. (F) Representative histological cross-sections of 6-day-old roots of
the indicated genotypes, taken at the position where protoxylem (green arrowheads) has differentiated (blue arrowheads: protophloem).
(G) Quantification of cell file number in roots of the indicated genotypes at 6 dag. Differences as compared with the Col-0 wild-type background
(a) or ops mutant background (b) are statistically significant as indicated (Student’s t-test; P< 0.05; mean± SEM).
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iodide and imaged by confocal laser scanning microscopy (Zeiss LSM700) using
a GFP filter.
Probe translocation speed assay
Arabidopsis plants were grown for 4 d, the plates were scanned, root lengths
were measured using ImageJ software, and seedlings were subsequently used for
CFDA loading. Plants were mounted in a plastic chamber, below a slice of solid
0.7% medium enriched with propidium iodide. CFDA was applied as described
above, and the protophloem unloading zone was subsequently imaged by
confocal laser scanning microscopy (Zeiss 880). Probe translocation speed
was calculated by dividing the root length by the time it took CFDA to reach
the root meristem unloading zone.
Division–elongation switch point calculation
Arabidopsis seedlings were grown for 5, 7, 9 and 12 d after germination. Samples
were mounted in propidium iodide, and root meristems were imaged by con-
focal laser scanning microscopy. Cumulative cortex cell length (starting from
the first cell after the ground tissue initial formative division) was measured
using ImageJ software. Ten roots were used for each line to calculate the aver-
age. The linear function representing the division zone was calculated by con-
sidering the second to 20th cells (except for brx at 5 d after germination, where
the second and 10th cells were used because the meristem was still too small).
The linear function representing the elongation phase was calculated consider-
ing the third from last and last cells. The two functions were then used to
calculate the intersection point, i.e. the cortex cell where the switch between
division and elongation phase occurs. Details are displayed in Supplementary
Fig. S1C.
Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at PCP online.
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Linear functions describing differentiation (d) and elongation (e) are:
(yB - yA)
(20 - 2)
e: y = x + 20yA - 2yB
(20 - 2)
(yD - yC)y = x + xDyC - (xD-2)yD
(xD- (xD-2))(xD- (xD-2))
d:
The switching point S (xs;ys) is given by solving the system:
(yB - yA)
(20 - 2)
y = x + 20yA - 2yB
(20 - 2)
(yD - yC)y = x + xDyC - (xD-2)yD
(xD- (xD-2))(xD- (xD-2))
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Functional FYRC domain of the Arabidopsis JUMONJI14 protein is 
crucial for root growth restoration in impaired genetic backgrounds 






• Null-mutation in JUMONJI 14 partially restores the primary root length of 
mutants with diminished growth, but not protophloem discontinuity. 
• JMJ14 expression pattern is restricted to the vascular cylinder in the 
Arabidopsis primary root. 
• JMJ14 inhibits the expression of target genes by reducing their histone 
methylation state and thus might indirectly influence root growth. 












Eukaryotic genomic DNA is wrapped around histone octamer protein complexes and 
packed as chromatin in the nucleus. The chromatin condensation states influence the 
DNA accessibility, thereby contributing to the epigenetic control of gene expression. 
Among the different covalent modifications, histone methylation was found to govern 
several developmental programs during the plant life cycle. The reversible state of 
methylation/demethylation of histone lysine residues is regulated by different 
methylases and demethylases, respectively. Our study shows that perturbation of the 
conserved JmjC and FYR domains in the demethylase JUMONJI 14 (JMJ14) can 
suppress the short root phenotype caused by mutation in the BREVIS RADIX (BRX) 
gene. JMJ14 exhibits a vascular-related expression pattern, however its function in 
root development has been uncharacterized. Interestingly, the root morphology of 
jmj14 displays apparently no differences compared to wild type. We thus investigated 
the consequences on gene expression induced by the altered H3K4 methylation state 
in jmj14. We identified a set of genes whose expression is perturbed and thus might 
influence root growth in sensitized genetic backgrounds exclusively. JMJ14 belongs 
to a small subgroup of the Jmj protein family, whose members exhibit two FYR 
domains at the C-terminus. Only jmj14 was found to suppress impaired root growth. 
Further analysis would compare the expression domain of the different JMJ homologs 
and elucidate whether they overlap in the root. Moreover, we will test the potential 







The nuclear DNA of eukaryotes is packaged as chromatin. The constitutive unit of the 
chromatin is the nucleosome, 146 base pairs of DNA wrapped around the core histone 
octamer (Kouzarides, 2007). The flexible N-terminal tails of histone 3 (H3) and 4 (H4) 
proteins protrude from the nucleosome, allowing covalent modifications that include 
acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation and ubiquitination. All of these modifications 
are reversible and they can differentially influence chromatin condensation, which 
affects gene expression (Kouzarides, 2007). In plants, histone methylation governs 
different processes, such as cell fate determination and developmental programs 
during the entire plant life cycle (Ko et al., 2010). 
Histone methylation state is the balance between methylation and demethylation, 
which is controlled by histone methylases and demethylases, respectively. Proteins 
containing a SET domain catalyse the mono-, di- and tri- methylation of lysines (K) at 
the N-terminus of histones. Both the distinct methylation states and the position of the 
amino acids determine a unique biological state (Mosammaparast et al., 2010). For 
example, demethylation of H3K9 and tri-methylation of H3K27 inhibit gene expression, 
whereas di- and tri-methylation of H3K4 and H3K26 are associated with gene 
transcriptional activation (Saze et al., 2008). Until the discovery of the LYSINE-
SPECIFIC DEMETHYLASES 1 (KDM1) gene family in mammals, histone methylation 
has been considered an irreversible modification. KDM1s are however unable to 
remove the methyl groups from tri-methylated lysine, suggesting the presence of other 
histone demethylases (Shi et al., 2004). JmjC domain-containing proteins, which 
possess a conserved 2-oxoglutarate-Fe(II)-binding site, have been proposed as 
potential histone demethylases, reducing any of the three histone lysine methylation 
states (Saze et al., 2008). In Arabidopsis the 21 JmjC domain-containing proteins are 
divided into distinct groups based on sequence similarities (Lu et al., 2008). The 
relevance of JmjC proteins during different developmental phases has been shown by 
the characterization of several loss-of-function mutants in Arabidopsis. early flowering 
6 (elf6) and relative of early flowering 6 (ref6) mutants exhibit a compromised timing 
of flowering transition, while maternal effect embryo arrest 27 (mee27/JMJ15) is 
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involved in female gametophyte development (Gan et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2011; 
Pagnussat et al., 2015). JUMONJI 14 (JMJ14) influences expression of floral 
integrators, leading to an early flowering phenotype in jmj14 loss-of-function mutants 
(Lu et al., 2010). 
In Arabidopsis, the JARID1/KDM5 group has six members, JMJ14, JMJ15, JMJ16, 
JMJ17, JMJ18 and JMJ19. Interestingly, they exhibit two phenylalanine/tyrosine-rich 
domains, FYRN and FYRC, which are normally found in THRITORAX 
methyltransferases (Lu et al., 2008). These two domains likely mediate the interaction 
with other factors harbouring JmjC proteins to target chromatin regions (Ning et al., 
2015). Ning et al. in 2015 showed that JMJ14 interacts with NO APICAL MERISTEM 
- ARABIDOPSIS TRANSCRIPTION ACTIVATION FACTOR - CUP-SHAPED 
COTYLEDON 50 (NAC50) and NAC52 transcription factors through its FYRC domain, 
however the molecular mechanism is only characterized partially. 
JMJ14 inhibits gene expression by reducing the H3K4 methylation states that are 
associated with gene activation (Ning et al., 2015). jmj14 loss-of-function mutants 
show a hyper-methylated state of floral integrators, leading to an early flowering 
transition. However, whether JMJ14 acts only in the above-ground plant tissues as a 
floral repressor remains unclear. In our study, we found a new jmj14 allele that 
encodes a protein with a truncated FYRC domain. The resulting loss-of-function 
mutant can partially restore the root growth in genetic backgrounds with reduced 
meristematic cell proliferation. JMJ14 expression overlaps with vasculature tissues, 
but analysis of jmj14 mutants revealed no morphological differences in root 
development compared to wild type situation. The root gene expression analysis 
however pointed towards a remarkable diversity between wild type and jmj14. 
Therefore, JMJ14 affecting the methylation states of specific target genes might 




RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Perturbation of the FYRC protein domain in JMJ14 suppresses the brx short 
root phenotype 
 
The protophloem conducts and delivers photoassimilates and signalling molecules 
into the developing root meristem. Among the genetic factors that govern protophloem 
differentiation, the Arabidopsis BREVIS RADIX (BRX) gene is a key player (Depuydt 
et al., 2013; Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 2014, 2015). Morphological characterization of 
brx loss-of-function mutants revealed undifferentiated cells that interrupt the 
developing protophloem cell file (Scacchi et al., 2010). The consequently impaired 
delivery capacity of the protophloem in the growing primary root meristem has 
dramatic systemic consequences, such as reduced auxin concentration in the young 
meristem and a more branched lateral root system. brx in addition shows a reduction 
in meristematic cell division and cell elongation, which cause the macroscopic short 
root phenotype (Gujas et al., 2012). 
To dissect the BRX network a forward genetic screen has been conducted to isolate 
second-site mutations that fully or partially suppress the reduced root growth 
(Cattaneo et al., 2017; Depuydt et al., 2013; Kang et al., 2016; Rodriguez-Villalon et 
al., 2015). Whole genome sequencing analysis of one brx suppressor pointed to a 
mutation in the JUMONJI 14 (JMJ14, At4g201400) gene (Figure 1A). Because the 
causative second-site mutation was found in the non-coding region, we investigated 
the impact on JMJ14 transcripts (Figure 1B). We extracted RNA from wild type and 
jmj14 mutant seedlings, amplified a cDNA region of approximately 1 kb that includes 
the causative residue and sequenced it. The amplification reaction resulted in two 
different fragments. In the wild type, the two fragments likely correspond to the pre-
processed and the mature transcripts, respectively. By contrast, the sequencing 
analysis in jmj14 revealed a rearrangement during the splicing process, which led to 
an early stop codon and a truncated FYRC domain (Figure 1C, S 1A). 
To confirm jmj14 as a genuine brx suppressor, we crossed a loss-of-function (jmj14-
1) allele which carries a T-DNA insertion in the conserved JmjC domain (Lu et al., 
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2010), to brx. brx jmj14-1 double mutants partially restore the primary root length 
(Figures 1D and 1E). Moreover, a JMJ14::JMJ14 transgene was introduced in brx 
jmj14 and brx jmj14-1. Root measurements of independent segregating T2 lines 
revealed the restoration of the brx short root phenotype (Figure 1F). Our results 
confirmed jmj14 as a genuine suppressor of the brx impaired root growth and revealed 
the biological relevance of the FYRC protein domain for JMJ14 activity. 
 
brx jmj14 fails to restore protophloem continuity 
 
Given that the macroscopic brx phenotype derives from impaired protophloem 
differentiation (Figure 2A), we investigated whether jmj14-1 restores the protophloem 
continuity. Contrary to second-site null-mutation in the BARELY ANY MERISTEM 3 
(BAM3) gene, which fully restores both root length and protophloem gaps, jmj14-1 
cannot do so (Figure 2B) (Depuydt et al., 2013). Double mutant and jmj14-1 are both 
CLE45-sensitive (Figure 2C). Our observations thus suggest that suppression of the 
brx short root phenotype by jmj14 is independent of the CLE45-BAM3 network. 
Moreover, we tested the phloem-mediated translocation efficiency of carbofluorescin 
diacetate (CFDA). Application of the probe on cotyledons revealed a slower transport 
along the phloem (Figure 2D and 2E). Monitoring the inverse auxin marker 
DII::VENUS in brx jmj14 root meristem we found a low accumulation of the hormone 
(Figure 2F). Finally, we quantified lateral root density, which was similar to brx (Figure 
2G). jmj14 thus fails to restore protophloem continuity and the linked systemic effects 
of brx. Therefore, we conclude that jmj14 suppresses the brx short root phenotype in 




JMJ14 influences meristematic cell proliferation in sensitized backgrounds 
 
In a previous publication we showed that big brother (bb) loss-of-function partially 
restores the brx short root phenotype. bb displays no macroscopic phenotype in root 
length, however it appears that its enhanced meristematic cell number partially 
compensates the slow brx root growth. 
The apparent normal root length of jmj14 mutants is similar to that of bb and Col-0 
(Figure 1D and 1E). To investigate analogies in the mechanism by which jmj14 and 
bb suppress the brx root phenotype, we analysed the meristematic activity. brx jmj14-
1 double mutant restores the brx reduced cell proliferation partially, but jmj14-1 
interestingly shows no perturbation (Figure 3A). To test whether jmj14-1 affects cell 
expansion, we measured mature cortex cell length, which is slightly restored in brx 
jmj14-1 (Figure 3B). jmj14 does not affect cell expansion, although in impaired genetic 
backgrounds overall cell length is enhanced. 
bb moreover influences the extent of formative divisions, whose enhancement was 
hypothesized to slow down the overall root growth (Cattaneo et al., 2017). Analysis of 
jmj14-1 cross-sections showed no difference, neither in cell file numbers nor in tissue 
organization. Also, brx jmj14-1 fails to compensate the reduced formative divisions 
within the stele of the brx root (Figure 3C and 3D). 
The data thus suggest that jmj14-1 might merely influence meristematic cell division 
in brx background, thereby speeding up longitudinal root growth. To corroborate our 
hypothesis, we crossed jmj14-1 to ops, another positive regulator of protophloem 
formation which displays the same root phenotype as brx (Truernit et al., 2012). ops 
jmj14-1 displayed restored root length similar to brx jmj14-1 (Figure 3E and 3F). The 
rescue is again the consequence of the enhanced meristematic activity (Figure 3G). 
Moreover, similar to brx jmj14-1 double mutants, the protophloem discontinuity (Figure 
3H) and the systemic effects are conserved in ops jmj14-1 double mutants (Figure 3I). 
In summary, our findings suggest that JMJ14 acts independent of BRX and OPS, and 





JMJ14 shows a vascular-related expression pattern 
 
As the JMJ14 expression pattern in the root is unknown we created and analysed 
transcriptional reporter lines of JMJ14. The 1.5 kb region upstream of the ATG 
indicated that JMJ14 is expressed in the root vasculature cylinder. The expression 
started early in the meristem, where the protophloem elongation begins, and 
continued further up in the root (Figure 4A). JMJ14 was limited to procambial cells, but 
it was absent in the xylem and phloem poles. 
Interestingly, the observation of JMJ14-CIT under the control of the same promoter 
revealed a broader expression in the root meristem. JMJ14-CIT was observed in the 
endodermis, cortex tissues and in the precursors of the vasculature. The expression 
further up was also slightly broader compared to transcriptional reporter lines (Figure 
4B). Our findings were supported by the evidently overlapping vascular pattern that 
we observed in cotyledons (Figure 4C). Moreover, JMJ14-CIT shows a nuclear 
localization at the subcellular level, consistent with its histone demethylase activity. 
Overall, JMJ14 is expressed in the root vascular cylinder except in phloem and xylem 
poles. The broader expression domain of JMJ14-CIT in the meristem suggests 
potential post-translational modifications, which might influence a potential non cell-
autonomous action. Further analysis will reveal whether enlargement of JMJ14 
reporters by additional copies of reporter proteins might perturb JMJ14 localization 
within the meristem. 
 
Downstream effects of JMJ14 in the Arabidopsis root 
 
JMJ14 belongs to the Arabidopsis JmjC domain-containing gene family, which 
reduces H3K4 methylation states (Lu et al., 2008). Here we investigated the 
consequences of JMJ14 overexpression during root development. To this end, a 
constitutively expressed UBQ10::JMJ14 transgene was introduced into brx jmj14 and 
Col-0 backgrounds. Quantification of the root length of independent segregating T2 
lines revealed the restoration of the brx phenotype, validating the transgene 
functionality (Figure 5A). Interestingly, analysis of UBQ10::JMJ14 in Col-0 revealed no 
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differences in root length (Figure 5B). Consistently, the root meristem appeared as in 
wild type (Figure 5C). Our data thus suggest no perturbation of the root meristem 
organization by JMJ14 gain-of-function. The absence of any phenotype might be 
explained by the work of Ning and co-workers reported in 2015. JMJ14 interacts with 
two transcription factors, NAC50 and 52, through its FYR domains and is recruited 
thereafter on the target chromatin regions. Supposing that the stoichiometry of the 
protein complex is one to one, the exclusive enhancement of JMJ14 might mask any 
consequence. NAC50 overexpression however significantly amplified JMJ14 
flowering repression activity (Ning et al., 2015). To date it is unclear what causes the 
ineffectiveness of JMJ14 overexpression in the root. Cell quantification in the meristem 
and characterization of cell differentiation processes further up in the root could 
elucidate this aspect.  
In plants, H3K4 methylation is normally associated with gene activation. Given that 
JMJ14 is a demethylase, we monitored the transcriptome of jmj14-1 7-day-old roots 
by mRNA sequencing. The analysis identified in total 2330 genes that were 
differentially expressed compared to Col-0. While 738 were upregulated, 1592 genes 
were downregulated (Figure 6A). We analysed the genes with the highest fold-change 
in expression for the two categories. Interestingly, in the upregulated data set we found 
SHRUBBY (SHBY, At5g24740) (Figure S 1B). SHBY encodes a protein that partially 
overlaps with SHORT ROOT, SCARECROW, PHLETORA1 and PHLETORA2 that all 
control root growth (Koizumi et al., 2013). 
In addition, we intersected our gene expression data sets with the JMJ14-dependent 
differentially methylated genes found by Ning and co-workers in 2015. Between the 
up regulated genes, 188 were overlapping, while 80 genes were shared between the 
down regulated data sets (Figure 6B). Several uncharacterized RING/U-box, F-box 
and NAC genes were found. Because we extracted mRNA from roots, whereas Ning 
et al., 2015 used whole seedlings, we did expect perfect overlap however. 
In summary, the RNA sequencing showed a significant difference in the root gene 
expression profiles between jmj14-1 and wild type. Among the differential expressed 
genes, we found SHRUBBY which might correlate with the rescue of the root growth. 
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Future experiments could confirm SHBY as a target of JMJ14 and the mechanism by 
which JMJ14 controls root development. 
 
JMJ14 homologs fail to suppress brx phenotype 
 
In Arabidopsis the six members (JMJ14, JMJ15, JMJ16, JMJ17, JMJ18 and JMJ19) 
of the JARID1/KDM5 group share a unique conserved region at the C-terminus. They 
exhibit two phenylalanine/tyrosine-rich domains known as FYRN and FYRC (Lu et al., 
2008; Ning et al., 2015). They likely mediate the interaction with other factors, which 
recruit JMJ protein on DNA target regions (Ning et al., 2015). Amino acid differences 
in FYR domains therefore might influence the JMJ recruitment process. Here we 
investigated whether jmj16 and jmj18 loss-of-function show any macroscopic root 
phenotype. Root length quantification revealed no significant differences between 
JMJ14 homologs compared to Col-0 (Figure 7A and 7B). Furthermore, we investigated 
whether jmj16 and jmj18 mutants can suppress the brx short root phenotype, similar 
to jmj14-1. We crossed two jmj16 and jmj18 T-DNA alleles to brx and we analysed the 
primary root length in the double mutants. Both brx jmj16 and brx jmj18 double mutants 
failed to rescue the brx phenotype (Figure 7C and 7D). Similar to JMJ14, JMJ16 
represses flowering transition, whereas JMJ18 promotes the transition (Lu et al., 2010; 
Lu et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2012). Except their role in regulating the flowering time, 
their expression pattern and activity in the root is unclear. Further analysis could 






In our study, we uncovered a novel brx suppressor of the impaired root phenotype, 
which acts in a protophloem-independent manner. JMJ14 expression is associated 
with plant vasculature. JMJ14 accomplishes its function through the JmjC domain, 
which confers demethylase properties. Moreover, we demonstrated the biological 
relevance that intact FYR domains have for JMJ14 activity. Perturbed JMJ14 function 
interferes with the H3K4 methylation state and thus with the relative expression of 
target genes. A shift in gene transcription programs may possibly explain the 
restoration of root growth in sensitized backgrounds. Among the differential expressed 
genes, we found SHRUBBY, a regulator of root growth (Koizumi et al., 2013). Follow 
up studies could elucidate the mechanism by which JMJ14 can control root 
development, address the relevance of JMJ14 homologs within the root, as well as 




Materials and methods 
 
Plant materials, growth conditions, and physiological assays 
 
Plant tissue culture, plant transformation, and common molecular biology procedures 
such as genomic DNA isolation, plant transformation, genotyping, (whole genome) 
sequencing, and peptide treatments, phloem unloading measurement, and probe 
translocation assay were performed according to standard procedures as previously 
described (Cattaneo et al., 2017; Kang et al., 2016, Kang et al.; 2017). For plant tissue 
culture, seeds were surface-sterilized, germinated and grown vertically on half 
strength MS agar media with or without 0.3% sucrose under continuous light of ~120 
uE intensity at 22ºC. All mutants were in the Arabidopsis Columbia-0 (Col-0) wild type 
background, i.e. the described brx-2, ops-2, jmj14-1, jmj16, jmj18 alleles (Gujas et al., 
2012; Lu et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2011; Truernit et al., 2012, Yang et al., 2012), as well 




To produce JMJ14::NLS-3XVENUS plants, the JMJ14 promoter (At4g20400) was 
amplified using oligonucleotides 5’- TCC TCT AGAG AAG ATT GTG GTG GCT GGT 
G -3’ and 5’- CAG CCT GCA GGT TAC AGT GAG ATT AAG TTC ACA AAG -3’. After 
XbaI-SbfI restriction enzyme digest, the fragment was cloned into the pCAMBIA1005.1 
NLS-3XVENUS vector. 
To produce JMJ14::JMJ14-CIT plants, the JMJ14 promoter (At4g20400) was 
amplified using oligonucleotides 5’- ATT CCC GGG TTA CAG TGA GAT TAA GTT 
CAC AAA G -3’ and 5’- ATT GGT ACC GAA GAT TGT GGT GGC TGG TG -3’. After 
KpnI-XmaI restriction enzyme digest, the fragment was cloned into a modified P4-P1r 
vector to generate the Gateway pENTRY-pJMJ14 plasmid. The pENTRY JMJ14 was 
cloned by amplifying the JMJ14 CDS without stop codon from cDNA using 
oligonucleotides 5’- GGG GAC AAG TTT GTA CAA AAA AGC AGG CTT CAT GGA 
TCA GCT TGC ATC TCT AGC -3’ and 5’- GGG GAC CAC TTT GTA CAA GAA AGC 
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TGG GTT AGG ACT TAT CTC CAT CTT ATC AAC C -3’ (note: including the attB1 
and attB2 sites, respectively for Gateway cloning). pENTRY-pJMJ14, pENTRY-JMJ14 
and pENTRY-CIT vectors were recombined into pH7m34GW plasmid. To create 
UBQ10::JMJ14, the JMJ14 CDS with stop codon was amplified using oligonucleotides 
5’- GGG GAC AAG TTT GTA CAA AAA AGC AGG CTT CAT GGA TCA GCT TGC 
ATC TCT AGC -3’ and 5’- GGG GAC CAC TTT GTA CAA GAA AGC TGG GTT TTA 
AGG ACT TAT CTC CAT CTT ATC -3’ (note: including the attB1 and attB2 sites, 
respectively for Gateway cloning) and recombined with pENTRY-UBQ10 promoter 
clone into the pH7m24GW vector. 
Arabidopsis plants were transformed with the constructs and lines with single 
insertions were selected in the T2 generation. All quantitative data shown are from 
single, representative replicate experiments, with genotypes assayed in parallel.  
 
Evaluation of the jmj14 point mutation effects 
 
7-day-old roots of Col-0 and jmj14 genotypes grown in parallel on vertical plates were 
harvested and frozen in liquid nitrogen before total RNA extraction was performed 
using a Quiagen RNeasy Plant kit. cDNA synthesis was performed as described 
previously (Depuydt et al., 2013). The ~ 1 kb region which includes the mutation site 
was amplified using oligonucleotides 5’- CGA AGA AAG TGG ATG GTT GTT TAG -
3’ and 5’- CAC AGA AGT CCA TGC ATC ATT AC -3’. The fragments were separated 




For mRNA sequencing, 7-day-old roots of the different genotypes grown in parallel on 
vertical plates were harvested and frozen in liquid nitrogen before total RNA extraction 
was performed using a Quiagen RNeasy Plant kit. cDNA synthesis, amplification, size 
selection, high-throughput sequencing was performed as described previously (Bray 
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Figure 1⏐Second-site mutation in 
JMJ14 partially suppresses the brx 
short root phenotype. 
A⏐Schematic presentation of the JMJ14 
gene with the relative position of the 
mutation (rectangles: exons; continued 
lines: introns). B⏐Schematic 
presentation of the conserved JMJ14 
protein domains. C⏐The 1 kb region used 
to evaluate the biological relevance of the 
point mutation on the splicing activity. For 
both Col-0 and jmj14 mutant a 
representation of the two amplified 
fragments based on the sequencing 
results is given (a and b); schematic 
representation of the FYR protein 
domains shows the effects of the splicing 
in Col-0 and jmj14. The grey and the 
green rectangles represent the portion of 
transcript that are lost and gained, 
respectively, during the rearrangement of 
the splicing process. D⏐Representative 
seedlings of the indicated genotypes at 6 
days after germination (dag). E⏐Average 
primary root length of the indicated 
genotypes at 6 dag. F⏐Average primary 
root length of the indicated genotypes at 
7 dag.  
Differences as compared with the Col-0 
wild type background (a) or brx mutant 
background (b) are statistically 
significant as indicated (Student’s t-test; 





Figure 2⏐Consequences of protophloem discontinuity in brx jmj14 double mutant. 
A⏐Schematic pattern of the developing protophloem sieve element strands in Col-0 and brx 
mutant; undifferentiated “gap” cells are highlighted (arrowhead) in brx. B⏐Quantification of the 
gap frequency for the indicated genotypes. Differences between Col-0 and jmj14 vs. brx and 
brx jmj14 were statistically significant (P< 0.001, Fisher’s exact test), but not within those pairs. 
C⏐Average primary root length of the indicated genotypes responding to CLE45 peptide in the 
medium at 7 dag. All treatments were statistically significant as compared with mock treatment 
(P<0.001, Student’s t-test), except for bam3 on CLE45. D⏐Classification of the CFDA signal 
at the end of the phloem-translocation assay. E⏐CFDA translocation velocity in vivo 
measurements, based exclusively on seedlings in which the dye reached the root tip. F⏐Auxin 
activity monitored by the DII::VENUS inverse reporter (yellow fluorescence) for the indicated 
genotypes at 7 dag, composite images (red fluorescence: propidium iodide). G⏐Lateral root 
density of the branching zone in the indicated genotypes at 12 dag. Differences as compared 
with the Col-0 wild type background (a) or brx mutant background (b) are statistically 
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Figure 3⏐Evaluation of jmj14 root growth and suppression of the ops short root 
phenotype. 
A⏐Quantification of the cortex cell number in the division and transition zone of 7 dag 
seedlings of the indicated genotypes. B⏐Length of the mature cortex cells in the indicated 
genotypes at 7 dag. Average of the average for 8 roots, with approximately 10 cells scored 
per root. C⏐Representative histological cross-sections of 6 dag roots of the indicated 
Col-0 brx brx jmj14-1 jmj14-1
cortex





8 ± 0.0 8 ± 0.0 8.1 ± 0.10 8.9 ± 0.27
pericycle
14.1 ± 0.18 12 ± 0.21 13.2 ± 0.25 13.8 ± 0.33
vasculature
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genotypes taken at the position where protoxylem has differentiated (green arrowheads; blue 
arrowheads: protophloem). D⏐Quantification of cell file number in roots of the indicated 
genotypes at 6 dag. Differences as compared with the Col-0 wild type background (a) or brx 
mutant background (b) are statistically significant as indicated (Student’s t-test; P<0.01; mean 
± SEM). E⏐Representative seedlings of the indicated genotypes at 6 dag. F⏐Average primary 
root length of the indicated genotypes at 6 dag. G⏐Quantification of the cortex cell number in 
the division and transition zone of 7 dag seedlings of the indicated genotypes. 
H⏐Quantification of the gap frequency for the genotype indicated at 5 dag. Differences 
between Col-0 and all other genotypes were statistically significant (P< 0.001, Fisher’s exact 
test). I⏐Lateral root density of the branching zone in the indicated genotypes at 12 dag. 
Differences as compared with the Col-0 wild type background (a) or ops mutant background 





Figure 4⏐JMJ14 root pattern. 
A⏐NLS-3XVENUS reporter gene expression (green fluorescence) driven by the JMJ14 
promoter in roots of 5 dag Col-0 seedlings, composite images (white fluorescence: calcofluor-
white). B⏐Expression of JMJ14-CIT fusion protein (green fluorescence) under control of 
JMJ14 promoter in roots of 5 dag, composite images (white fluorescence: calcofluor-white). 





Figure 5⏐JMJ14 overexpression in root. 
A⏐Average primary root length of the indicated genotypes at 7 dag. B⏐Average primary root 
length of the indicated genotypes at 7 dag. C⏐Confocal images (greyscale) of 7 dag propidium 
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Figure 6⏐jmj14-1 mRNA sequencing.  
A⏐ Differentially expressed genes in jmj14-1 roots at 7 dag. 
B⏐Venn diagrams comparing the jmj14-1 RNAseq with the 

















Figure 7⏐jmj homologs mutant root 
phenotype. 
A⏐Representative seedlings of Col-0 and jmj 
homologs loss-of-function mutants at 6 dag. 
B⏐Average primary root length of the indicated 
genotypes at 6 dag. C⏐Representative 
seedlings of brx mutant and brx jmj homologs 
double mutants at 6 dag. D⏐Average primary 
root length of the indicated genotypes at 6 dag. 
Differences as compared with the brx mutant 
background (a) are statistically significant as 
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roots
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Figure S1⏐Supplementary figure. 
A⏐Effects of the jmj14 second site mutation on FYRN and FYRC protein domains. B⏐Most 




CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK 
 
 
The plant vascular network functions distributing water, photoassimilates and 
signalling molecules through the whole plant body (Helariutta, 2007). The xylem 
transports water and ions from the root to the leaves, while the phloem transports the 
so called sap, containing sugars and signalling molecules from the above-ground 
source organs to sink organs, such as the root (Lucas et al., 2013). In proximity of the 
root meristem, the protophloem functions as a bridge between the differentiated 
metaphloem and the actively developing and growing tissues (Rodriguez-Villalon et 
al., 2015). Several studies have partially elucidated the molecular mechanisms 
controlling the differentiation of the protophloem. Notably, the achievement of a fully 
differentiated protophloem pole requires the spatio-temporal regulation of BRX and 
CLE45/BAM3 activity (Depuydt et al., 2013; Rodriguez-Villalon et al., 2014). The main 
objective of my research was to improve the understanding of the BRX pathway, with 




In the first two chapters I discussed the application of the antagonistic peptide 
technology (Song et al., 2013). To overcome the lack of CLE45 loss-of-function 
mutants I evaluated the consequences of CLE45::CLE45G6T expression in Col-0 
background. Contrary to my expectations, the antagonistic CLE45G6T peptide turned 
to be a mild variant of the wild type CLE45. My observations demonstrated that the 
technology cannot be applied to all peptide indistinctly, but requires a deep 
understanding on the interaction between the ligand and the receptor. Likewise, the 
application of the technology has to consider the amino acid context and also the 
differential sensitivity to conformational changes. Although I showed that it is not the 
ultimately strategy to overcome the lack of loss-of-function mutants for CLE peptides, 
it is a useful tool to study some peptides function (i.e. CLE3, CLE26 and CLE40). 
Interestingly the CLE45G6T plants failed to develop continuous protophloem, similar 
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to brx mutants. My observations corroborate also the notion that the local hyperactivity 
of the module CLE45/BAM3 locks protophloem cells in the undifferentiated stage. 
 
To identify new genetic players of the BRX network I invested part of my research 
screening for brx suppressors. Contrary to the approach that was previously followed 
(Depuydt et al., 2013), I adopted a new multi-faceted strategy. In particular, I 
considered the protophloem “gaps” rescue to uncover new suppressors involved in 
protophloem development. 
As reported in chapter three, I identified several unknown bam3 alleles. The isolation 
of different bam3 alleles loci improved the understanding of the importance of both 
cytoplasmic and extra-cellular residues necessary for ligand perception and activation 
of the downstream signalling cascade. 
A possible explanation for the high number of bam3 alleles isolated could be the large 
gene size (2840 kb), which makes it an easy target for the EMS mutagenesis. 
Additionally, the inability to uncover other members of the CLE45/BAM3 pathway such 
as co-receptors and players of the downstream signalling cascade, might be masked 
by genetic redundancy. 
Until now it is unknown whether the CLE45/BAM3 signal propagates into parallel 
pathways downstream. Mutation in a single gene might not be sufficient to fully restore 
the protophloem continuity, therefore the high stringency strategy could overlook 
partial suppressors. 
Notably, we screened approximately 2,500 M1 plants. Based on the frequency by 
which we identified bam3 alleles I concluded the screen was saturated.  
For these reasons, the uncovering of new candidates involved in sieve element 
differentiation based on the rescue of the brx-2 gap phenotype could be precluded. 
Designing a new genetic screen, which will take into account the genes protophloem-
related identified (i.e. MAKR5, OPS), could therefore lead to uncover new molecular 





Among the brx suppressors, a second site null mutation in the gene BIG BROTHER 
(BB) was found to partially suppress the reduced root growth vigour. During my 
research I addressed the genetic link between BRX and BB, I described the framework 
which explains the rescue of the brx short root and I elucidated the role of BB during 
the primary root development. 
My observations demonstrated initially that BIG BROTHER is not linked to the BRX 
network. The suppression of the brx short root occurs in a protophloem-independent 
manner. Therefore, my study turned to a comprehensive characterization of BB during 
primary root development. Previous studies documented that BB restricts the cell 
proliferation phase promoting the transition to cell differentiation and cell expansion 
(Dish et al., 2006; Vanhaeren et al., 2016). The characterization of BB however has 
been limited to the above-ground organs such as leaves and flowers. Interestingly, I 
discovered a similar role for BB in controlling root growth. The dissection of bb root 
meristems highlighted the increased cell number, but no differences in the mature cell 
length. Despite the larger meristem, bb has no notable effect on root length. The 
simultaneous enhancement of formative divisions in the radial dimension has been 
suggested thus to counteract the longitudinal growth. Nevertheless, in adverse 
conditions such as in brx background, bb partially restores the root length. 
In summary I demonstrated that bb loss of function prolongs cell proliferation but not 
cell elongation in the Arabidopsis root meristem. Because of the high demand of plant 
derived products in the modern society, perspective studies might investigate the 
relevance of BB homologs in other plant species and evaluate whether such mutations 
might be exploited in crop improvement. 
 
 
In the last chapter, I uncovered and confirmed another brx suppressor, JUMONJI 14 
(JMJ14), which partially rescues the root growth phenotype. My observations 
however, demonstrated that jmj14, similar to bb, suppresses the brx short root in a 
protophloem-independent manner. I addressed whether jmj14 controls cell division in 
the root meristem, but I observed no perturbation of cell proliferation activity neither in 
the longitudinal nor in radial growth. Because jmj14 has not a remarkable phenotype 
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in the root, I investigated the domains of activity in the Arabidopsis primary root. 
Interestingly JMJ14 displays a vascular related expression pattern, however the 
JMJ14 protein apparently has a broader domain of activity in the root meristem. Follow 
up studies could therefore elucidate whether extra copies of fluorescent tag might limit 
the mobility of JMJ14 and its role in root growth. 
Previous studies described that JMJ14 encodes an active H3K4 demethylase (Ning et 
al., 2015). The jmj14 RNAseq analysis revealed a significant change in the root gene 
expression profile. Interestingly I found the gene SHRUBBY (At5g24740) to be highly 
upregulated. SHBY encodes a protein that partially overlaps with SHORT ROOT, 
SCARECROW, PHLETORA1 and PHLETORA2, that all control root growth (Koizumi 
et al., 2013). I hypothesize that jmj14 may indirectly modulate root growth vigour 
through SHBY signalling pathway, however additional studies are necessary to 
confirm this notion and they could also elucidate the mechanism by which JMJ14 
influences root development. 
During my research I also demonstrated the relevance of the FYRN/C protein 
domains, which are crucial for JMJ14 activity. Surprisingly the JMJ14 closest 
homologs cannot rescue the brx short root, despite amino acid similarities in the FYR 
region. Perspective analysis could therefore address the importance of JMJ14 
homologs in root development and the specificity of the FYR protein domains. 
 
 
At the beginning of my study, the main objective was to uncover new molecular players 
and to provide genetic evidences necessary to decode the BRX pathway. This work 
thus, illustrates the several attempts I conducted to expand our knowledge on 
protophloem sieve element differentiation. My findings however have not lead to the 
identification of new regulators. Nevertheless, I contributed to broaden the 
understating of BAM3 function and noticeably I discovered and studied genes (i.e. BIG 
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